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ABSTRACT
In 2007, a small group of concerned speak ers of Koasati, a M uskogean
language u sed in Louisiana and T exas, gathered to ad d ress a mutual concern
that their community w as heading toward monolingual English u se. In le ss
than on e year, that group developed into the volunteer Koasati Language
Committee and the official Heritage Department of the Coushatta Tribe of
Louisiana! B ased on participant observation and interviews conducted
betw een 2 0 0 9 and 2013, this dissertation exam in es the language
documentation and revitalization efforts of the Language Committee and the
Heritage Department from a linguistic anthropological perspective. Using a
theoretical approach em phasizing Bourdieu’s work on language and sym bolic
power and Peirician sem iotics, it explores the w ays in which conservative
ideologies of authority and linguistic legitimacy articulate with novel language
practices, particularly novel local literacies, created in an effort to reverse
language shift.
Throughout the p rocess of docum enting and attempting to revitalize Koasati,
the authorial and pedagogical practices of the Coushatta Heritage Department
have challenged discursively salient ideologies of linguistic purism, but
sim ultaneously harmonized their creative efforts with con cep ts of “authentic
Koasati.” The first half of this dissertation provides ethnographic descriptions
of Koasati language practices, the history of language shift that sparked the
revitalization m ovem ent, and the direct effects of that history on the structuring
of the revitalization. It explores changing perceptions of the relationship
betw een language practices and self-perceived Coushatta identity, a s such
perceptions b ecom e articulated through the direct socialization of Koasati
language learners in an effort to define and m easure Koasati speakership. The
seco n d half fo c u se s on the Heritage Department’s p rocess of creating new
gen res of Koasati literacy, which began with the introduction of a new
com m ittee-created writing system in 2007. Examination of both new and
historical forms of written Koasati dem onstrates that they derive a d eg ree of
authority from their indexical association s with standardization and
scholarliness, but are som etim es challenged a s lacking in "authentic
C oushattaness." I conclude with an analysis of how the p ro cesses of language
shift, documentation, and revitalization reconcile seem ingly contradictory
language ideologies by ensuring that new authorial p ro cesses rely on overt
displays of co n sen su s and a s e n s e of Coushatta locality to recreate extant
social structures and reinforce current forms of linguistic authority.
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Chapter One
Kowassaati Aathiihilka
In February 2009, the staff of the newly formed Coushatta Heritage
Department produced its first indigenous-language newsletter, named Kowassaati
Aathiihilka [trans. Koasati News]. A Department employee left a stack of the
newsletters on the counter of the Coushatta Cafe, a popular spot for reservation
residents and Tribal employees to eat lunch. When Loretta Williams, a Heritage
Department employee and the primary transcriber for the Koasati language
documentation project, would go to pick up her food or visit her daughter (one of
the cafe cooks), she would be questioned on the authenticity o f the newsletter.
Diners would ask her to read it out loud, to demonstrate that the text did in fact
encode their language. “Is it really,” one man asked, “written in Indian?”
The newsletter was one early artifact o f the Coushatta Tribe o f Louisiana’s
organized effort to promote the use of their Muskogean language, Koasati. In
2006, Dr. Linda Langley and Bertney Langley began recruiting participants for a
community-led Koasati documentation and revitalization effort. The leaders of the
Koasati language language project created vernacular forms of Koasati literacy to
diversify the genres of Koasati language use, in the hope of engendering
opportunities to raise awareness o f language loss and increase the presence of
Koasati on the Coushatta reservatfon in any form. Before the Langleys called a
community meeting in 2007 to create a writing system, members o f the Coushatta
community largely considered Koasati an unwritten language. The language had
appeared in print, but for the most part those productions were created by
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academics for academics. In this new project, however, Coushatta people would
be doing the writing instead of observing the writing being carried away for
revision without their continued input.1The participants in these early linguistic
workshops, many of them members of the nascent Koasati Language Committee,
identified what work they themselves would do, then actively selected the
outsiders who would consult in the areas where speakers identified the need for
additional input. This dissertation represents one part of that work for which
outside scholars were invited into the community: an ethnographic
“metadocumentation” of the Koasati language project, which would provide both
a history o f the language project for future community members, and ideally some
insight into the future of the Koasati program.
With a focus on the language ideologies associated with language change and
linguistic authority, this research demonstrates the ways in which speakers and
learners of the Koasati language organize their responses to language change, and
reconcile seemingly contrasting ideologies o f cultural and linguistic conservatism
with the introduction of novel language and literacy practices. I argue that novel
practices, particularly literacy practices, that on the surface appear to challenge

1 Linguistic work on Koasati includes a dictionary, grammar, and text collection
by Geoffrey Kimball (1991,1994,2013). Aside from those large works,
publications on Koasati language are limited to articles on highly specific
linguistic attributes: gendered speech (Haas 1944, Kimball 1987 and 1990,
Saville-Troike 1988), use of the dual number in narrative speech (Kimball 1993),
and switch reference (Rising 1992). Some relevant work has been done on the
Alabama-Coushatta, who speak a closely related language; Helena Halmari (1998,
2000) addresses language maintenance efforts on the Alabama-Coushatta
reservation in Texas. Nothing has been written on the Coushatta Tribe of
Louisiana or the Koasati language from a linguistic anthropological point of view.

2

conservative language ideologies are in fact rooted in shared sources of linguistic
legitimacy and authority.

The Coushatta Tribe of Louisiana
The Coushatta Tribe of Louisiana is a federally recognized American Indian
group, with approximately 900 enrolled members as o f 2014. The contemporary
Coushatta Tribe of Louisiana is geographically centered in Elton and Kinder,
Louisiana. The Coushatta reservation is located approximately four miles north of
Elton, and just over ten miles east of Kinder, Louisiana, where the Coushatta
Casino Resort is located. The majority o f Louisiana Tribal members live in or near
one o f these two towns. Though for the most part they maintain a close
relationship with the Elton Coushatta community and the reservation in central
Louisiana, Coushatta relatives and Koasati speakers live in a wide variety of
places including Texas, Alabama, and Oklahoma. In particular, the Elton
Coushatta community has close ties with the Alabama-Coushatta reservation
outside of Livingston, Texas. Figure 1, a language map o f the southeastern United
States, shows the locations of both reservations. Though not mutually intelligible,
the Alabama and Koasati languages are more closely related to each other than
any other living Muskogean languages (Hardy 2005, Booker 2005, Martin and
Munro 2005). As has been the case since at least the seventeenth century, many
Alabamas and Coushattas in different locations share common oral histories,
surnames and clans (Shuck-Hall 2009, 260-262).
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Figure 1. Southeastern United States of America. Map courtesy of
SIL International (www.ethnologue.com).

Like many Southeastern Native Americans, the ancestors of Coushattas were part
of what archaeologists call the Mississippian Period, an era in which much of the
present-day Southeast and Midwest included similar political and socioeconomic
characteristics. The Coushattas in particular descend from the Coste chiefdom,
encountered by Spanish conquistador Hernando de Soto at present-day Bussell
Island in the Little Tennessee River. Reconstructions of de Soto’s route and
analysis of material evidence by archaeologists interpreted Coste as existing, at
least to some extent, under the political jurisdiction of a larger chiefdom named
Coosa (Hudson 1997; Hudson, Smith, and DePratter 1984). Archaeologist Ned
Jenkins (2009,215) maintained that the Coste chiefdom in turn directly descended
from Moundville, one of the largest Mississippian-era cities and with a population
of up to 11,000 people (Knight and Steponaitis 2007). Other descendants o f
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Moundville include Taliepacana, Moculixa, Apafalaya, and others who stayed on
the Black Warrior River of eastern Alabama as well as the Alibamu and Miculasa
who moved west to the Tombigbee River (Shuck-Hall 2009,252). As a result of
European diseases and other colonial pressures, these chiefdoms began to collapse
or coalesce. By the late seventeenth century, Coushattas and perhaps others within
the Coosa political system migrated westward and forged political affiliations,
including with the Creek Confederacy (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Alabama and Coushatta Coalescence, ca. 1600 (ShuckHall 2009,253)

5

As a result of disagreements within the Creek Confederacy, the Coushatta
leader Stillapikachatta ("Red Shoes" in English records) led 214 followers out of
modem Alabama and into modem Louisiana in 1795. Records from the early
nineteenth century indicate that Stillapikachatta’s group settled near the
Muskogee-speaking Pacana who had left Alabama not long before (Woodward
[1859] 1939). Jacobson (1960) maintained that a settlement named only "Indian
Village" in 1850 on the Calcasieu River in Louisiana included Coushattas who had
migrated directly from Alabama as well as Alabama-area groups who had
previously migrated to present-day Texas. The conclusion of either o f these
scenarios was the settlement of the Louisiana Koasati on the Calcasieu River in
the "Indian Village" site by 1850 (Jacobson 1960, Kimball 1991, May 2004). As a
result of a yellow fever epidemic, land loss under unknown circumstances, or
both, in 1884 a combined group o f Coushattas, Choctaws and Muskogee Creeks
moved away from the Indian Village to homestead land north of Elton, Louisiana
(Jacobson 1960, Kimball 1991). For a map of archaeological sites known to be
associated with the Coushatta Tribe o f Louisiana and Coushatta ancestors, see
Figure 3.2
Missionization began in earnest in 1893 when Pastor Paul Leeds contacted
the Coushattas, and set out to convert the community to Congregationalism. This
included the suppression o f their traditional stickball game, tribal dances, and the

2 For more information on political affiliations and movements of indigenous
peoples relevant to the Coushatta Tribe of Louisiana, see Ethridge (2003),
Ethridge and Hudson (2002), Flores (2002), Hudson and Chaves (1994), Hudson
(1997), and Jumey (2001).
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consumption o f alcohol (Jacobson 1960). At the same time, the Southern Pacific
Railroad into Louisiana expanded into Louisiana, bringing an influx o f
Midwesterners, African-Americans and French-speaking Acadians seeking
livelihoods as rice farmers. Jacobson credits French-speaking rice farmers with
instigating the "economic revolution" that turned the Koasati into wage earners
instead of "subsistence farmers, hunters and fishermen" by 1910 (1960). Note that
a substantial Cajun French population had existed in Louisiana since at least 1755,
when British authorities forcibly spread the inhabitants of Acadia to the far comers
o f the British empire. Until the early twentieth century, however, the Coushatta
population seems to have remained fairly isolated from the Cajuns.
The Coushatta Tribe’s relationship with the United States was formally
established in 1898, when community member Sissy Robinson placed 160 tribal
acres in trust with the federal government (Precht 2013). The Bureau o f Indian
Affairs assumed responsibility at that time for the Tribe's education and health
care, but discontinued services and thus effectively terminated the Tribe in 1953,
through inaction if not legal action (Precht 2007, 2013). After two decades of
fighting to regain federal services, the Coushatta Tribe was recognized a second
time in 1973. The next three decades would bring expanding land rights, a
democratically elected tribal government, and agricultural programs to promote
economic independence. Continuing this trend, the Tribe opened the Grand Casino
- Coushatta in 1995, and became the third largest employer in the state (Precht
2007).
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Figure 3. Map of Historical Coushatta Sites. Courtesy of the
Coushatta Heritage Department.

The anthropological literature on the Louisiana Coushattas exists for the
most part in regional studies. Though o f impressive scope, none deals in detail
with the Coushatta Tribe in depth. The Tribe is included in some anthropological
and ethnohistorical overviews of the American Southeast, including Charles
Hudson (1982,1985), John Swanton (1911), and in the Handbook of the North
American Indian sections by Martin (2004) and Stephanie May [de MontignyJ
(2004). John Swanton published Koasati narratives as part o f his Myths and Tales
o f the Southeastern Indians Bureau o f American Ethnology Bulletin, which was
later reprinted as a book (1929, 1995). Linda Langley has co-authored several
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popular anthropological texts on the cross-cultural traditions of southwestern
Louisiana (Langley, Lejeune and Oubre 1995,1996, and 1998), as well as
ethnohistorical work with her husband and member of the Coushatta Nation,
Bertney Langley (Langley and Langley 2003).

Koasati Language
Koasati, the indigenous language o f the Coushatta Tribe, is a member of the
Muskogean language family, and thus related closely to Choctaw, Chickasaw,
Alabama, Mikasuki, and Muscogee Creek.3 The earliest known record o f the
Koasati language is a word list recorded by Albert S. Gatschet in 1885. John
Swanton (1910) later collected a more extensive vocabulary list and series o f texts,
some of which Kimball edited and published in his 2010 Koasati Traditional
Narratives. The originals are held in manuscript by the National Anthropological
Archives. Archival materials also include Mary Haas's field notes from her visits
with speaker Jackson Langley in the 1930s (Haas 1934), Lyda Taylor's circa 1940
brief ethnographic manuscript on the Coushattas (1940), and a 1963 collection of
seven inch reels with recordings of speaker Bel Abbey (Fischer 1963).
More recently, Geoffrey Kimball produced the most extensive linguistic
literature to date including a dictionary, grammar, and text collection (1991,1994,
2010). Other publications focus on primarily on grammatical attributes:
morphological differences between men and women’s speech (Haas 1944,

3 For more detailed information about the subgroupings within the Muskogean
language family, see Hardy and Scancarelli (2005).
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Kimball 1987 and 1990, Saville-Troike 1988), use of the dual number in narrative
speech (Kimball 1993) and switch reference (Rising 1992). Some linguistic
anthropological work has been done on the Alabama-Coushattas, who speak a
closely related language; Helena Halmari (1998) addresses language maintenance
efforts on the Alabama-Coushatta reservation in Texas.
According to an unpublished, self-reported survey in 2007, approximately
40% of the 600 Coushatta Tribal members in and around Elton are fluent speakers
of Koasati. Dr. Linda Langley, an anthropologist who began working with the
Tribe in the 1970s and the current Tribal Historic Preservation Officer, estimated
in 2009 that there were 200-300 fluent Koasati speakers at that time. Ethnologue, a
catalogue of world languages from SIL International, gave a lower figure of 200
for fluent speakers in 2000, with a note that the number was declining (Lewis
2009). The vast majority o f those fluent speakers are adults, bilingual in English
and Koasati. Elder fluent speakers frequently describe the Koasati spoken by
younger adults as “simplified” or “shortened.” Some children in the community
understand Koasati, but rarely produce the language unprompted.
To foster Koasati use among Tribal members at all levels of fluency,
Bertney Langley and Linda Langley began recruiting participants and writing
grants in support o f language documentation and revitalization at Coushatta. Many
elders were initially reluctant. The Langleys recalled the first elder to sign up:
Isabel Robinson. She signed the first "Koasati Language Documentation Consent
Form" on March 19, 2007. Once Ms. Robinson had done so, many others
followed. That core group of early volunteers grew into the Koasati Language
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Committee, and shortly thereafter the Tribal Council granted the Langleys
permission to form the official Coushatta Heritage Department. The Committee is
comprised o f approximately twenty volunteers, who engage with the revitalization
at a variety of levels depending on factors such as place o f residence and
employment. Its demographics have shifted since its inception, but the defining
characteristics the Committee’s members include ongoing interest in the work of
the Heritage Department, and a general willingness to volunteer assistance and
linguistic knowledge in support o f the documentation and revitalization efforts.
Members of the Committee tend to be considered the experts on Koasati from
whom non-speakers and partial speakers tend seek verbal linguistic judgments and
translations.
Unlike the Committee, which is strictly voluntary, the Coushatta Tribe
employs the Heritage Department staff to support a variety o f linguistic and
cultural programs. The Coushatta Heritage Department, formally adopted as an
official department of the Coushatta Tribe in 2008, has employed between five
and eight Tribal members on a permanent basis, and two more as seasonal
contractors, between 2008 and 2014. Not every employee is a fluent speaker, but
the majority of employees understand the language and possess some command of
the Committee’s writing system. Between 2006 and 2014, the ideals and processes
of the Coushatta Heritage Department and the Koasati Language Committee have
adapted to the needs and wants o f the wider Koasati speaker and learner
community, including expanding from language revitalization into broader
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cultural heritage preservation.

Language Documentation, Revitalization and Academic Collaboration
The grammatical description of Native North American languages for
scholarly purposes dates to early contact between indigenous groups and European
colonizers and missionaries. Since roughly the 1990s, however, academic
discourses have increasingly supported applied research including collaborative
efforts to document and revitalize endangered and dormant languages. Continuing
efforts by indigenous peoples for increasing self-determination, new academic
programs to train documentary linguists, and increasingly available funds for
endangered language research by indigenous peoples give momentum to such
grassroots linguistic efforts.
Such linguistic preservation efforts ironically often introduce change into
language practices; such introductions are one of the primary ethnographic
interests explored in this dissertation. Language revitalization efforts, nearly by
definition, incorporate novelty: new speakers, new writing systems, new ways of
teaching, and new ways o f learning. They prompt speakers to articulate otherwise
tacit understandings of their language and its relationship to their identity. Many
speakers o f endangered languages feel that language revitalizations — especially
those which serve as part o f a wider cultural awareness effort — should focus on
the “purest” linguistic forms possible, uncontaminated by outside forces (for
examples, see Chrisp 2005, Eisenlohr 2004, Errington 2003, Hinton and Hale
2001, Jaffe 1999, Wong 1999). Such ideals often translate into rejection of
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innovative linguistic forms (such as slang) and insistence on a standard grammar.
If a community opts for a such a prescriptive path, it will then face the practical
difficulty of enforcing a prescriptive program and the ideological contradiction of
revitalizing something that will not be vital unless it is open to change.

Language Ideologies of Shift and Authority
The valorization of so-called “pure” language and its association with a
reified sense of the culture linked to it appears cross-culturally in ethnographic
accounts of language revitalization. As Alexandra Jaffe argues in her description
o f Corsican language revitalization, explicit statements regarding beliefs about the
connection between language and culture deserve as much anthropological
attention as supposedly spontaneous linguistic production itself. Linguistic
anthropology is uniquely situated “to explore social forces that shape discourse
and metadiscourse, as well as the dialectal tension between discourse and
metadiscourse that may well be central to the process of culture” (1999, 15).
Significant literature on language ideologies of purism and authenticity in
the face o f language loss in North America includes Kroskrity’s (1993,1998,
2000,2009) work with the Arizona Tewa, particularly the surfacing o f religious
ideals in language ideology, and Hill (1998) on “discourses of nostalgia” in
indigenous Mexican communities. Other case studies with an explicit focus on the
complications of linguistic purism for revitalization include Chrisp (2005) on
Maori, Leonard on modem Miami (2011), and Henze and Davis’s introduction to
a 1999 special issue o f Anthropology and Education Quarterly, where a variety of
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authors explore questions of “authenticity” in revitalization (Dementi-Leonard and
Gilmore on Athabascan languages of Alaska, Gegeo and Watson-Gegeo on
Kwara’ae, Hinton and Ahlers on Mojave and Hupa in California, Warner on
Hawaiian, and Wong also on Hawaiian). Debenport’s (2009, 2012) work at San
Antonio Pueblo is particularly relevant to the research described in this
dissertation, since she addresses questions of purism and authenticity specifically
in terms of written Tiwa. The literature is relatively silent, however, on
revitalization and language ideologies in the geographic area of the Native North
American Gulf Coast and within the Muskogean language family. This
dissertation therefore expands on previous work by exploring language ideologies
of authority and authenticity with respect to language change, revitalization, and
ultimately literacy within the Coushatta Tribe of Louisiana.

Overview of Language Documentation and Revitalization
The Koasati language project incorporates several different domains of
possible responses to language shift. The foci of this dissertation are revitalization
and language documentation. “Language revitalization” is a broad term referring
to efforts to reverse language shift. Revitalization projects come in many forms;
some linguists and language communities prefer other terms, such as
“reclamation,” "renewal,” “recovery,” and "reintroduction.” I take as my
definition of language revitalization the broad one used by Leanne Hinton and Ken
Hale in their edited volume of cross-cultural case studies o f revitalization, The
Green Book o f Language Revitalization in Practice. In her introduction, Hinton
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describes language revitalization as "the development of programs that result in re
establishing a language which has ceased being the language of communication in
the speech community..." (Hinton and Hale 2001, 5; see-also Hinton 2003). Her
broad definition includes a wide range of linguistic situations, from a complete
lack of speakers to the earliest signs of language shift. But the key piece o f the
description, as it relates to the Coushatta context, is the conscious mobilization to
maintain or restore the communicative power of an indigenous language, as
defined by the indigenous community.
“Language documentation” refers to an effort to record and annotate a wide
variety of genres of language-in-use, a practice that grew from long-standing
descriptive academic traditions in linguistics and continues to adapt to contexts of
endangerment (see Himmelmann 2006, Woodbury 2003). Research on widespread
language death, the grammatical changes associated with rapid language loss, and
the resultant need for language documentation preceded a scholarly focus on
efforts to revitalize languages. With her monograph Language Death (1981, see
also Crystal 2000, Nettle and Romaine 2000, and Skutnabb-Kangas 2000), Dorian
generated a new subfield o f linguistic interest, focused on the grammatical features
of “semi-speakers,” the last generations to use a given language to some degree
but without identifiable fluency. Her edited volume Investigating Obsolescence
(1989) and Grenoble and Whaley’s Endangered Languages (1998) remained
focused on the languages themselves, but indicated growing interest in the
speakers, communities, and sociality of language endangerment. Academic
interest in language endangerment, which Hinton (2003, 45) describes as “last-
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ditch effort[s] to save these disappearing languages,” flourished in the 1990s and
2000s, in no small part due to Ken Hale’s seminal call to action in the journal
Language (Hale et al., 1992). An explosion of literature on individual language
projects and the best practices for scholarly involvement therein followed (see
Austin and Sallabank 2011, Gippert et al. 2006, Grenoble, and Furbee 2010). In
fact, several journals now exist solely to explore issues of language
documentation, maintenance, and revitalization, including Language
Documentation and Description from the Hans Rausing Endangered Languages
Programme at the School of Oriental and African Studies, and Language
Documentation and Conservation from the University of Hawai’i.
Though the field of language documentation in general is dedicated to
collaborative models o f research that emphasize the wants and needs of speaker
communities, some features and assumptions of the scholarly discourse
surrounding language documentation and revitalization require examination. Even
in the cases where local language communities and linguistic experts are in accord
about the value and goals of language documentation and revitalization, as
Silverstein (1998,408) suggests, language advocates of all backgrounds must be
wary o f the legacy o f “salvage anthropology” in scholarly discourse and a
“linguist as language savior” orientation toward documentary research.
First, the work is often justified with the assumption of a deep connection
between a given language and given culture. The emphasis on the language and
«

culture link is not necessarily incorrect, but must be particularized, in individual
ethnographic contexts. Communities o f speakers frequently share this assumption
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— as it is shared at Coushatta — but in practice the boundaries of speakership and
membership in a community are rarely clear. Hill (2002) points to a tendency in
the dominant discourses of language documentation and revitalization to
enumerate languages and speakers in ways that falter under scrutiny (see also
Moore et al 2010). Indeed, I will provide an estimated number of Koasati speakers
below, but acknowledge that speakership is more o f a continuum than a binary
designation lending itself to quantification. How does one define a speaker? For
that matter, how does one define a language? What separates a language from a
dialect, such that the loss of the former attracts much more attention than the latter
(Wolfram and Schilling-Estes 1995)?
For an example of the type o f difficulties presented by enumeration of
speakers and the assumption of an inherent language and culture connection, the
monolingual English-speaking grandchildren of members of the Koasati Language
Committee are considered to be members o f the Coushatta community, regardless
of their place on the Koasati speakership continuum. Yet, speakers point to their
grandchildren’s lack of Koasati fluency as a mark o f weakening Coushatta culture.
The assumed language/culture connection implies “a quasi-purist sense of
boundedness in time as well as space” that threatens to remove valuable avenues
of anthropological study that would foster a more nuanced understanding of
language shift, such as gradations o f fluency, dialectal variation in endangered
languages, and the status of “semi-speakers” and language learner (Errington
2003, 725). Members of the Coushatta community clearly perceive a connection
between Koasati language and their Coushattaness, a theme that permeates this
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dissertation, but said connection cannot be taken as an objective fact, nor taken for
granted cross-linguistically or cross-culturally.
Furthermore, the discourses surrounding academic interests in language
documentation and revitalization often point to the value of language
documentation to linguistic science. Linguistic diversity is necessary for any
claims about the nature o f language as a human capacity; therefore, the
preservation of the widest variety o f human languages possible benefits academic
interests in the study of language. As Hill pointed out in her article ‘“ Expert
Rhetorics’ in Advocacy for Endangered Languages: Who is Listening, and What
Do They Hear?” much of the advocacy rhetoric o f linguistic experts relies on an
understanding of language that divorces grammar from speakers, and focuses on
endangered languages as they stand to benefit all humanity as an object of
scientific study (Hill 2002). That understanding of the relationship between
language and universal ownership does not necessarily apply in all communities.
Indeed, speakers of minority languages often consider their language proprietary,
and not intended for broad audiences (for example, see Debenport 2012). The
Coushattas involved in starting their language documentation and revitalization do
not subscribe to the belief that their language is strictly private; members of the
Koasati Language Committee granted me permission to include written Koasati in
this dissertation, for example. The Koasati language project’s main purpose,
however, is not to benefit o f all humankind. The Coushatta Heritage Department
allows researchers access to their products, but by design, the wants and needs of
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Tribal members come before any claims that linguistics, anthropology, or any
outsider may make on Koasati.

Research Goals
Czaykowska-Higgins’s (2009, 15) description of what she calls the
Community-Based Language Research model for linguists, “which allows for the
production of knowledge on a language that is constructed for, with, and by
community members,” applies to the Koasati language project as a whole (see also
Cameron et al. 1992, Rice 2011, and Yamada 2007). The literature on “clientbased” and collaborative research models emphasizes the individuality o f each
project; its own premise of particularity makes the model difficult to formulate in
any general sense. It contains, though, valuable insight applicable to the work
being done at Coushatta, including incorporation o f more anthropological
questions regarding language practices into formal linguistic research. I opted to
follow a client-based model in which I was “hired” to use my skills for the
“client,” the Coushatta Heritage Department (Blakey 2008). The metaphor does
not refer to a financial relationship. Rather, it indicates how participants generated
research questions and how other duties not directly relevant to the research
questions at hand were integrated into the fieldwork. The central goals addressed
by this dissertation were molded by and reflexively engaged with the goals of the
Coushatta Heritage Department and the Koasati Language Committee. In the end,
the “other duties as assigned” became essential to my attempts to conduct
ethnographic research of the Koasati language revitalization efforts.
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Throughout the past seven years of adaptation, the language project has had
unintended consequences for the range of skills and genres of language use that
did or did not flourish. The process o f creating and adapting the language project
over time caused tacit language ideologies to surface, and in some cases come into
conflict with the foundational ideologies and mission o f the Coushatta Heritage
Department. The purpose of this study, therefore, was to explore how the Koasati
language project challenged, prioritized, and resolved language ideologies present
within the Koasati Language Committee and the Coushatta Heritage department,
particularly those related to linguistic authority and authenticity, influencing the
creation of new language practices and genres of Koasati language, including
literacy practices.
This line o f inquiry serves as a partial response to the problems in the
dominant rhetoric surrounding language endangerment, described above. A
significant gap exists where ethnographic studies of individual language
communities may contribute to the developing narrative connecting scholarly
critiques of the value of language documentation and revitalization with the
experience o f indigenous communities undergoing language shift. This research
examines how speakers and learners of languages deemed “endangered” by
themselves and external academic discourses wrestle with definitions of
“language” and “speaker,” as well as binary understandings of language “life” and
“death” which may not apply to their particular situations.
In particular, this study represents a rare opportunity to describe a
“snapshot” o f literacy creation in the context of language revitalization. Many
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orthographies used to write Native North American languages were created for
and used by linguists, anthropologists, and missionaries, often based on phonetic
symbols or another form of scholarly linguistic writing. As with missionary
orthographies used by the Cree, for example, these may be adopted as vernacular
literacies, but more often than not they were not intended for a Native audience.
The fact that decisions of if and how Koasati should be written were made by
committee within the Coushatta community over the course of just a few days
makes the Coushatta case a rarity deserving o f ethnographic attention, in terms of
histories of Native literacy and language socialization.
Since the “best practices” of language documentation and revitalization from
an academic point of view may clash with the language ideologies of the speakers
and learners o f a given target language, the intersection of the scholarly theory and
methods of language documentation and revitalization and indigenous
understandings of language in society requires further research. Though Koasati
grammar has been described in depth (Kimball 1989, 1991, 1993, 1994, 2010) and
language revitalization in general has received increasing attention over the past
two decades, an anthropological study of language revitalization in this particular
community over this particular stretch o f time offers an opportunity to describe the
beginning stages o f a community-led language documentation and revitalization.
In particular, the creation process for novel writing systems and new genres of
literacy that follow require further anthropological attention.
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Research Questions and Goals
In addition to addressing the gaps identified in the anthropological literature,
this research was designed to meaningful and useful to the Coushatta community.
In keeping with the client-based research model, a meeting with a small group of
representatives from the Coushatta Heritage Department precipitated my research
(summer 2009). Its purpose was to discuss what research I could do as a linguistic
anthropologist that would contribute to the community’s goals. Attendees o f that
initial meeting articulated the following needs and wants for linguistic
anthropological research:

R1.

R2.
R3.
R4.

R5.

More high-quality Koasati-language audio and video
recordings, which are well annotated for future
reference and contain cultural information of interest
to Koasati speakers and learners
A record of changes in the language that can be
gleaned from the historic record, as possible
Pedagogical materials to assist language learners of all
ages
A “documentation of the documentation,” which
may be helpful for other indigenous groups
interested in language documentation and the
creation of written pedagogical materials
Supporting and/or creating additional means by
which younger members o f the Tribe can relate to
what their elders consider “Coushatta identity,”
which, in several consultants’ opinions, requires
knowledge o f the Koasati language

I was to be responsible for assisting in the development o f an audio/visual archive
of Koasati, including historical and contemporary materials, and conducting
ethnographic research on “culture of the Committee.” This dissertation thus serves
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as a “metadocumentation” per the Heritage Department’s request (R4), which also
addresses a significant gap in the scholarly literature identified above. Linda
Langley’s extensive archival work provided historical materials, which I utilized
in comparisons to contemporary Koasati to address (R2) (Hasselbacher 2015).
Both the historical comparisons and assistance in the creation of pedagogical
materials (R3) provided venues for participant observation. The interviews
conducted as part of the ethnographic process ultimately became a significant
portion of the Heritage Department’s linguistic archive (Rl). Though primarily
ethnographic in nature, this dissertation is squarely situated in the discourses and
methods of language documentation and revitalization, per the needs articulated
by the Coushatta community.
These several threads combine to respond to the Committee’s final item on
their research wish list: improved understanding o f if and how “Coushattaness” is
tied to language. The primary question addressed in this dissertation is therefore:
how does the process of language shift, documentation, and revitalization
challenge and recreate social structures relevant to the mediation and maintenance
of linguistic authenticity and authority? Answering this question initially requires
analysis of language practices and community attitudes toward language shift. In a
way, my response to that requirement is to wrestle with the terminological
difficulties inherent in the concepts of “the Koasati language” and “a language.”
Common usage of such phrases implies a neatly bounded entity, but in reality,
variation within Koasati and multilingual language practices such as code
switching complicate popular understandings of what constitutes a single
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language. Similarly, rather than being “fluent” or “not fluent,” individuals display
a variety of linguistic skills, all connoting “speakership” in different ways,
including ability to understand other speakers, ability to make themselves
understood by their target audience, and the degree to which one uses borrowings
and code-switches. “Koasati” is best understood as a suite of linguistic code(s) and
practices instead of a single Saussurean langue. Regardless o f its imprecise
definition, Koasati language has ties to Coushatta identity writ large, as
understood within the local language community. This dissertation, therefore,
describes how various roles o f speakership are defined within the Coushatta
community, and how the revitalization efforts have affected such definitions of
speakership. Over the course of conducting fieldwork, the question o f how
ideologies o f authority relate to the creation o f novel language practices became
increasingly focused on written language. The creation of new genres o f language
use, in this case making use of written and read Koasati, provided a site for
ethnographic research where common language ideologies o f authenticity and
authority were consciously articulated, challenged, and/or reinforced via the
documentation and revitalization project.

Research Methods: Metadocumentation
In order to develop an ethnographic understanding of language
documentation and revitalization among speakers and learners o f the Koasati
language, this research draws on methods from both cultural anthropology and
language documentation. In a way, the latter afforded the opportunities to
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undertake the former. For example, contributing to the Coushatta Heritage
Department’s oral history collection provided a venue to conduct interviews
serving both linguistic and ethnographic purposes. Between 2009 and 2014,1
spent a total of fifteen months in residence with the Coushatta Heritage
Department, living in Kinder, in Elton, and on the reservation during different
phases of the project. My fieldwork took place over several field trips, ranging in
duration from two weeks to six months. During these trips, I participated as fully
as possible in daily life at the Coushatta Heritage Department, supporting
departmental efforts in a variety of cultural and linguistic heritage preservation
and revitalization projects, and taking the opportunity to conduct interviews and
participant observation in the context of activities dedicated to language
documentation and revitalization.

Interviews
The vast majority of the semi-formal interviews conducted as part of this
study were recorded in the spirit o f language documentation, concerned with
methods and theories behind the creation o f “a lasting, multipurpose record of a
language” (Himmelmann 2006,1; see also Austin and Sallabank 2011, and
Grenoble and Furbee 2010). The goal of language documentation is to create an
effective “time capsule” of a given language and many genres of its use,
simplifying the tasks of future academics and community members who wish to
study the language. In Saussurean terms, documentary linguists attempt to
incorporate parole into their linguistic descriptions as much as langue. Dormant or
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endangered languages may have been described thoroughly from a grammatical
perspective, but many such descriptions exclude culturally salient dialectal
variation, storytelling, humor, conversational etiquette, etc. The field o f language
documentation thus relies heavily on primary data, in many cases focusing
exclusively on the creation of new records designed and curated to be
representative and diverse, including a variety of speakers and genres.
To best meet the need for a robust Koasati language documentation, interviews
would ideally include mostly or exclusively Koasati-speaking interlocutors. This
ideal became a fundamental principle o f the Koasati language documentation
project when Bertney and Linda Langley wrote it into their first National Science
Foundation Documenting Endangered Languages grant proposal in 2006.
Occasionally an outside researcher would conduct these interviews, but preferably
Koasati speakers would serve in the interviewer role owing to the fact that many
Koasati speakers, out of politeness and habit, would respond to English-language
questions with English-language responses. Furthermore, the Heritage Department
staff has personal relationships with many interviewees, and thus a deeper
understanding of what topics are likely to be of interest to a given person.
Therefore, Heritage Department staff members, able to elicit more comfortable
and lengthy responses, most frequently conducted interviews. As a result, I was
often in the room solely to manage the recording equipment, having worked with
the staff in advance to make suggestions and requests for topics to be covered.
The interviews were recorded, transcribed, and annotated whenever possible to
archival quality for future linguistic use (see Woodbury 2003 for a discussion of
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best practices for language documentation). Audio recordings were made with a
Marantz PMD661 digital audio recorder, and video recordings with a Canon S20
digital video camera. Depending on the recording location and number of people
to be recorded, I employed either an Audio Technica 8022 stereo microphone or a
RODE NTG-2 shotgun microphone. At times the most appropriate place to
conduct an interview was outside of the designated recording room, given the
ethnographic nature of the research and considering the comfort of interviewees.
Though this damaged the quality of some recordings from a technical perspective,
it allowed for a greater variety of speakers and types of interaction to be recorded.
For example, sitting on the front porch of the Heritage Department with a group of
Koasati Language Committee members enjoying the morning weather before a
meeting results in a recording of poorer technical quality but including a wealth of
conversational styles unlikely to surface in the context of the recording room. The
resulting collection of recordings includes a range of genres including individual
and group interviews, formal and informal conversations, storytelling, and public
speech-making. Topics I recorded include life histories, educational histories,
metalinguistic observations, and language ideologies directly relevant to the
research questions at hand, but also wide-ranging subjects such as historical
fishing practices, house-building techniques, popular games, rabbit stories, Tribal
politics, weather, and local high school sports. The creation of a multipurpose
record that will serve diverse community interests and introduce opportunities for
diverse vocabulary and ways of using language depends upon recording a broad
range of situations. Sixty-two different community members are included in these
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recordings, though not all would be considered fluent speakers by the Language
Committee’s standards.
Over the course of the five years during which I was actively recording for
archival purposes, the transcription and translation protocols evolved. The
Heritage Department employs Mrs. Loretta Williams, a Tribal member and fluent
Koasati speaker, as a transcriber. Though she has many duties in support of the
department, Williams is the recognized authority on Koasati transcription. In the
earliest stages of my involvement in the language documentation, Williams would
transcribe and translate recordings at the sentence and word level using SIL
International’s FieldWorks Language Explorer (FLEx). As my own ability to use
the Language Committee’s writing system improved, I attempted to transcribe
interviews using the Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics annotation
software ELAN, and subsequently worked with Williams, Kathy Peoples, Jaime
Hill, Lorenda Poncho, or Bertney Langley to check my transcriptions and add
sentence-level translations. By 2012, the we started using a modified Basic Oral
Language Documentation (BOLD) technique (Reiman 2010). The technique
involves listening to a Koasati recording with a speaker or passive bilingual, who
may or may not be the original recordee, who then “re-speaks” the Koasati
language one sentence or thought at a time, and provides a translation. While I was
not in residence at Coushatta, these BOLD sessions continued via Skype. When
translations surfaced that were of particular relevance to the research represented
here, the re-speaker and I would revisit passages as necessary with the original
speaker, if he or she were willing and able. Sadly, several of the original
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participants in this research have passed away. In those cases, close family
members of the speaker have offered approval of Williams’ translations, or
translations o f their own.
Where interviewees and the Heritage Department staff have approved its
contents for public consumption, the audio or video recording and all associated
transcriptions and notes have been deposited with the Endangered Languages
Archive (ELAR) at the School of Oriental and African Studies
(http://www.hrelp.org/archive/'). After eliminating recordings of poor sound
quality and excluding those interviews for which speakers declined to give sharing
permission, I was able to submit twenty-two hours of Koasati language
documentation to ELAR. An additional fifteen hours of recordings, deemed
inappropriate for public consumption, have been deposited with the Coushatta
Heritage Department, their futures to be determined individually by those
represented on the recording and members o f the Heritage Department staff.

Participant Observation
The creation of the archive, however, is insufficient on its own for
anthropological analysis of the Koasati language project as a whole. Whereas the
bulk of the interviewing for this research took place in the recording room at the
Coushatta Heritage Department in service of the need for high audio quality, I also
conducted participant observation at the sites of active language socialization and
the planning thereof. Such sites included: Heritage Department staff meetings,
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Koasati Language Committee meetings and workshops, language classes, Heritage
Department festivals, youth summer camps, and language competitions.
Participating as a member of the Heritage Department team on such
occasions allowed me to understand which features of language and literacy were
privileged in those moments when questions of “correct” or “permanent” Koasati .
surfaced, and when speakers and learners specifically considered the performance
of linguistic identities. Interview data, observation of the active language
socialization of Koasati learners, and observation o f the development of processes
behind the language revitalization efforts allowed themes to surface and
commonly held language ideologies to be publicly affirmed. Koasati usage aside,
ethnography at these times and places allowed for analysis of the processes behind
the language documentation and revitalization, not only its results, products, and
participants’ opinions thereof. For example, by participating in Language
Committee summer workshops, I was able to track pedagogical materials from
inception to realization, and observe the factors shaping whose voices survived in
the final product.
One site of participant observation that proved particularly fruitful was the
revision o f historical Koasati language data for inclusion in the modem language
project. Though the Koasati language project is primarily forward-looking,
seeking to document Koasati as used currently and to create new speakers and
reverse historical language shift, it also includes reaching back into the historical
record. Linda Langley collected archival materials from the National
Anthropological Archives and the American Philosophical Society including work
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by John Swanton, Albert Gatschet, and Mary Haas. The Committee and its
consultants sought evidence o f historical linguistic forms to prompt modem
speakers who might remember older usages. The Coushatta Tribe is not the only
Native North American group to employ historical language data in their
revitalization efforts, but the majority of the literature on the subject focuses on
languages that had been moribund, and therefore rely on legacy data and
comparative linguistics for all of their source material.4 The Coushattas face a
different set of challenges than such communities: primarily, potential conflict
between historical language and the present language, in structure and in practice.
In my role as a researcher working on the documentation efforts, I was able to
observe ideologies of linguistic authority in action as they interacted in unique
constellations o f relative age, authorship, and literacy.

Methodological limitations
While in residence with the Coushatta Heritage Department, in many
ways I assumed the role of “Heritage employee,” including assisting with the daily
work o f the staff. In general, that role improved my ability to conduct thorough
ethnographic research, rendering my observation truly participatory. In other
ways, however, this role restricted the available methodological options. For
example, the previously established expectation was that Heritage staff would
conduct Heritage Department business during the normal work week.
4 See Hinton (2001) in Hinton and Hale; Hinton and Ahlers (1999); Leonard
(2008) in King, Schilling-Estes, Fogle, Lou, and Soukup; and Warner, Luna, and
Butler (2007).
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Anthropology and linguistics, by design, stayed in the office. Therefore,
individuals with the freedom to visit the Heritage Department during the weekday
represent the majority of participants in this research, and encouraged the
inclusion of planned interviews over informal recordings.
The expectations held by many of the Koasati speakers with whom I
worked regarding how interviews and linguistic work ought to be conducted
reflect the fact that documentary linguistic work had begun prior to my arrival. For
example, the department had constructed a recording room, a dedicated space in
their office with insulated walls to dampen sound, a round conference table, and
two large, plush chairs. The room clearly displays a formal professionalism, which
I interpret as a sign o f respect to the speakers (particularly the elders) who would
be visiting the room to educate non-speakers such as myself. Such a respectful,
formal ambiance increases the audio quality o f recorded interviews and displays
the respect that Heritage Department employees hold for their interviewees, but
renders the documentation of diverse genres of language use, particularly informal
linguistic interactions, difficult.
Also, the protocols established by the Heritage Department appropriately
respect speakers’ preferences for advance notification o f the style and topics for
any recorded interaction. The speakers’ preference for a planned, more formal
situation influenced the contents o f the Koasati language documentation and
ethnographic interviews. In this case it led to an abundance of “life history”
interviews at the expense of other genres. This environment conditioned the types
of interactions that were accessible to me (and my microphone), limiting them to
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formal and semi-formal interviews. Towards the end of my time in the field, I was
able to branch out and record more informal situations and events outside of the
normal Heritage Department operations, but in the end those interactions and the
records thereof were not as well-received by many community members. Though
these circumstances had a greater effect on the documentation itself than the meta
documentation, which is the subject of this dissertation, my role as archivist and
interviewer colored my broader interactions with the Coushatta community.

Plan of the Dissertation
Chapter Two describes the theoretical background informing this research. It
is oriented to anthropological and linguistically-informed understandings of
community, authority, and authenticity. At Coushatta, linguistic authority is
derived largely from perceived cultural authenticity. As such, I rely on the
explanatory power o f Bourdieu’s (1991) work on language authorization and
legitimation, as well as selected intellectual heirs of that work, including the
language socialization approach. I tie this anthropological background to a more
specific theoretical exploration o f language ideologies and understandings of
literacy, and discuss how local language ideologies and understandings of
scholarly involvement in heritage resource management structured the available
methodological means of addressing my primary research questions.
Chapter Three provides an ethnographic description of language shift at
Coushatta, focusing on twentieth-century educational and economic pressures that
drove language shift toward English. Far from a monolithic entity defined by
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linguistic code, the Koasati speech community is best understood in terms of sub
communities of practice that are better delineated by practices and differing
relationships to bilingualism. By exploring how members of the Coushatta
community understand their own history of language change and their role in the
linguistic ecology of Koasati speakership, this chapter brings to light the
ramifications of language shift for self-ascribed Coushatta identity.
Chapter Four outlines the Coushatta community responses to language shift,
including the formation of the Coushatta Heritage Department and the Koasati
Language Committee. It provides a description o f the language and literacy
practices that are specifically associated with the documentary and revitalization
work itself, and discusses how those practices intersect with language ideologies
o f authority and legitimation. Who has the socially-sanctioned power to determine
what Koasati is “good” Koasati?
With Chapter Five and Six, I work from the descriptions of language
ideologies in Chapters Three and Four towards an understanding how language
ideologies, both explicit and tacit, of Koasati authority and authenticity apply to
written language. Chapter Five addresses many o f the same issues as Chapter
Four, but focuses on the creation o f the Koasati Language Committee's writing
system. Since the Koasati language was widely considered an unwritten language
prior to the beginning of the documentation and revitalization projects, the
creation of the writing system and new genres employing it provides a fruitful site
for a semiotic analysis of the roles of written language in the Koasati speech
community.
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Chapter Six then demonstrates that the language ideologies of Koasati
authority and authenticity described in previous chapters hold as the written
materials associated with Koasati pedagogy are dispersed into the wider
community, as evidenced in various social indexicalities of reading and writing
Koasati, It discusses the various indexicalities o f the products of, and the modes of
participating in, the Koasati language project, concluding that the seeming
competition between explicit and tacit, conservative and creative, language
ideologies of authority resolves itself in the authorial processes designed by the
Koasati Language Committee and the Coushatta Heritage Department.
In Chapter Seven, I focus on sources o f linguistic data that, prior to scholarly
involvement in the Koasati language project, were largely untapped by the
Coushatta community. Archival sources containing historical Koasati language
were transliterated and compared to modem Koasati, in an attempt to test my
explanations of how challenges to conservative language ideologies of Koasati
authority are resolved. When the historical language differed from current usage,
members of the Koasati Language Committee demonstrated how, in spite of a
stated belief that older language is inherently superior to newer language, the
process of incorporating natural language change into their language revitalization
efforts offers a more complicated picture o f the perceived relationship between
orality and literacy, vernacular and scholarly understandings of language, and the
“old” and the “new.”
Finally, I conclude in Chapter Eight with a discussion of what the
metadocumentary research described throughout this dissertation indicates for the
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future of the Koasati Language Project, and suggest some possibilities for the
applicability of this research to other language documentation and revitalization
projects in Native North America.
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Chapter Two
Triangulating the local language community:
Theoretical approaches to the relationship between language change, literacy,
and identity

This chapter outlines the theoretical links between language use and self
ascription of indigenous identity in a co-constitutive relationship. The first section
explores various understandings of how to define a community o f speakers as a
meaningful unit of analysis, drawing on sociolinguistic, anthropological, and
educational bodies of theory. Bourdieu’s practice theory and work on language
and symbolic power (1977,1991) underlie the definition of communities of
Koasati language speakers and users, but relies too heavily on the idea that
defining features of linguistic communities operate below the level of
consciousness. This chapter therefore, alongside a discussion of how tacit
language ideologies become evident in practice, supplements practice theory with
an examination o f how discursively salient language ideologies provide windows
into the perceived relationship between Koasati language and Coushatta identity.
To do so, I employ elements o f the language socialization approach, necessary for
exploring questions o f self-identification and relatively rapid change to language
practices, and the work of Silverstein on semiotic formulations o f emerging
identities (1998, 2004). These two approaches add an historical trajectory and a
higher level of self-consciousness to Bourdieu’s theories of practice and symbolic
power, with particular attention to the theoretical complications involved with
comparing written and read language. Bourdieu’s (1991) description of linguistic
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legitimation and authorization bind the perspectives covered in the first three
sections into a theoretical approach with significant explanatory power in the
context of Koasati language documentation and revitalization, moving toward a
unified response to the question: what is the local Koasati language community?

Speech Communities
Labov’s definition o f the “speech community” offers a starting point in
working toward a definable unit of analysis for an ethnographic study o f learning
and using language:
The speech community is not defined by any marked agreement in
the use o f language elements, so much as by participation in a set of
shared norms. These norms may be observed in overt types of
evaluative behavior, and by the uniformity of abstract patterns of
variation which are invariant in respect to particular levels of usage
(Labov 1972c, 120-1).

Labov’s definition allows for diversity o f language practices, but requires that the
variations display a degree of predictability. The term “speech community”
indicates that consistent and enduring features of linguistic interactions occur
amongst its members, bom out o f regular interaction to include at least some
overlap of linguistic code, though not requiring that all members speak the same
language or languages. Indeed, the framework expressly focuses on communityinternal variation. Silverstein describes speech communities as:
.. .highly variable in manner and degree of stability and extent
over populations, times, institutional formations, places, and other
determinants. As has long been recognized, speech communities
are frequently plurilingual... Such considerations exemplify the
fact that the speech community is the context of emergence,
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sustenance, and transformation o f distinct local language
communities” (1998,407).

The concept of “speech community” allows for the bilingualism o f many
participants included in this study, as well as transformations such as the language
shift towards monolingual English use among the youngest members o f the
Coushatta Tribe.
The acknowledgement of the plurilingualism and emergent nature of
speech communities, while conceptually helpful and accurate, comes at the
expense of precision. The term “speech community” can only apply productively
when “we can recognize an implicit normativity to such indexical semiosis as
informs and underlies communicative acts o f identity and groupness,” which holds
true in the Coushatta context (Silverstein 1998,407). For example, a Labovian
variationist understanding of the Koasati speech community might focus on the
fact that within the geographic community most closely associated with the
Koasati language (the reservation outside Elton, Louisiana), many inhabitants are
bilingual in English and Koasati and many are monolingual English speakers, but
the variation in amount and types o f code-mixing is predictable according to age
and educational background. Though individuals within what might be called a
“Koasati speech community” engage in the same linguistic practices to different
degrees — translanguaging, reading, writing, and conscientious linguistic
structural analysis, for example — Silverstein’s “indexical semiosis” provides the
more reliable boundaries for delimiting a unit of analysis (1979, 1998; see also
Hanks 1990, Irvine 1989, and Ochs 1993 for various uses of indexicality and
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semiosis in reference to language practices). I will therefore use Silverstein’s
(1998) concept of the “local language community” as the field of study, which
does not refer just to a group of people using a language, but rather to a
e

plurilingual social space in which language practices and language ideologies
incorporate indexical links between Koasati use and self-ascription of Coushatta
identity, reflecting an internal sense of “groupness.”
To approach indexical semiosis at Coushatta, I utilize a language
ideological perspective based on linguistic anthropologist Judith Irvine’s broad
definition of language ideologies as the “cultural system of ideas about social and
linguistic relationships, together with their loading o f moral and political interests”
(Irvine 1989, 255). Other definitions are analytically useful, but narrower, in that
they highlight the self-conscious use of such sets of ideas “as a rationalization or
justification of perceived language structure and use” (Silverstein 1979,193).
While language ideologies are often used as rationalizations in the Coushatta
context, others are less overt. Futhermore, language ideologies within a
community can contradict each other and compete (see Gal and Woolard 2001,
Kroskrity 2000, Schieffelin et al 1998, Silverstein 1996a and 1979, Woolard and
Schieffelin 1994, Woolard 1985). When a community engages in a language
documentation or revitalization project, tacit language ideologies become
consciously articulated through the education of outsiders and language learners.
Language revitalizations therefore provide fruitful sites for ethnographic study of
language ideologies, as the reconciliation, prioritization, and alteration of language
ideologies occur. As such, my analysis of language ideologies at Coushatta
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requires a broad understanding of the concept itself via Irvine, but employs a
framework from Kroskrity (2000) and Schieffelin, Woolard, and Kroskrity (1998)
that highlights a variety of subclassifications of language ideologies, such as the
differences between those which are discursively salient and those which are
mostly unspoken or unconsidered by their own adherents.

This framework for comparing discursively salient language ideologies and
tacit language ideologies mirrors Bourdieu’s division between official and
practical knowledge (1977). The latter, characteristic of the habitus, is unavailable,
according to Bourdieu, to metapragmatic discourse. Bourdieu argued that if
practical knowledge were subjected to metadiscourse, then that metadiscourse
would irrevocably alter its referent. This dissertation proceeds under the premise
that, while practical knowledge below the level o f consciousness exists, it does not
exist in binary opposition to official knowledge. Rather, as suggested by Kroskrity
(2000) and Schieffelin, Woolard, and Kroskrity (1998), the two exist on a
continuum, the ends of which influence each other in ways unpredicted by
Bourdieu’s practice theory. This research utilizes Bourdieu’s perspective to
differentiate between the ends of the continuum without taking for granted his
inclusion that examination of one in effect causes the other disintegrate. This
dissertation examines the middle spaces between Bourdieu’s two types of
linguistic knowledge to reveal the extent to which metadiscourses surrounding
language documentation — in other words, discursively salient language
ideologies — alter the opposed practical discourses, or tacit language ideologies.
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One of the most salient language ideologies identified within the Coushatta
community is the assumption and sometimes the explicit statement that without
the Koasati language, something crucial about Coushattaness would be lost. The
Elton-based participants in my research consistently reiterate their shared goals of
increasing Koasati language use in their geographic community, and reining
certain types of linguistic variation into a more consistently shared vision of
“authentic” Koasati speech. In this understanding of the linguistic components of
identity and groupness, an individual’s belonging can be understood as “a
subjective intuition that one belongs to a particular social category of people, with
certain potentials and consequences of this belonging.. .[including] participation in
ritual occasions and socializing in certain ways in variously institutionalized forms
to make our identity clear to ourselves and to others on a continuing basis. This
already suggests a kind of temporality to the way identity is, as it were, practiced”
(Silverstein 2003b, 532). This research thus consciously engages with the
temporality o f Koasati language practices, responding to Silverstein’s description
of the continuous co-creation of identity practices as well as critiques that question
practice theory’s lack of historicity. Thus, though I describe certain language
practices in a fashion descended from Labovian variationism, the primary purpose
of this dissertation is to ethnographically explore the indexical semiosis and
language ideologies pertaining to linguistic authenticity and authority within the
local Koasati language community, particularly as they surfaces via the language
documentation and revitalization effort.
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Narrowing the Scope: Communities of Practice Doing Language Socialization
Building identities, linguistic and otherwise, through practice as described
by Bourdieu focuses “not on finished objects, but on processes of construction,
networks of interarticulation, and varieties of reflexivity” (Hanks 2005, 68). In
spite of his interest in construction and reflexivity, Bourdieu also argues that social
judgments based on linguistic practices remain based, “like all practical
predication, on sets of indices which never impinge on consciousness in that form”
(Bourdieu 1991, 89). Since my work engages with the purposeful articulation and
conscious teaching of language practices, it requires an approach that theorizes
social interaction that brings agentive linguistic judgments to the fore. I will use
Aheam’s provisional definition of agency as the “socioculturally mediated
capacity to act” to wed human action with Bourdieu’s presentation o f socially
structured practice (Aheam 2001,112).
To bring practice, agency, and a purposeful attention to the creation of new
practices into one theoretical framework, I rely on the language socialization
approach. The language socialization approach arose in sociolinguistics from
Bourdieu; Bakhtin’s (1986) stance on the broad possibilities for linguistic
creativity in spite of the structuring properties of social, historical, and formal
particularities; and writings in the theory o f education by Wenger (1998), Lave
and Wenger (1991), and Gee (1996, 2000).5 The approach offers a definition of

5 For reviews of research employing the language socialization approach, see
Schieffelin and Ochs (1986) and Garrett and Baquedano-Lopez (2002). Ochs, in
particular, has published prolifically on the theory and method associated with
language socialization (1993). For examples o f sociolinguistic case studies using
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the “community of practice” that arises from sociolinguistic uses of practice
theory:
A community of practice is an aggregate of people who come
together around mutual engagement in an endeavor. Ways of
doing things, ways of talking, beliefs, values, power relations-in
short, practices-emerge in the course o f this mutual endeavor.
(Eckert and McConnell-Ginet 1992,464)

The community of practice allows us to explore both the actions o f individuals and
the structures that inform those actions in a co-creative relationship.
Like a Labovian understanding o f speech communities, the community of
practice includes variation. Unlike the variationist speech “community,” however,
the community o f practice framework focuses not on structural linguistic
variation, but on variation in how groups of people orient themselves to the same
practice. This means that the community may be “constituted around any social or
linguistic practice, no matter how marginal from the perspective of the traditional
speech community” (Bucholtz 1999,210). The language socialization approach
focuses on understanding the co-construction o f language and figured identities,
which are those evoking events and narratives instead of social position (Holland
et al 1998). The approach increases the role of agency by focusing on those who,
when the variationist focus is on “norms,” are likely to be pushed to the periphery:
children and other “novices.”6 In the case of this dissertation, for example,

this approach, see Bucholtz (1999), Hinton and Ahlers (1999), Garrett (2005), and
Johnstone (1995).
6 Referring to beginners, language learners, or “novices” in the terminology of the
language socialization approach (see Schieffelin and Ochs 1986), I primarily mean
Tribal members under the age o f eighteen who did not acquire the language as
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literacy practices which may not be of interest within the original speech
community framework play a major role in delineating communities of practice.
This understanding of a community of practice allows for the relevant
division of the general “Koasati speech community” into subgroups and networks
based on their observable linguistic practices and their language ideologies. In the
context of a language documentation and revitalization effort, different
communities of practice within a speech community orient themselves to
speaking, learning, teaching, reading, and writing practices from different
perspectives. The language socialization approach’s focus on the instruction of
novices — adult and otherwise — inspired the present focus on those social sites
where Bourdieu’s supposedly unconscious understanding o f linguistic indexes
becomes consciously articulated, allowing me to access a variety of salient
language ideologies present within the Koasati speech community. Alongside the
purposeful description of their own language practices and ideologies, the sites of
language socialization also provide a venue for Coushatta individuals to articulate
and demonstrate their self-identification process as Coushatta people. Multiple
fluid identities within the Koasati speech community, and indeed within
individuals, can co-exist and overlap; “Coushatta person” and “Koasati speaker”
are tempting but insufficient labels to describe this context of language
endangerment.

very young children. Some adults fall into the novice category as well, however:
non-Coushatta spouses of Tribal members who commit to maintaining Koasati in
their home, adults who for a variety o f reasons did not learn the language as
children, and outside scholars, for example.
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My research is in a position to expand on the language socialization
orientation by providing an anthropological outlook on the heavily sociolinguistic
and education-based work currently employing the approach. This includes a
reassessment of what constitutes a “novice,” especially in a situation where
different social groups are learning new language practices or genres in different
ways and at different rates. Given the diversity of roles within a community of
practice, the language socialization approach begs several questions. For example,
how does the perceived relationship between Coushatta identity and Koasati
language and literacy practices vary according to the nature o f an individual’s
participation/role in the, local language community? If a fluent speaker did not
participate in the creation of the writing system, does the system serve different
functions for that person as opposed to an early-stage language learner who is
learning Koasati reading, writing, and speaking simultaneously?

Communities of Literacy Practice
The bulk o f my analysis focuses on the creation o f new forms o f Koasati
readership and authorship resulting from the conscientious efforts of the Heritage
Department staff and Language Committee to increase Koasati language use in
any form. To do so requires an understanding of literacy that allows us to pluralize
our understanding of what constitutes a literacy practice. There are, in fact, several
Koasati literacies and English language literacies co-existing in the Coushatta
language community. To begin, I would like to explore what differentiates a
colloquial usage from a linguistic anthropological understanding of “literacy.”
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When the idea of “literacy” appears in everyday speech, it usually takes the
form of the “autonomous model” as described by Street (1984,1993). The
autonomous model frames literacy as a skill, or a suite of related skills, that an
individual learns through purposeful education to that end, with the results of
independent thought, furthered intellectual development, and better social
prospects. This is the sense of literacy employed by the “literacy rate” statistics
seen in the educational, human rights, and national development discourses of
organizations such as the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural
Organization and the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Developmentone that envisions a singular, monolithic skill that one has or has not. Often,
anthropological and sociological studies o f literacy have focused on the
differences between oral and written language and sought to theorize the
consequences, on a local or national level, o f those differences (Anderson 1991,
Bauman and Briggs 2003, Bourdieu 1991, Chafe 1994).
This framework coincides with the Great Divide model of literacy and
orality espoused by Goody and Watt (1963). The autonomous model corresponds
with social theories that tend to view literacy as a measurement on an evolutionary
yardstick, indicative of “civilized” status, as opposed to “primitive” illiterate or
“preliterate” societies. The purported autonomy o f literacy under this model
figures literacy as “independent of social context, an autonomous variable whose
consequences for society and cognition can be derived from its intrinsic
character,” and that orality is an early step on an evolutionary track towards a
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more advanced literate society (Street 1984, 5). This ideology manifests in a
variety of attempts to measure literacy, many of which are conceptually flawed:
For one thing, though they claim to measure literacy, they often
deal primarily with reading. Assessments that incorporate scales of
tasks rely upon four key assumptions that should be considered: the
idea that literacy is a cognitive skill possessed (or not) by
individuals; the belief that skills can be arrayed hierarchically; the
idea that the hierarchy of skills is universal, that is, that it is the
same across different languages and contexts; and the belief that
literacy is measurable. (Bartlett 2008, 740)

A second sense of literacy, which improves upon the autonomous model,
conceptualizes literacies as various “way(s) o f using written language,” which is
an improvement in that it nods to context rather than signifying an individual’s
ability, and allows for variety o f intentions and forms (Ivanic 1998, 58). It refers to
any number of semiotic systems themselves, not an individual’s ability to use one
in particular. Known as the “ideological model” in contrast to the autonomous
model, this understanding of literacies encourages researchers to account for the
context-dependent nature of literacy practices and events, and recognize that
“literacy” as we understand it in common speech is not so easily defined or
measured. Literacy and writing technologies cannot be assumed to follow similar
trajectories cross-culturally as ethnographic studies of changing literacy practices
and orthographic choices demonstrate (see Collins 1995; Debenport 2009, 2012;
Schieffelin 1996; Schieffelin & Doucet 1998; Schieffelin & Gilmore 1986;
Whiteley 2000). This second way of defining literacy, in an even broader sense,
can refer to a more generalized competency, as commonly used in the phrase
“computer literacy.” To be computer literate may not even require written
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language. Rather, it requires mastery o f a specialized semiotic system. To engage
with the contextual aspects of literacy practices, I will continue to draw on practice
theory and Silverstein’s indexical semiosis via New Literacy Studies (see Street
1984.1993.2001,2013; Basso 1974; Besnier 1991,1995; Collins and Blot 2003).
This model holds that literacy skills and the acquisition thereof are in no way
neutral acts, and no universal cognitive or societal attributes linked with literacy
exist. The most productive way to understand literacies, then, is in terms of
contextualized social practice. In Niko Besnier’s words: “Rather than seeking an
overarching and context-free characterization o f the cognitive and social
consequences of literacy, proponents o f the ideological model focus on the
activities, events, and ideological constructs associated with particular
manifestations of literacy” (1995: 5).
An ideological understanding o f literacy has more in common with the ideas
o f discourse and practice than writing technology. It allows for a plurality of
literacies to include a wide variety o f relevant practices that any given individual
or community may employ. This research requires the ideological sense o f literacy
in order to present a more complicated picture o f the various written, read, and
spoken varieties of English and Koasati observed and recorded in and around
Elton, Louisiana. One can entextualize Koasati speech in a variety o f ways, for
example, including the International Phonetic alphabet, an anglicized but
unstandardized Roman alphabet (like those used by some Koasati speakers to send
text messages), or the standardized Committee-created spelling system. Each has
benefits and detriments, but it is important to conceptualize how each o f these can
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be viewed as different Koasati literacies — orthographically and socially. This list
o f potential competencies, already lengthy in comparison to the autonomous
model’s singular literacy, does not even include the English-language literacies
also present in the community. All members of the Language Committee are
literate in English, so they are not “newly literate” in the autonomous sense.
However, everyone is newly literate in the Koasati Language Committee writing
system as it was developed recently in 2007.
Given the differences between Koasati Language Committee members’
understanding of literacy and an anthropological approach, it is necessary to
reflect on language ideologies alongside language practices themselves. Wallace
Chafe (1994), though maintaining a fundamentally binary distinction between
orality and literacy, helpfully foregrounds language ideologies focused on
literacies which are prevalent in societies that privilege writing technologies over
spoken language, including understandings o f written language as more
permanent, more available to evaluation, and more context-independent. As a
result o f such ideologies, reflexes of the autonomous model remain highly
influential over educational practices in the United States, and human rights and
development rhetoric, including within the Coushatta community. The Coushatta
Heritage Department’s project therefore makes use of some of the autonomous
model’s core tenets, including the basic assumption that writing the language as
part of the documentation would serve as an inherent advantage. The autonomous
model of literacy, however, fails to explain what has resulted from the Koasati
documentation and revitalization efforts. An understanding of the effects o f the
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autonomous model of literacy at Coushatta ironically requires a theoretical
understanding of contextualized literacy ideologies that is in many ways divorced
from the theoretical models of literacy at the roots o f the Koasati language project.
An ethnographic approach to literacy offers a reassessment of the process
by which individuals become literate in varying literacies. Literature in the field of
education has explored the relationship between an ideological understanding of
literacy and identity, answering Street’s recommendation to investigate the social
processes connecting meaning, culture, and forms of literacy (see Bartlett 2005,
2007a, 2007b, 2008; Gee 2000; Mahiri & Godley 1998). With this research, I
hope to contribute to this body o f sociocultural studies of literacy by addressing
the question raised by Bartlett (2005, 2): “How do people attain new literacies and
their attendant social identities?” Bartlett’s concern with the body of literature as
it stands is that it “fail[s] to theorise the relationship between cultural and social
elements of literacy, or the possible mechanisms for the ongoing, shifting
production of literate identities and microlevel social change” (2005,1). This
research investigates just such mechanisms within various Koasati speaking and
learning communities of practice.
The production o f a Koasati literate figured identity requires an
understanding of learning that links the mastery of the community-created
alphabet with the enculturation to a wider variety of social practices, per
Silverstein’s description of temporally situated and fluid identities within
communities. Gee (1996, 1999,2008) suggests that real learning occurs through
apprentice-style acquisition, not designated teaching and learning. To use Gee’s
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terminology: “discourses are not mastered by overt instruction, but by
enculturation (Apprenticeship) into social practices through scaffolding and
supported interaction” (Gee 1996: 139). Preliminary observations at Coushatta
support Gee’s claim, but it is difficult to say with certainty when in fact there have
been few opportunities to compare “classroom” to other styles o f teaching.
Regardless, his formulation, though particular to literacy, ties neatly to the
language socialization approach’s interest in the relationship between novice
status and expertise in any given set of language practices.
Lave and Wenger (1991, see also Lave 1993) helpfully offer a broad
definition of learning to accommodate the similarly broad definition o f literacy
used here, describing learning simply as changing participation in communities of
practice. Their model, though allowing for change and motion, relies on the
preexistence o f practices and roles for the subjects to inhabit, however. In the
context of language revitalization and documentation, such roles do not always
preexist. In the case o f Koasati, vernacular literacy must be understood not only in
terms of how people inhabit roles that are new to them, but how roles that are new
to the community o f practice are defined, filled, and continuously re-defined.
Literacy practices consequently have a particularly complex relationship with
language revitalization and documentation, at Coushatta and elsewhere, as seen in
studies by Bender on Cherokee (2002a, 2002b), Hinton and Ahlers on Karuk and
Mojave (1999), Leap on Northern Ute (1991), and Spolsky on Navajo (2002).
These authors’ more ethnographic approaches to literacy practices do not rely on a
dichotomous taxonomy of language genres — oral vs. literate (see Chafe and
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Tannen 1987 and Murray 1988). The frame of “literacy practices,” “which
comprise not only the literacy events but also the ideologies associated with the
use o f print,” proves more useful than an oral/literate binary in describing the
relationship of newly written Koasati to spoken language practices at Coushatta
(d elaP ied ra2009, 111).

The Semiotic Crafting of Legitimate Language
A semiotic perspective on linguistic authority and legitimacy brings such
disparate theoretical strands — the perception of “norms” in Labovian speech
communities, practice theory, language ideology, Silverstein’s semiotics/emergent
identities related to language use, language socialization, and New Literacy
Studies — together into an interpretive whole. Particularly in the case of language
revitalization, Bender argues that “a heritage language can provide the semiotic
medium through which an indigenous epistemology is practiced, even when not all
structural components of the language are being maintained” (Bender 2002a, 91).
Koasati language learners make an effort to learn the communicative code, but
after Bourdieu (1977) and Bender (2002a, 2002b), the language socialization
process involves more than the linguistic structure of Koasati. Language education
and socialization involves increasing participation in one or more Koasati
communities of practice, whether one speaks fluently or not; participation exposes
the language learner to contextualized language use, and the ongoing constitution
of Koasati language practices. From a semiotic perspective, sites o f language
socialization are:
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...environment[s] in which meaningful objects (signs) are
produced, mobilized, exchanged, and consumed. It also implies that
students and teachers are marked in various ways, made and
remade into signs themselves through their classroom activity while
they also grow as users of signs. (Bender 2002a, 93)

The heavy focus on novices held by Bender and practitioners of the language
socialization approach implies that there are in turn experts. Who are those experts
within any given local language community, and how does one become an expert?
Bourdieu (1991) offers a framework through which the many theoretical threads
explored in this chapter can be united. Bourdieu called the processes behind the
maintenance of differing levels of linguistic expertise “legitimation” and
“authorization.” “Legitimacy is accorded to selected ways of speaking or writing
in that they are recognized by other producers, by the dominant classes and by
mass audiences (Bourdieu 1993, 331; see also Hanks 2005 and Gamham 1993).
The legitimized language serves as a standard by which other varieties are judged.
Bourdieu observed that the judgment usually takes place in an inequitable social
context, given that differences in social position tend to be replicated in levels of
competence in the legitimate language, circularly reinforcing unequal access to
power. Bourdieu cited Labov (1966) on this point, who demonstrated that
members o f a speech community can share language ideologies regarding an
idealized, standardized variety of legitimate language regardless of the
“substandard” varieties they speak themselves. Bourdieu’s concepts of
legitimation and authorization also apply to literacy practices and the practices of
language socialization to explore how community members agentively use
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“cultural artefacts - images, symbols, discourses, etc. - to modulate their
behaviour, cognition, and emotion enough to overcome negative social positioning
and become what Bourdieu (1991) might call 'legitimately' literate” (Bartlett 2005,
3; see also Gee 2000, Holland et al., 1998).
The difference between legitimacy and authority is simply that the former
is invested in a language variety or way of speaking, while authority is property o f
individuals who utilize legitimate varieties of language (Bourdieu 1991; see also
Aheam 2001, Hanks 2005). For the Coushatta context, I define individuals with
linguistic authority as those individuals with the socially sanctioned power to
render judgment on Koasati language structure and use. For example, linguistic
authorities might have final say over what entries can be included in the ongoing
Koasati language dictionary project, or provide the “best” translation of a sample
sentence for language learning materials.
Perhaps tautologically, authority is determined in part by ability to use
legitimate language, and legitimate language is defined as the language used by
recognized linguistic authorities. To explain the seeming logical fallacy, Bourdieu
argues that speakers derive authority from the field, not the language itself. Hanks
summarizes “field” as having two main aspects: “(a) a configuration of social
roles, agent positions, and the structures they fit into and (b) the historical process
in which those positions are actually taken up, occupied by actors (individual or
collective)” (Hanks 2005, 72). In a given field, social positions are determined in
terms o f oppositions, demonstrating Bourdieu’s underlying structural thinking. In
the case of Coushatta, such oppositions include but are not limited to
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speakers/nonspeakers, speakers/leamers, readers/non-readers, community
insiders/outsiders, and Language Committee member/other. Deriving authority
from the field, in the Coushatta case, has proven to be a complex process, given
the transformations undergone by the field in the context of language
documentation and revitalization.

What is the local Koasati language community?
In summary, I return to the question with which I opened the chapter. What
is the local Koasati language community? I cannot offer a strict definition of
Coushatta community membership here. I can, however, offer some observations
that delineate the local Koasati language community in terms o f negatives, in an
effort to mitigate the oversimplification o f the concepts o f “language” and
“speaker” in colloquial usage, as prescribed by the various theoretical approaches
outlined above. Firstly, and perhaps most importantly for my purposes, no one-toone relationship exists between speaking Koasati and being a member of the
community. Monolingual English users can be members of the community
depending on other factors such as parentage and residence, and not all Koasati
speakers are automatically included as community members depending on current
residence, duration of residence there, and overall community engagement.
Knowledge of the Koasati language can be an important element o f community
membership in terms o f the indexical semiosis described by Silverstein, but is
insufficient on its own. The rhetoric surrounding the Koasati language/Coushatta
culture connection and the complicated ways in which they actualize each other
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are significant drivers of this ethnography. Though the connections between
Koasati language and authentic Coushattaness may be “imagined” in Anderson’s
(1991) sense, the existence of the imagined community and associated linguistic
ideologies has very real ramifications for the Koasati language project.
Furthermore, community membership is not strictly geographic. Though
residence near one of the geographic nuclei o f enrolled Tribal populations factors
into perceived membership, like speaking Koasati, it is not sufficient by itself.
Finally, Tribal enrollment is not equivalent to being a member of the local
language community, though language practices have important consequences for
recognition by outsiders as a historical political and social unit. Enrolled members
who are not geographically tied to Elton or actively engaged in maintaining ties
with core members are not necessarily considered part of the community,
linguistically or otherwise.
Lacking a more concrete definition of the “local Koasati language
community,” I use the term to refer to a conglomerate of speakers and learners of
the Koasati language as a denotational code who self-identity as Coushatta people
and/or Koasati speakers, regardless of whether or not they actively engage with
the language revitalization effort and who, as discussed above, share language
ideologies binding linguistic practices to identity practices. Though “language” as
defined colloquially lacks concrete borders or a true definition from a research
design perspective, it holds an important place in the self-identification process.
Though individuals who self-identify with a Coushatta identity may not actively
use Koasati, community members frequently cite Koasati use as a defining feature
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of the community itself. As Silverstein suggests, though the concept o f “language
community” is useful in certain circumstances and applies in many ways to
Coushatta individuals’ understandings of their own community, a finer
understanding of language ideologies linking language as a communicative code
to self-identification requires a closer look at practices, linguistic and nonlinguistic.
Throughout the dissertation it will become necessary to refer to subgroups
within the larger language community, such as the employees o f the Coushatta
Heritage Department, elders, or those recognized by the wider community as
fluent, authoritative speakers. As necessary, such subgroups will be identified and
described according to the ideologies and practices that bound them, my
understanding o f which is directly influenced by Bourdieu’s description of
linguistic legitimation and authorization. Rather than an ethnography assuming the
definition of the Koasati speech community as its unit o f analysis, the chapters that
follow explore in diverse ways the practices and shared language ideologies that
inform participants’ own understanding o f what constitutes speakership and
Koasati/Coushatta community membership.
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Chapter Three
“Saying we are Indians”:
Causes and effects of Koasati language shift

Katik koasati naathiihilkak, aati naasok imiksohchom. Kosnaathok
koasati maththok sobaihilihchom.
But nobody else has the Koasati language. We are the only ones
who know Koasati.
Coushatta elder Barbara Langley (2011)

The need for language documentation and revitalization is based on the
premise that a way of communicating worth saving may disappear. The recent
history of language change and language shift at Coushatta illuminates some of the
particular ways in which the Coushatta Heritage Department has embedded local
language ideologies reflecting that premise in its efforts to reverse language shift.
The remarkable amount of variety witnessed in Koasati language practices
challenges the ideology that a single culture and a single grammatically idealized
language are inextricably linked, even as that same language ideology is cited as
the most compelling reason for conducting the Koasati language revitalization.
Given the co-existence o f Koasati and English on the Coushatta linguistic
landscape, and the lack o f clear boundaries to draw around either single, reified
language, the division between “speaker” and “non-speaker” quickly breaks down.
Even the notion of a continuum of fluency is too subjective to be practical in
describing how language practices in the Koasati speech community reflect the
state of language change at Coushatta, and the effects of the language
revitalization project on said language practices.
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Though age appears to correlate loosely with fluency, the causes o f the
correlation ought not be dismissed as the mere passage of time, or the vagaries of
younger generations. The causes of language shift and the roughly generational
divisions between suites of language practices relate more directly to the history of
education, social changes that shaped educational practices in the community, and
the economic ramifications that followed. Sudden changes in educational practices
affected entire generations of Coushatta people simultaneously, thus creating
differences in linguistic practices along generational lines that create the need for a
more nuanced understanding o f how members of the local Koasati language
community relate different modes of using Koasati to their conceptions o f Koasati
“speakership.”
Though the reasons for Koasati language shift to English are rooted in the
deeper colonial history o f the Tribe and its affiliated communities, Coushatta
individuals most often cite personal experiences with the twentieth-century
changes in education as the driving force behind language shift to English. As
Western classroom education became more common in the Coushatta community
over the course of the twentieth century, more Koasati speakers moved toward
bilingualism, if not monolingual English. When school became compulsory in
Louisiana in 1910, Koasati-speaking children found themselves required to
understand and speak English to stay in school (Precht 2007). Though other
Native groups in Louisiana were excluded from many public schools in the first
part of the twentieth century, the Coushattas were an exception. The Coushattas
paid local taxes, and the parish ran an elementary school specifically for the
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Coushatta population. The Elton public school welcomed children from Coushatta
families who wished to continue beyond the first few grades offered at the
Coushatta elementary school. In 1935, the Bureau of Indian Affairs offered
funding for education for members of the Coushatta Tribe, eventually taking over
the Tribe’s elementary school in 1942 and running it until 1953. At that point, the
BIA returned control of the school to state and parish governments as part of a
broader termination movement (Precht 2007, 2013,2015).
Regardless o f seemingly inclusive administrative shifts over time and the
period of time during which they attended, Coushatta interviewees report neutral
feelings at best about their first experiences in classrooms. Among those
approximately forty or more years old, participants' descriptions o f their years in
school were universally negative. Coushatta elder Jeanette Langley, for example,
first attended an English-only school in Texas knowing only two English words
that her father taught her: “yes” and “no.” When she had the opportunity to
interact with other Koasati-speaking children on the playground, the teachers
would treat their conversations with suspicion in the best cases. More often,
miscommunication or total lack o f communication would lead to Koasati-speaking
students suffering punishment for failure to comply with rules that could not be
conveyed to them in a language they would understand. Lelia Battise, a fluent
speaker and lifelong Elton resident, related the following description o f her early
school years:
Oolafon amaahilkak, I guess first grade. Ai, oolafon
amaahilkak. Maamok naathiihilkabiinok kosobaikoto. We
didn't know yes from no. Wachina kosobaikohonkaasik. All
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we knew was how to talk Coushatta. First grade-ka
onthafookap hasaikapalammok istilkak, am-age-ka onkal.
Kaamiifookok, uh, itthohilkasifabiin[ok] amaahilkaahik
naathiihilkahik koosankoto. Kaamiifookok, uh, restroom-kafa
kobannap piila lokkoolit amaahilkahchoolik kosobaikoskan
naathiilkahik. Kaamiifookan tiichak othaa[foo]kok paddlekason iisit othaafookok, komilbi komboklihchoolik. In the
restroom!
We went to [school in] town, I guess first grade. Yes, we went
to town. And then, we didn't know how to speak the language.
We didn't know yes from no. We really didn't know how to
speak English. All we knew was how to talk Coushatta. When
we got to first grade, there were a lot [ o f us], I mean my age.
Then, uh, even to go to the restroom, we didn't know how to
say it. So, i f we needed the restroom, we would ju st get up and
go since we didn't know what to say. So, the teacher would
come with a paddle and hit on our hands. In the restroom!
In other cases, speaking Koasati itself was the offense, as Battise went on to
describe in the same interview:
You know, they used to put it in a circle on the blackboard,
we had to stand in that little circle on the blackboard with our
nose stuck on the blackboard. They had put a little white
chalk on it. We had— that was the punishment for speaking
Koasati. We had mean teachers, we thought. Maybe they
were, I don't know.
At least one teacher, according to elder Barbara Langley, would physically injure
students who failed to comply with English-language directions that they did not
understand. Langley recalled that her first teacher would line the class up, give
each student in turn a physical task (e.g. “Walk under the stick,” or “Jump over the
stick”). The teacher would change the instruction at random intervals, and
mimicry o f English-speaking students would fail her. She would be punished for
performing the incorrect action. In one instance, the teacher dislocated the arm of
an English-speaking girl who attempted to help Langley understand the directions.
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In terms of their fellow students, according to Langley and her sister Lorenda
Poncho, that helpful girl was an exception. Both reported other students
consistently mocking and bullying Coushatta children, a problem exacerbated by
the latter’s difficulty in reporting the incidents to their English-speaking teachers.
Some other schools had a more substantial Native adult presence. The
Koasati speakers who had attended these schools — one in Texas, one in
Louisiana — reported fewer instances o f cruelty. At Big Sandy School in
Dollardsville, Texas in the early 1950s, having initially been placed in a class with
white children and a white teacher, Jeanette Langley recalled finding Indian
children from other classes on the playground with whom to play at recess.
Observing her do this, the teacher sent for her uncle, who attended a nearby high
school. He acted as a translator, and successfully moved Langley to “the Indian
class,” a group of all Native students with a Native teacher. The teacher, however,
spoke Alabama, not Koasati. Out o f necessity, both Jeanette Langley and her sister
Claudine Hasting went on to learn both Alabama and English in their early school
years. In Louisiana, Maijorie Battise and Loretta Williams both originally attended
the “Indian school” with a class comprised entirely of Coushatta children. A white
teacher ran the school at the time, but several Coushatta women were present to
drive the bus and cook lunch. That school closed after Battise’s first year, and she
went with her sister to a school in Elton, where she met with the same types of
difficulties described by her peers above.
Although physical punishment for Koasati use in school became less
common over time, the first exposure to public or parochial schools was hardly a
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pleasant experience even for those considered young for fluent speakers. Kathy
Poncho Peoples, who began school in 1977, also attended her first day of
kindergarten as a Koasati monolingual. Though she did not report any physical
abuse at the hands of her teachers, the transition nonetheless was the source of
emotional distress and social isolation. Peoples recalled spending the entirety of
her first year at school in an English-only kindergarten class, crying in the
hallway. Claudine Hasting, in recalling how her children forgot their Koasati when
they went to school, also told a story about how one o f her grandchildren used the
Koasati word for "cow" at school. The child's teacher wrote his mother and asked
her not to teach him those words, because they were not in accordance with what
they taught in school. This happened as recently as 2000. Lelia Battise
summarized the effect o f her school experience and subsequent generations thusly:
I don't know how we spoke English, ‘cause we didn't know a word
when we entered first grade. But we learned. I guess we were
scared enough to learn, and we couldn't speak our own language
among each other. That's all we knew.. .Kamis alaakaak hosobailit,
hoilhosiitook ommimahchook. Himaayamip...honaathiikkotikkon
naathiikahchotok. [trans. So some o f them that learned, had
forgotten [Koasati]. Nowadays ...they used to speak it, but now they
don’t].
To make matters harder on the new and growing set of bilingual students,
several Koasati speakers reported experiences o f —after being punished at school
for using Koasati —being castigated by their parents and grandparents for using
English at home. Jeanette Langley recalled being sent to the principal’s office and
spanked when her classmates would tattle on her for “speaking in Indian,” then
being instructed by her parents and grandparents to speak in Koasati to other

Coushatta children regardless of the possibility of punishment: “If they’re Indian,
then you will speak in Indian to them,” she was told. No language in her linguistic
toolkit, therefore, was safe for use in her daily life outside of her home.
As a result of such hardships, some of these students grew up to encourage
their own children to use English, in an effort to protect their children from the
punishments and difficulties they themselves faced as monolingual Koasati
speakers. They hoped to increase the educational and economic opportunities for
their children, both of which required a strong command of English. In the
following discussion, Rodney Williams, Adrian Sylestine, Norman Williams, and
Lorenda Poncho (all Language Committee members) reflected on how they
responded (or did not respond) to their children's use o f English upon starting
school.

RW

Ai, himakakittap naathiikahchoolik, katik, school-katok,
tatkahanannas school kaskan maa immayaap failiichommit.
Yes, [my daughter] started talking the language first, but
went to school, and they are all white people going to
school, andfrom then on, she quit.

AS

Kaamiitok ommichokii mantik, like, in girls-ka, anok
stoyasik, naho school-ka lokolipfa yaalon, anok encourage
hakkoot nahahii.
That's what happens though, like, my girls, my last one,
when school started, she quit, and I didn't encourage her.

NW

Naathiika?
To talk it?

AS

Naathiikahi.
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To talk [Koasati].

NW

Anok inkotoska sobaililiichok himayamip.
Nowadays, I remember I didn't do the same.

AS:

Mm-hm, yaamin kobannaitoop chasobaikok,
chasobaikofookok, uh, tatkat naathiikaafookan
stimachayoppahchoolik piila.
Mm-hm, I didn't know we would need this and since I didn't
know, uh, when they talked English I was ju st proud o f her.

LP

Ponnas aschilok.
You thought she was skillful/good [at school].

AS

A i, uh-huh.
Yes, uh-huh.

NW

Mantik hokonlakitkas ommicholiki school kafa mok
athomma, nathihilka, hokonlikitkaskon yok. Anap,
amatlawistap kamiskan—
But they used to fuss at us at school when we talked the
Indian language, we were fussed at. Me, so with my
children—

LP

Ponnaap assilotoh?
You wanted them to learn [English]?

NW

Ai, wachina kasson ponnaakassok stimachikibolo aaloliik,
motoskap amittotamatlihchoolichok.
Yes, I thought it would be easier i f they learn the English
first, but now it's reversed.

Sylestine and Williams were not alone in thinking that learning English would
provide advantages for their children; The opening o f an English-language pre-
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school on the Reservation in the early 1980s became a generation-defining
moment in the educational history of the Coushatta community. Bertney Langley,
the same man who would later ironically be one of the most vocal proponents and
leaders of the Koasati language revitalization, recalled arguing to the Tribal
Council in the 1970s that their community’s children struggled in school not due
to any inherent incapability, but because they were monolingual Koasati speakers.
With no understanding of English from their earliest school years, Langley argued
that the Coushatta students were falling behind with little hope of catching up,
even after they acquired English verbal and literacy skills. The first students to
receive English medium education on the reservation before entering the
Louisiana public school system did in fact perform better, according to Langley,
many going on to obtain university degrees.
One consequence of opening an English-language school, however, was
the acceleration of language shift away from Koasati. Though bilingualism was
the goal, the earliest classes of students who attended the English language
preschool represent the first generation o f Coushattas who spoke Koasati
exclusively as toddlers, but use English exclusively or nearly exclusively as adults.
Jaime Hill, one o f the first students of the English-language preschool, remembers
her older cousin taking her aside and preparing her for the worst as she prepared to
enter kindergarten. Hill’s cousin warned her that the other kids might make fun of
her, the teachers might be especially hard on her, and school would be difficult in
general if she forgot to speak English. She described practicing how to request a
trip to the bathroom, at her cousin’s insistence. Hill recognized later that her
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cousin wanted to protect her from the trauma her cousin had experienced, but at
the time she wondered why her cousin seemed so worried. Hill’s transition was
not as dramatic or traumatic as those who went before her, and many community
members credit her experience in the English-language Head Start program. The
preschool was successful, then, in bolstering English proficiency, but also had the
unforeseen consequence of facilitating loss of Koasati.
As students such as Hill moved out of the educational system and into the local
job market, the pressure to use English continued. To work anywhere off the
Reservation requires a command of English. The current elders represent the first
and second generations to build careers in non-Coushatta economies, which has
reinforced their bilingualism. As fewer and fewer members use Koasati fluently,
even internal Tribal positions — though providing more opportunities for Koasati
language than other employments — functionally require English fluency. Many
of the jobs available through the Tribe itself are in the tourism and service
industries through the Coushatta Grand Casino, or government and administrative
jobs which require English to work with organizations and individuals that provide
services to the many Tribal departments (Precht 2007).
The generational differences in educational and employment histories relate
to a broader trend of decreased insularity o f the Elton Coushatta community.
Several interviewees suggested the proliferation of Tribal exogamy in recent
generations as a main driver o f language loss. Even if children have one Koasatispeaking parent, English is likely to be the language of communication for the
parents. Schools and children’s peer groups then reinforce the “English as lingua
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franca” assumption, resulting in eventual loss of the Koasati they may have
learned in the home. Koasati speaker and parent Terrell John also argued that an
increasing divorce rate encourages shift to English; he reasons that as more
Coushatta children live with their monolingual English-speaking parent after a
divorce, teaching those children becomes even more difficult than the already
daunting task of teaching the language at home.
Though those who encouraged preschool English language learning clearly
had the best interests of the community in mind, Koasati Language Committee
members now regard the widespread learning o f English as the first language as
problematic. In terms of individual responsibility for language shift to English,
speakers blame the non-speaking youth for their lack of interest, as well as
themselves for their self-perceived failure to teach the language in the home. In a
2011 interview, Jonas John, whose daughter has professed interest in learning
Koasati, described trying to teach her his language. He believes that his daughter's
interest sets her apart from the rest of her generation. He expressed surprise at
children showing an interest in learning, and the effort some are willing to put into
language learning:
She was really interested and I was glad to see that. Children like
that, you don't see too many interested. But when we went to
Oklahoma, the children were really interested and it was good that
they all got up in front to do it, to try to learn it.. .1 would just sit
her down and speak to her. But I did it because she was interested,
if she doesn't want to, she won't learn.
The trip to Oklahoma to which John referred was the 2011 Native American
Youth Language Fair held at the University of Oklahoma. That was the first year
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that Coushattas had attended as competitors. In preparation for the competition in
Oklahoma, the Koasati Language Committee organized a youth language
competition for Kowassaati Nathihilka Nihta [Koasati Language Day]. In a group
interview with the judges for that preliminary local competition, Loretta Williams
asked the judges what the competitors could improve upon, in general. Committee
member and former judge Clifford Poncho redirected the question away from
what the kids in the competition could do better to focus on the fact that most of
the kids lack motivation to learn in the first place:
RW Santokaanamit istilkatik, akkaamit.
Do the same thing that we've been doing, like that.
CP Naho, yaami stimalokistohchook iskaasi.
Like, they're not too interested, like you said [earlier],
AS Mm-hm.
CP Naho, yaamin amaahilkolip alilo, aalolit anap—aati imakostinik
ommichi, toklon, naasoh? Toklo maamin sobait athiyak
kahamamit, mokkoop stimalakistoskan. Encouragement, kaami
onkal, naasoh?...Uh, stimalokistomaamip.
Like, we should tell them like this—say to them, a person is
smart, how do you say it, i f they know two [languages]? I f a
person knows two, say something like that, or else they are not
interested. Encouragement, I mean, how do you say it...uh,
they seem not to be interested.
Many of the participants in this group interview claimed that a general lack of
interest persists among Coushatta youth, until it becomes too late. Many o f the
participants' adult children and older grandchildren say they want to learn and ask
why they were not taught, but that impulse comes after the realization of how
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difficult learning a language as an adult is. Several interviewees report, in this
interview and others, a general feeling that the children and young adults who
express interest are the ones who have recently lost potential teachers, or have
become too busy with life and school activities to spend all day with their
grandparents.
More frequently than criticizing the lack of motivation in younger
generations, however, elders conveyed shame and sadness felt at their own
perceived failure to transmit the language to their children, and for permitting
English to become entrenched as the first language. Melissie Battise said that she
talked to her grandchild in Koasati in hopes that he would learn as a child, but that
is not enough for her adult children, who have passed the developmental stage of
being able to acquire language simply by hearing:

Katik Kassie ochoososip Kowassaati maththon innaathiikalihchook
kaamip ponnahis aalolifookok. Map hinap sokbaililiskan saami
mokkop ponachakkok, ya—amop Kori Kassi ittaasap ponachakkot.
Faililitok amichiibahchok mokkop, “Waamin
koponnachitchikkoto?” kaahat hoamasilhachifookon. Anok om
ilitoolis imponachakkok amachiibahchok hosobaiya—
sokbaiyalahik hobannahchok mok naathiikat haalot. Mokkop
“Naasisk?” hokahahchok, naasot naathiilichilkolip
sokbaiyaliimahchok saamostik mat-pick up-kafookok.
I always speak in Koasati to Kassie's little boy, hoping that he will
learn. Since I know the language, I speak to him — because I didn't
teach Kori and Kassie. They’d ask, “Why didn ’tyou teach us? ” and
I feel sad because I quit. I get sad fo r not teaching them— because
they always want to learn and speak it. They always ask, "What did
you say? " because they pick up some o f the words I say and get an
idea o f what I ’m talking about.
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Some elders question whether or not the revitalization efforts have resulted in
increased Koasati use by recognized fluent speakers with younger generations. In
the Coushatta community, those who are retired or do not work frequently care for
the children of their extended families, which might provide a venue for the
transmission of Koasati to the children o f non-speaking parents. In the following
discussion among elders who frequently care for grandchildren, though,
participants questioned whether or not they do enough speaking of Koasati with
the young potential speakers in their care, as in this conversation with Rodney
Williams, Norman Williams, Adrian Sylestine, and Lorenda Poncho:
RW

Onaamooli himayantik, onaamooli ya, uh, wachina nannat
stinnaathiika onkal, holawista, atlawista?
Is it still the same even now, I mean is it still the same, uh,
talking to them only in English when they ’re little, the little
children?

NW

Aalolihchoto onkal anok mon.
That's what I'm wondering, too.

RW

Onaamooli ya—
Is it still the same—

AS

Ya yomaalima?
The ones who are around?

RW

Uh-huh.

NW

Ya himaaya.
Right now.

AS

Kahchotommo ommilii kanahchok lawistasik, holawistasi
chikililiik innathikalalpiisak ontakkohchok.
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That's probably it, it still is, when I keep the little ones I
should talk to them in Indian, but I don't.
RW

Anok malmahchootok onkal. Maamok saam
aalilokkohchook, katik naathiilkoli baanoliskan,
chapokoskip ooya innaathiikalihchook wachina
innaathiikalinannahchi. Kamichakkolo aalolitotik,
chalhosichootolihchok.
I am the same way. We don't think about it, but we have to
talk to them. I talk to all my grandkids, talk to them in
English all the time. I try not to do it, but I always do it.

LP

Anap sahmip athommat innaathiikalihchook, maamoosin
naasiskaachohiskan kaahat aasilhachihchook, katik
naholiinannaatakkohchook, katik sahmip nahotilkahchok.
I talk to them in Indian sometimes, then they ask, "What are
you saying?" I don't do it all the time, but sometimes we do.

The language ideology that characterizes English as a reified monolith,
somehow an inherently stronger language than Koasati, pervades many Committee
meetings and discussions among community members. Though the overall tone of
Committee activities is hopeful, occasionally Committee members expressed fear
that no matter how many speakers commit to using Koasati with younger
community members, and no matter how many students insist they want to learn,
the tendency o f English to overpower other languages will prevail.
Mantik innaathiihilkatik, innaathiilkotik, naho, chapokoosip,
innaathiikaliinannahchoolik, at-homma, immaama mook
innaathiikan, katik intaatak tatkooliskan, tatkaa immayaachiki.
But even i f you talk [in Koasati] to them, like my grandson, I used
to talk to him all the time in Indian, his mom talks to him, but his
dad is white, and the English overpowered him.
Here, Adrian Sylestine used the Koasati word immayaachiki to describe what
English did to her grandson, in spite o f her influence and that o f his mother.
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Immayaachiki is translated here as "overpower," but others have translated it as
“conquering,” “winning,” and “overtaking.” Through the occasional talk o f selfimposed guilt for failure to transmit Koasati from generation to generation, blame
tends to fall on English itself in the end. The sense o f English as an omnipresent
force in schools, on the television, in the workplace, and simply everywhere in the
world fosters a belief that Koasati revitalization is a Sisyphean task.
Jonas John, though recognized as a fluent speaker of Koasati in Louisiana,
laughingly reported that Koasati speakers from Texas who do not know him
personally automatically speak to him in English. He speaks back to them in
English, then occasionally hears them speaking Koasati to someone else later. He
finds humor in the situation, but was quick to point out the self-fulfilling prophecy
in the assumption that a Coushatta person, particularly a young Coushatta person,
would not understand Koasati. Some of the most active members of the
Committee admit that they did not recognize the salience o f the assumption that
younger generations would use English automatically until others, including
anthropologist Dr. Linda Langley, pointed it out. Though aware that their children
and grandchildren were not speaking Koasati up to their own grammatical
standards, or at all, so many of the fluent elders’ daily conversations with their
peers took place in Koasati that the rate o f loss was not obvious. Language shift
can happen remarkably quickly, however. Kathy Poncho Peoples describes the
difference in Koasati understanding even among her children, all of the same
generation and household:
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KP

And even my son, we went out to dinner the other night, me
and him. And he said, "Mom, I wish you had taught me how
to speak the language." And it made me feel bad.

SH

Do they u n - do they understand at all, your kids?

KP

Uh, my oldest one understands it. My son, my middle son—
he seems to understand it but not— not as good as my
oldest one. And the baby, no, she doesn't understand it at
all. She's twelve.

The process Peoples described above is language shift, in which
generations progressively decrease use o f a given language or variety of a
language. In situations of language shift, the average age o f individuals who use
the language in question for everyday interactions increases, and the number of
genres and social situations in which the language is generally considered the
norm decreases. Like within Peoples’s family, Koasati speakership exists on a
continuum throughout the community, rendering a simple division between
“speakers” and “non-speakers” impossible. On one end of the continuum, speakers
recognized as fluent by the community spoke Koasati exclusively as children, and
have continued to use it daily with their peers and families. On the other end, non
speakers can neither understand nor produce Koasati spontaneously. The
designation of “non-speaker” suggests a total lack o f engagement with the
community’s language practices, which may not be accurate. Because this
research originated in the institution designed specifically to bolster Koasati use, it
includes few non-speakers who are not actively engaged with learning to use
Koasati, and will therefore differentiate between all non-speakers as a larger group
and those who are “language learners.” Evidence from research on heritage
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language acquisition suggests that even monolingual English-speaking members
of the local language community have phonetic and social advantages over
community outsiders in their attempts to understand and speak Koasati. Even in
cases where students do not know one word o f their heritage language, English as
spoken by some American Indian students sometimes contains important features
of the indigenous languages that would assist indigenous language acquisition (as
opposed to second language acquisition), including "turn taking, narrative pauses,
narrative form, [and] appropriate social speech requirements (such as kinship or
elder respect)” (White 2006,105; see also Chrisp 2005, Kagan and Dillon 2003,
Lynch 2003, and Montrul 2013). Practically, however, in terms of daily
interaction, those who occupy the non-speaker/language learner end of the fluency
continuum are young adults and school-aged children.
In the space between those two extremes, however, a wide range of
individuals exercise a variety o f Koasati competencies. Speakers and learners who
inhabit a more vaguely understood or less obvious speakership role frequently faCe
criticisms of incomplete, unsatisfactory, or inauthentic Koasati use, some o f which
reflect true language shift, but others o f which may be reflexes of natural language
change in action. Concerned elders have also become increasingly concerned with
language change throughout the Koasati language project, which — though it
often quickens pace in the face o f language loss — is a different process. Natural
language change refers to differences appearing over time within a communicative
code that is generally acknowledged as the same “language,” a process by which
even the most robust languages lose and gain lexical, phonetic, and grammatical
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features. When the Committee turns its focus away from English to address what
variety of Koasati they want to revitalize, the details of idealized Koasati come to
the fore. Three themes repeat themselves in the elders’ critiques o f the language
practices of young speakers and language learners: shortening (often called “baby
talk”), “straightness,” and lexical loss. All, but especially “baby talk” and
“straightness,” are associated with “sounding white.”
“Baby talk” is a description used by many elders to describe the language
of speakers who are younger than themselves, even those who would be
considered fluent by their Coushatta peers. Speaking Koasati “baby talk” involves
contracting words and omitting some endings. “Baby talk” is grammatical in a
broad linguistic sense, in that it is readily understood by anyone who understands
Koasati generally, but it is not considered “correct,” as described by Jeanette
Langley in 2010:

JL

The older ones, we started to notice.. .I’m considered older I
guess, cause I'm 66, [laughter] ... uh, we started to notice
that the children were cutting words short. They're not
saying the whole word. They would just cut it short. And—
and a lot o f them are talking baby talk.

SH

Baby talk? You know, like you use to talk to little children?

JL

Yeah, yeah, a child, yeah. Like you do in English, but.. .we
did that in Indian too, I guess, in Coushatta. So they're
talking baby talk instead of, um, the full word, like the older
people talk.

Many of the youngest speakers, though able to have prolonged conversations with
their peers and elders in Koasati, which would be a hallmark of fluency to an
outside observer, are continuously criticized as speaking “baby talk.” Though
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freely counted among “speakers” in general conversation and for purposes of
counting speakers in sociolinguistic surveys, their language use is often not
considered authoritative by members of the Koasati Language Committee.
The concern over “baby talk” is not new. Individuals who are currently
recognized as fluent elders recall their own grandparents and parents accusing
them o f talking baby talk, and wonder if they were shortening the words in the
same way young speaker do now, or if their grandparents spoke with even longer,
more correct forms than those currently identified as the legitimate Koasati
language. When asked to define “baby talk,” those who use it as a critique
sometimes say that it sounds either like child-directed speech, or like the speech
produced by children. In either case, they report that it sounds inappropriate or
wrong when used adult to adult. Please note that contractions are grammatical in
adult Koasati speech. As in English, fully fluent speakers use shortenings. But in
order to be socially sanctioned to use contracted forms, speakers need to have
demonstrable command of full forms. In checking the transcriptions and
translations of their own interviews, speakers often insist on changing the
transcription from the phonetic, shortened form to the longer form, or what they
perceive as “correct.” Speakers who use contracted forms to the exclusion of
longer forms are accused o f talking “baby talk,” and their speech is not considered
authoritative or authentic enough to be included in revitalization materials,
especially those designed for teaching.
The other common criticism o f Koasati judged as “non-fluent” by the
Language Committee is “straightness.” In the group interview with the judges of
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the 2010 Kowassaati Nathihilka Nihta [Koasati Language Day] youth language
competition, when asked how the contestants could improve, several judges
(Lorenda Poncho and Adrian Sylestine, Loretta Williams interviewing) agreed that
the children spoke “too straight”:
LP

Ai, mook ma in-story-ka stankanoot, katik, ooyan
nahotikkokanaamit, ooyan sobaikokanaamit, nahoyaami
onkal...
Yes, I liked his story but he still didn’t do it all, still didn't
know it all, I mean...

LW

Lamatkikanaamin naathiikakanaamito maan?
Was he talking too straight?

LP ,

Ai.
Yes.

AP

Stonalaamatkin naathiihiskatonommito? [emphasis mine]
D id he keep talking too straight?

LW

Kantik imishaaloto?
But did you still hear/understand?

LP

Uh-huh. Ai, naason kaaha imakostinnichilit, katik, uh, clear.
Uh-huh. Yes, I understood what he was saying but it wasn't
too, uh, clear.

The root laamatki- (most often translated as “straight”, but also as “uptight” and
“stiff’) refers to the qualities of a Koasati learner’s speech which do not reflect the
preferred intonation or prosody o f the speech of more fluent speakers, or fails to
include Koasati’s grammatical tone. The latter in particular is required for an
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utterance to be considered grammatically correct in the linguistic sense, and the
lack of grammatical tone in young contestants' speech contributed to the judges’
difficulty in understanding when contestants did not reproduce tonal qualities in
their speech.
Other concerns speakers voiced about Koasati use involve not how words
are said, but which words are remembered. While reviewing Mary Haas’s
linguistic field notes from the 1930s, looking for words to add to the ongoing
dictionary project, Bertney Langley and Ronnie Abbey discussed changes in
pronunciation since Haas recorded her list of tree names.

BL

See, the way they've written, uh—wrote it over here's a little
bit different, how we pronounce it, but I think it's basically

the
same, and maybe the one writing it put an 'h' in there. Or we
might have lost the 'h', I don't know.
RA

Uh-huh... you know, I wonder sometimes, you know, we
lose so many things in our— due to age, I guess.. .the way
of pronouncing. We seem to try to get faster in what we say.
You know, toola, toolahatka, toolosi, toolachooba, that's—

BL

Toolahatka, uh, what we're saying is like, there’s— he's
saying, there's three types o f magnolia.

In this brief exchange, Langley and Abbey reference several different types of
language change. In the first instance, Langley questions Haas’s placement of an
“h” after a vowel. Postvocalic h can be difficult to hear, and not all speakers
pronounce it as strongly as others. Langley suggested that the word has not
fundamentally changed since the 1930s, but perhaps Haas misheard the h, or the h
has fallen out of use. Abbey went on to speak in general about the tendency to
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contract words, (“We seem to try to get faster in what we say,”) as well as the
tendency to generalize terms and lose specificity. As Abbey stated above, there are
terms for at least three different types o f magnolia, but many speakers only know
one, like toola. Lorenda Poncho attributed that type of shortening and lexical loss
to lifestyle changes since she was small. Using the word for “field” as an example
o f a soon-to-be lost word, Poncho explained, “We had to walk everywhere, and
knew everything of those words but now I think the young people don't know
because they ride everywhere. They won't understand or know what we're talking
about because they don't walk out in the woods like we used to.” In the same
interview, Poncho talked with her sister Barbara Langley about “the old
language,” expressing regret that they did not pay more attention to the language
o f their grandparents. Without foreseeing the dramatic and relatively rapid
language shift to come, they did not perceive a need as children to purposefully
learn the words of older generations.
Koasati-speaking elders also express concern about the frequency of code
switching. Speakers who are considered fluent freely incorporate English words
into their Koasati speech. Some younger speakers have said the pressure not to
code-switch has increased as a result o f the linguistic self-awareness fostered by
the Koasati language project as a whole. The attention put on “proper” Koasati by
the revitalization efforts has caused many elders to realize the frequency with
which they insert English into their own Koasati as well. Generally speaking,
rather than considering code-switching a normal part o f Koasati language
practices, the elders described feelings of guilt, and attempts to stop themselves
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from inserting English borrowings into their casual speech. In fact, in the process
of working with speakers and passive bilinguals to transcribe and translate
recordings for deposition in the linguistic archive, the majority o f consultants
requested that all words be spelled out in their longest form and any Englishlanguage elements be written in Koasati, regardless of what the original audio or
video captured. In that way, the language practices reflecting shift and widespread
bilingualism in the community are subject to "erasure" in Irvine and Gal’s (1995)
sense.
Furthermore, semiotic processes such as erasure tend to be amplified in
ethnographic contexts involving increased speed of change and questioning of
speakers’ authenticity, as described by Inoue (2004). As language change
accelerates, as the number of current and potential speakers declines, and as
semiotic processes erasing “incorrect” Koasati gain momentum, the gulf between
levels o f linguistic competence is likely to expand. Language ideologies that treat
changed language like fundamentally wrong language have driven some members
of the community to quietness, accelerating language shift as young would-be
speakers become too self-conscious to teach their children Koasati. Speakers
whose entire Koasati repertoire is viewed as comprised of shortened forms and
code-switching, as well as language learners who struggle to produce any Koasati
utterances at all, often find themselves intimidated by the prescriptivism arising
from the increased focus on documentation and language pedagogy. Elders tend to
consider younger speakers’ translations as valid, but prefer that elders be consulted
for novel Koasati language production. This preference of the respected members
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of the Language Committee contributes to the lack of representation o f younger
speakers in the documentary record and Koasati linguistic archive. One difficulty
of preservation-oriented language documentation and revitalization efforts is that
just when language learners would benefit most from a lack linguistic purism,
authoritative speakers become increasingly aware and critical of linguistic features
that they deem inauthentic (for examples, see Chrisp 2005, Eisenlohr 2004,
Errington 2003, Hanks 1987, Hinton and Hale 2001, Jaffe 1999, Wertheim 2002,
Wong 1999).
Attempts to define “speakership” get the most complicated when
discussing the members o f the Coushatta speech community who occupy middle
territories on the continuum between recognized, authoritative, fluent speaker, and
non-speaker or language learner. Individuals with some degree of Koasati
competence but not socially sanctioned “speakership” within the Koasati speech
community might be termed “semi-speakers” in some literature on language
documentation (Dorian 1977, Dressier 1988). For the Coushatta case, I prefer the
more specific term “passive bilingual,” which highlights their Koasati
comprehension, but separates their linguistic production repertoires from speakers
recognized as fluent within the local language community. The defining features
of passive bilingualism are the ability to comprehend Koasati very well, and
generally provide detailed and accurate translations of Koasati into English of
which elder speakers approve, but difficulty speaking Koasati. It is a state of
linguistic existence recognized by the community as separate from “speaker” and
“non-speaker.” In most cases, passive bilinguals could also be called “former
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speakers” in that they used Koasati as children. When a community member
describes another as “hearing Koasati,” the phrase usually indicates that the person
in question understands, but cannot speak. When an elder is asked if his or her
children speak, a common response would be, “No, but they hear.” For example,
in a discussion about the Language Committee and who has served on it from the
beginning, Jeanette Langley said this of the youngest participant (a non-speaker)
and related it to her daughter’s situation:

Mm, she probably hears a lot, but she doesn't try to speak. 'Cause
my daughter, Erica? She didn't, she was in there when it first
started. And, About a week later, she called me and talked to me in
Coushatta! She could hear it, but she didn't speak it. Well, when
she was in the committee, and she started hearing all these things,
she called me up on the phone and, and ta—started talking to me in
Coushatta, and I said, "Who is this?" [laughter] I couldn't, I
couldn't— I mean, because she always spoke to me in English!
Passive bilinguals generally come from the first generation o f Coushattas
to learn Koasati as a first language in the home, but also to have had significant
English exposure before starting school (for comparative studies on the
relationship between indigenous education and language reclamation, see McCarty
1998; McCarty, Romero, and Zepeda 2006). Though the ages of passive bilinguals
vary according to factors such as geography and family practices, passive
bilingualism in Koasati and English clusters around individuals bom in the 1970s
and 1980s.
Based on the fact that passive bilinguals spoke Koasati as preschoolers and
understand it as fluent speakers do, respected elders tend to be more critical of
passive bilinguals than fully monolingual language learners. When asked about the
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progress of language learners starting from a monolingual English basis, elders
occasionally comment on their lack of proper pronunciation, but just as frequently
compliment them on their vocabularies, especially in cases where the students
have learned some o f the “old words” that are included in the pedagogical
materials but have fallen out o f common use. Fluent speakers often praise young
language learners for every success, but passive bilinguals, rather than receiving
credit for their ability to understand and even be productive with effort, are more
often criticized for their pronunciation and grammar. Often, their elders described
them as sounding like white people trying to talk Koasati, as in this 2011 interview
with Barbara Langley:
Naathiikat, otammatliichit nahohchoolik aati naathiikat
aththachihchotohok naho, atponnaachi yamifa chokkakkaafookok,
maafooka wachina maththon ittinnaathiikat, imokloot.
Wachinanannaskon, imokloot innaathiikat, kamifookok koasati
sfailiitokommi stammahchook. Kamiskan himaayaamin ittaasak
honaathiikap, tatkok koasati naathiika yaamit
naathiikahcholihchook. Katik ittaasak thoiliichit hoponnaimpiisa
stammahchook.
[My nieces] spoke it, spoke back [to me] in Koasati, and then they
went to school, that’s when they spoke to each other in English.
Their friends only spoke English. So they spoke in English, and
that's why I think they put aside speaking Koasati. So when they
both speak Koasati now, they speak like a white person speaking
Koasati, that’s how they talk. But I think they both can learn again.
Though “generation” and “age” offer convenient labels to delineate
degrees o f fluency and therefore suites of Koasati language practices, other
mitigating factors such as family network and geography influence an individual’s
English and Koasati use as well. Different families have systematically different
patterns for certain linguistic features. In some cases minor lexical variations
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appear, such as hakchopalpa and hachokpalpa, both of which are attested for
“butterfly.” Neither is viewed as more correct than the other; it is simply a matter
of which variety you were raised hearing. Other families have different
pronunciations of certain sounds, slight but systematic, such as a variation
between [s] (as in English ‘sell’) and [J] (as in English ‘shell’), both represented as
<s> in the Committee’s writing system. Speakers consider such variation normal
and acceptable, particularly in everyday speech. Family variation is the most
commonly cited reason for differences of opinion regarding how a particular word
should be translated or pronounced.
Geography plays a role as well. To explain why members o f the Koasati
Language Committee sometimes pronounce words differently, participants often
raise geographic divisions in the community, such as that between Texas and
Louisiana, as well as smaller divisions on the Coushatta Reservation itself,
between residential clusterings that often correlate with family groupings. In the
following interview excerpt, when asked if members of the Committee disagreed
about what words should go into the dictionary, Jeanette Langley first emphasized
the linguistic unity of the community but quickly went on to describe the dialectal
divisions she has noticed based on geographic origin o f the speaker:
(

Not really! Because we're kind of— the whole tribe is like a, we
intermarry, then um, it’s like one big family. There's some on that
side. Like, they place each community— I mean, they're close, all
around here— but, like, taththa is the other side of the bayou,
towards Kinder and Lauderdale area, and then there used to be a
little village called Robinson, that's where my mom was from. The
whole family lived in one area, and she had eleven brothers and
sisters. And then there was uh, the f—“the forty acres,” now we call
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them, there's people there. And then there's “the fifteen acres,” they
call them, that lives back this way. So we place each one. And—
and it’s surprising! Some of them say words a little bit different,
but I notice when they said— we say, like “teeth”? I say, “innati.”
They say, “innoti.” It's a little bit different, some of them.

Language Ideologies of Purism and Authenticity
In spite of the socially acceptable variation among families and widespread
code-switching o f acknowledged fluent speakers, at the heart of the common
concerns regarding the speech o f young Coushatta people lies a language ideology
that reifies language and culture, and regards them as inextricably linked. Once the
language/culture connection is made discursively explicit, questions of linguistic
purism and self-essentializing language ideologies emerge. Particularly in periods
of rapid change, linguistic and social, the exclusion of ways of speaking deemed
“inauthentic” becomes heightened, often with negative effects on those attempting
to learn or teach the language (see Chrisp 2005; Debenport 2009; Jaffe 1999;
Eisenlohr 2004; Errington 2003; Hinton and Ahlers 1999, Wertheim 2002). In the
Coushatta context, such purity arguments can extend to community membership in
a more general sense, in what Irvine and Gal (2000) would call fractal recursion.
“Incorrect” Koasati use is projected onto “inauthentic” Coushattaness, making
speakership — as ill-defined as it is — crucial to what Silverstein named the
“baptismal magic” of “community” as a label (Silverstein 1997,128).
Some speakers explained that they never considered the amount of
linguistic variety in their community to be problematic until language shift and the
subsequent language revitalization efforts forced the questions of what varieties of
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Koasati should be targeted for conservation. At that point, linguistic “authenticity”
became a relevant variable, an ideology in some ways reinforced by scholarly
rhetoric of language endangerment (see Eisenlohr 2004; Errington 2003; Hill
2002; Moore et al 2010). Locally, this ideology is not limited to Koasati and
Coushattaness. Members of the Coushatta community often refer to “real Cajuns”
as those who speak Cajun French, and certain varieties o f English are deemed
“extra white.” Similarly, according to revitalization participants, Koasati language
and Coushatta culture are intrinsic to each other, or at least inextricably co
constituted. The language ideology that a singular Koasati language exists, and
that it links tightly to Coushatta identity, is of great cultural salience at Coushatta,
having an explicit and purposeful discursive presence, particularly in the discourse
of the Coushatta Heritage Department. Jonas John, a Heritage Department
employee and one of the youngest speakers considered fluent by his elders, said in
a 2011 interview: “If we lose it, the Koasati, we don’t have anything. That’s the
most important thing, the history.”
Community members take different approaches to explaining what makes
the link between language and culture unbreakable. Fluent speaker and former
Coushatta preschool teacher Barbara Langley described the connection between
the Koasati language, Coushatta identity, and her community as a matter of divine
linguistic differentiation (personal communication, 2011):
Katik Koasati naathiihilkak, aati naasok imiksohchom. Kosnaathok
Koasati maththok sobaihilihchom. Kaamiskan, ano aalolip aba
chokkolik skofailihchoto konaathiihilka. Konkahchootohon anok
stachayoppaafookok miita mook malmaamin hiichap aalolihchook.
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Kaamiskan atlawistak innaathiihilkoot ibisnook athommoliik
stayoppaasit amaakaahi chabannahchook.
But nobody else has the Koasati language. We are the only ones,
only the Coushattas, know Koasati. So, what I think is, God left us
the language. He had given it to us and I am very glad fo r that, and
hope others feel the same way. So I want the little children to know
their language [emphasis mine], and be proud they're Indians.
Langley’s use of a possessive affix to refer to Koasati even when describing non
speakers is a common feature of how members of the Koasati speech community
grammatically represent an individual’s cultural ties to the language, regardless of
the individual’s language practices and place on the fluency continuum. On many
occasions, non-speakers and passive bilinguals have said they want to learn “my
language,” using the first person possessive to designate Koasati as their own by
virtue o f their Coushattaness.
In some cases, the same individuals making seemingly mutually exclusive
arguments that you have to speak to be truly Coushatta also consider their non
speaking children and grandchildren Coushatta, and encourage Coushatta children
to think of Koasati as “their language” regardless of level o f fluency. In the rare
cases when it was socially appropriate to ask Committee members directly if they
consider their non-speaking children to be Coushatta, several people who had just
finished talking about how essential Koasati is to Coushattaness did not hesitate to
say that their grandchildren most certainly are. Others paused and acknowledged
the difficulty of the question without offering a concrete response. Especially in
speaking o f grandchildren who had one parent who was definitely an outsider,
people would occasionally discuss how the situation does not reflect a case of
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“non-Coushattaness,” but a situation in which their grandchildren are neither
insiders nor outsiders, but exist in a category of “watered down” Coushattaness
while unquestionably remaining part o f the community. Passive bilinguals and
many language learners, though not considered speakers of Koasati by members of
the wider speech community, much less linguistic authorities over spoken Koasati
practices, consider themselves and are considered by their elders to be Coushatta
people. In short, though the non-speaking residents o f the Elton Coushatta
community may be ideologically excluded in word, they are not excluded from
membership in practice.
Other speakers adopt a more directly Whorfian point o f view in asserting a
link between the Koasati language and Coushatta culture, arguing that the thought
processes underlying Koasati and English are fundamentally different, and full
participation in the local community is hindered by a lack of Koasati-language
thought. Many cite the “untranslatability” of Koasati into English as evidence of
the essential difference between Koasati and English ways of thinking. My
colleagues at Coushatta often offered the example o f humor, saying that jokes or
funny statements in Koasati lack a certain indefinable essence when translated,
rendering them bland or simply nonsensical. This perspective threatens to exclude
language learners and non-speakers from a shared Coushatta identity. In the
following 2011 exchange between cousins Bertney Langley and Florine Pitre, the
different languages are iinked to entire racialized different ways o f thinking:

BL

Naho, yaami mook, uh, athomman naathiihiskahchok
ommip, athomman akostiniichiskaskan, tatka maan
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honaathiikahchok ommip, tatka_.—naho, stakostiniichihchok
ommip, ittimaathahki simmahchooto, tatka
imakostiniichilkak, athomma imakostiniichilka yaami
onkal.
Even like, uh, i f you are speaking in Indian then you are
thinking in Indian, and i f they speak English, thinking in
English—so, do you think the Indian way o f thinking is
differentfrom the white way o f thinking?
FP

Ai, imathahkipalammoolihchook, naho— aaloliip, ya
athomma maththon naathiikat chachobahchooliskan. Naho,
wachina mok chasobaikototommo, about eight years oldkabiinok chasobaikoto.... achibaahossolik, nahoot
iyathommmooliskan tatka nahofookan.
Yes, I think it is very different, like, I think since I grew up
speaking only Indian. Even at eight years old, I didn ’t know
[English]...It was very hard, since I was an Indian, to speak
English.

Recalling the experiences of the pioneering, newly bilingual Coushatta
children who faced harsh treatment both at home and at school for their language
practices, several interviewees explicitly connected the same racialized
understanding of language and ways of thinking with individual educational
histories. As Barbara Langley described the development o f her bilingualism
through English-language schooling: “I would only hear English all day, and when
I would get home and speak it my grandma, she would say, ‘I’m not a white
person, you need to speak to me in Coushatta.’” In a 2001 interview with his
brother, Jonas John also described coming home from school and speaking
English in front o f his family. In response, they would laugh at him and call him
“white.” In the same interview, his brother Terrell John asked if Jonas
remembered spending all day hunting and fishing. That was what they did, he
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reported, until they went to school and learned English. Schooling and English,
inextricably linked, catalyzed a massive shift in how he and his siblings organized
their time and daily activities, keeping the English language disassociated from all
o f his childhood activities deemed truly “Indian” ways to spend your day.
Now as adults and parents, Jonas and Terrell John described how they go
out of their way to spend time in the woods, hunting, making chowahka, and
showing their children what they know of their traditions specifically to avoid
losing the language associated with such practices.7 In spite o f the seeming
contradiction with the fact that he regards his children as undeniably Coushatta
regardless o f their linguistic ability or lack thereof, “I don’t want to lose our
language or traditions,” Jonas John argued. “If we lose all that, we can’t be saying
we are Indians.” Though the assumption o f an inherent connection between
language and culture fuels the language revitalization efforts, the process of
conducting the Koasati documentation and revitalization has prompted questions
within the local language community regarding the values associated with
different Koasati genres and practices. At this point, a speaker/non-speaker
dichotomy loses its utility in favor o f a focus on who is an authoritative speaker
and why, according to Bourdieu’s theory o f authorization. What sorts of Koasati
use qualify as “our language” in John’s understanding of the language/culture
equation, and who uses it?

7 Chowahka, called sofki in other parts o f the Southeast, is a com soup made from
dried, pounded com treated with lye from hardwood ash. Like in other Native
Southeastern communities, chowahka is of great social importance, and is usually
served at holidays, birthdays, and community events such as powwows.
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Chapter Four
Legitimized language and authorized speakership in Koasati

The Koasati Language Committee started at Bertney and Linda Langley’s
kitchen table in 2006. Mindful of the speed at which Coushatta youth were
becoming monolingual English speakers, increasingly unable to understand much
less converse in Koasati, the husband and wife team began reaching out to other
members of the community who they felt would be willing and able to participate
in some kind of formalized response to language shift. By the next year, they had
attended the American Indian Language Development Institute at the University of
Arizona, where Akira Yamamoto to reach out to linguist and Muskogean specialist
Jack Martin. This inaugural group of Koasati language activists held public
meetings to announce their plans and recruit Coushatta volunteers to contribute
Koasati expertise. With a Documenting Endangered Languages grant from the
National Science Foundation, the collaboration between local language
community members and academic specialists was officially underway.
The Langleys encouraged diversity on the Koasati Language Committee
from the beginning. They recognized that for the project to succeed, it had to be
received well in the broader Coushatta community. For the project to be received
well in the community, its products had to carefully avoid skewing their
presentation of Koasati language and Coushatta culture in favor of any individual
or family. They therefore recruited broadly, across families and clans, to ensure
that Koasati-intemal variety would be represented. Given that the primary
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activities of the Committee would include teaching and providing linguistic
expertise, tfie Langleys also considered the appropriateness and appeal of
including individuals with little or no linguistic authority in Koasati. The earliest
members decided that the more inclusive the Committee, the better chance it
would have of success. Therefore, they welcomed any individuals demonstrating
dedication to the goals of language revitalization. Thus, the first focused workshop
included recognized Koasati authorities and elders as well as teenage members of
the community, there only to learn. That initial group would grow and divide into
the Koasati Language Committee and the Coushatta Heritage Department, two
organizations with some overlapping membership but differentiated roles.
Having discussed in the previous chapter how language loss is
conceptualized within the local Koasati language community, this chapter focuses
on the legitimation of changing language, the authorization of linguistic
institutions, and the growth of “good” individual speakers. In order to avoid a
circular argument that defines authorized individuals as users of legitimate
language, and in turn defines legitimate language as the speech of authorized
individuals, Bourdieu suggested that an individual's linguistic authority comes
from the field, not language itself. As such, this chapter focuses on the
sociolinguistic field at Coushatta in terms of language ideologies o f identity and
authenticity. Language ideologies, defined by Silverstein (1979,193) as “sets of
beliefs about language articulated by users as a rationalization or justification of
perceived language structure and use" and by Irvine (1989, 255) as "the cultural
system of ideas about social and linguistic relationships,” influence the goals and
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methods of the Koasati language revitalization project. As such, this chapter
focuses not on language use itself, but on ideas about language use, teaching,
authority, and legitimation. It provides a description of the products, events, and
activities managed by the Committee and the Heritage Department, and situates
their novel practices and genres with respect to language ideologies o f authority.
How does a Koasati speaker or learner become “authorized” in Bourdieu’s sense,
imbued with the socially sanctioned power to render judgment on Koasati
language structure and use?

The Beginning of the Coushatta Heritage Department
In the wake of their grant-getting success and ability to show community
interest through a dedicated corps of volunteers signing up to serve on the
Language Committee, the Langleys acquired Tribal Council approval to build an
official department to support language revitalization. It quickly became clear,
however, that no such institution could limit itself to linguistic pursuits alone.
Linda Langley recalled that at the very first public meeting to describe their plans,
solicit feedback, and recruit participants, she set out sign-up sheets with different
headings, such as “Language,” “History,” and “Photo Preservation” so that
individuals could sign up to support their particular interests. She watched,
however, as many participants moved down the table, signing up for every group.
There was no attempt to “divide and conquer” — participants in the original
Koasati Language Committee treated the preservation of the language as
synonymous with preservation of all aspects of Coushatta culture. This ideology
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presented itself in other venues, as well. For example, in the 2010 Coushatta
Princess Pageant, the young woman who was crowned spoke Koasati during her
speech, and demonstrated a uniquely Coushatta version o f the Lord’s Prayer in
Indian Sign Language as one of her talents. Since then, the committee in charge of
the pageant has officially pronounced knowledge of the Koasati language as a
requirement for eligibility. The language ideology binding language, culture,
history, and shared memory became overt as the Language Committee sought a
name for the new Tribal department. Linda Langley recalled spending long hours
trying to capture the mission in a department name, and the group’s relief and
recognition when Tee LaBuff suggested “heritage” as the one English word that
encapsulated everything they sought to study and preserve. Thus, when the Tribal
council approved and funded the creation o f a new department dedicated to the
preservation and revitalization of Coushatta language and culture, it was named
the Coushatta Heritage Department. Its staff has taken responsibility for not only
language planning, but also other cultural activities such as basket sewing,
stickball playing, dancing, and social gatherings for cooking and playing games.
To build the staff, the Langleys particularly sought young Tribal members
with academic and organizational aptitude regardless of Koasati capability,
including Heather Williams (who now directs the Tribal preschool) and Jaime Hill
(who now serves as the director of the Coushatta Heritage Department), and
members of the community who are widely considered fluent speakers but below
retirement age, including Loretta Williams, Kathy Poncho Peoples, and Jonas
John. In a 2011 group interview with the entire Heritage Department staff, Peoples
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joked that she took the position initially because she thought it would be easy. As
soon as a compact disc o f early twentieth-century Koasati speech to transcribe and
translate crossed her desk, however, she realized how difficult the work would be.
In spite of linguistic challenges, the staff carved out time to participate in
enjoyable activities that would also serve their goals of preserving skills and
knowledge they consider central to Coushatta culture, including sewing baskets
and going longleaf pine needle picking to provide raw sewing materials to those
who would otherwise have difficulty accessing the necessary resources. The
summers became a focal point for the specifically linguistic efforts, as the
Heritage Department would organize month-long language workshops with the
Koasati Language Committee, Jack Martin, and often a small group of linguistics
students from The College o f William and Mary. Each summer workshop had a
particular aim or focus. In 2009, for example, the group worked together on the
production of a sixth-grade Koasati textbook and the production o f learning aids
such as coloring books and children’s stories. In 2012, the group gathered to
contribute new entries to their talking dictionary project.

Heritage Department Events and Products
Alongside the summer workshops, beginning in 2007 the Coushatta
Heritage Department developed and implemented an annual calendar o f events
that take different approaches to supporting Koasati use. The first major public
outreach event hosted by the Heritage Department was Koawassaati Nathihilka
Nihta, or Koasati Language Day. Bertney Langley described it as a flagship event
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to raise awareness of the Heritage Department’s work. Each August, the staff
sends flyers to each enrolled member of the Tribe and places posters in the
community’s public spaces inviting all Tribal families to the events pavilion at the
Coushatta Grand Casino for a day-long festival emphasizing Koasati language use.
At the fifth annual Language Day on August 28,2010, each attendee received a
bag of novelty items such as pens, chip clips, and combs, each printed with a
Koasati name. The pavilion was set up with communal tables for eating and
talking, games, a stage, and a series of informational booths. Though not all the
activities focused on Koasati language, most of the competitions for which one
could win prizes hinged on basic Koasati comprehension and production skills.
For example, one station was an obstacle course designed by Nina
Fuselier, a passive bilingual and former Koasati instructor. Players had to
complete a number of tasks that required following single-word instructions in
Koasati. Participants had to draw a card printed with the word for a numeral. That
numeral identified the station of the course at which the competitor would begin;
he or she had to correctly identify the Roman digits posted at the stations from the
Koasati printed on the card. The game required players to identify the words for
several lexical categories considered basic by the Language Committee, such as
colors and numbers. Other stations of the course demanded that the player could
identify objects such as a pokko (“ball”) and follow simple instructions such as
poofk (“Blow!”). Fuselier commented that she had thought it would be easy, but
she did not get as many players as expected based on the amount of time it was
taking each individual to complete the course. Furthermore, Fuselier observed that
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two fluent adults, men in their fifties, attempted the course and commented on its
difficulty. Fuselier believed that it was the tasks themselves, not the language use,
that presented players with problems — the tasks included opening sticks o f gum
wearing gloves, and blowing ping pong balls across a line of plastic cups filled
with water. It is worth noting that on top of the difficulty of the physical tasks,
success depended on English-language and Koasati-language reading skills.
Ability to produce spontaneous verbal Koasati language, however, was not
necessary.
Alongside Fuselier’s game, other members o f the Language Committee set
up a card game requiring knowledge of Koasati numbers one through one
hundred, a cake walk, and a paper airplane contest. Other booths were strictly
informational; the Tribal Police, Fire, and Health Departments all had stations.
One booth contained a poster display o f the results o f the 2007 linguistic survey
performed by the nascent Heritage Department, along with a monitor playing an
English-subtitled video of some original Committee members discussing their
views on language attrition. The more structured events of the day included a
provided lunch and chowahka, speeches from key players on the Language
Committee, Koasati bingo, and the centerpiece of the day, the children’s language
competition.
Overall, the atmosphere o f the event invited informal language use. Several
elders reported that — in spite of the new venue and somewhat artificial language
tasks for non-speakers — the event evoked for them a familiar social situation
with positive, nostalgic associations. The goal of such informal gatherings was
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simply to visit, and for the children to amuse themselves together and leave the
adults to conversation. In fact, most of the day, adults were sitting at the
communal tables while the children played together, enjoying the games, bouncy
castle, and rock wall. In that way, Koawassaati Nathihilka Nihta promoted what
members of the Language Committee consider traditional Koasati language
practices. However, some young people also cited that social dynamic — the
practice of sending children away from adults while they visit and relegating the
children to their own, primarily English-speaking, activities — as the reason they
lack traditional knowledge.
The high attendance levels and success of the first Language Day
prompted the Heritage Department staff to plan another community event to take
place three months later: the Fall Celebration. The Fall Celebration addressed the
goals of the Heritage Department less overtly, in that participation did not
explicitly reward Koasati use. It did, however, amplify what several community
members listed as the best features o f Language Day, including the creation of an
informal social space in which Koasati-speaking was the norm. Additionally, the
Fall Celebrations to date have all taken place outdoors. Bertney Langley and Jonas
John each confessed in personal communication that they liked the Fall
Celebration best of all the Heritage Department events, because the event and its
preparation give them the opportunity to perform their work duties out in the
woods. Furthermore, they believe that the attendees particularly enjoy the
nostalgia associated with playing outdoor games and eating local favorites such as
bacon, eggs, and Spam cooked over an open fire.
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For these large events, the Coushatta Heritage Department constantly strives
to create new take-home materials for attendees. New booklets and teaching aids,
the staff argued, help maintain learner interest and demonstrate progress. Such
materials have included a Koasati picture dictionary, song book with a compact
disc, a guidebook to match the lessons taught in the summer camp, and a booklet
of sample conversations covering topics frequently discussed in the Elton
community. Other language learning products include a Transparent Language
website, on which language learners can access digital flashcards for Koasati
words and simple sentences, and a smart phone and tablet dictionary application,
searchable by English and Koasati, that includes sound files for each entry.
Alongside the Koasati-language novelty items such as mugs, pens, and tote bags
produced by the Heritage Department, such pedagogical and outreach materials
represent one primary genre o f written Koasati. The other consists of transcribed
interviews for inclusion in the linguistic archive, but as of 2014, the literacy
practices associated with transcription had not become common practices except
for Coushatta Heritage Department employees and their research affiliates.
Creative Koasati writing is notably lacking from public circulation, with the
exception of Committee member and fluent elder Janice Sylestine, who has
produced children’s stories using the community’s writing system.
Through the production of such materials, a marked division of labor
between the Language Committee and the Heritage Department staff has
developed over time. The members o f the Language Committee took on a
decidedly advisory role, while the paid staff has taken responsibility for concept
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development and production. The Heritage Department employees decide what
types of programs and products they want to produce, then seek approval from the
Language Committee and, as necessary, elicit the Koasati text to be included. In
short, the Language Committee provides legitimized language to validate the texts
produced by employees, who may or may not be considered linguistic authorities
independently. The remainder o f this chapter situates the roles and activities of the
Heritage Department and Language Committee in the context o f language
ideologies o f linguistic legitimation and speaker authorization at Coushatta.

Age as a Source of Linguistic Authority
Language ideologies exist on a continuum of cultural salience: the
“approximate location on a scale of awareness that ranges from practical
consciousness/tacit knowledge, on the one hand, to discursive
consciousness/explicit knowledge on the other” (Kroskrity 1998,105). Perhaps the
most discursively salient ideology of linguistic authority for Koasati speakers and
learners is the belief that age is and always has been the major source o f linguistic
authority and marker of core membership in the speech community. In other
words, the older a person who uses a particular word or linguistic feature, the more
“legitimate” or “authentic” that word or feature is generally considered. In spoken
Koasati and social interaction in general, learners and younger speakers owe
deference to the forms spoken by older people, and the creation of documentation
and revitalization materials replicates that deference in some ways.
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In the Koasati Language Committee meetings I observed between 2009 and
2014, the opinions and linguistic forms offered by the most senior members held
more weight than the usages o f younger individuals, and faced less open judgment
from other Committee members. If it happened that no one in the room knew a
particular linguistic form or a mild disagreement^arose over the most correct way
to translate something, speakers appealed to higher authorities through memories
o f parents, grandparents, aunts, and uncles. Ideally, a present elder could reach a
senior family member by phone and solicit his or her opinion. Some active
Committee members took meeting materials home to parents or older relatives for
authentication.
Members were particularly careful to invite their elder relatives to
Committee meetings at which the Committee planned to work on neologisms,
such as the case in which the Heritage Department needed a Koasati word for the
hoop dance (polohki bitka).s The practice of creating neologisms, in order to
remain in harmony with language ideologies of authenticity, must be historicized,
as in this 2010 conversation with Ronnie Abbey and Bertney Langley on Koasati
terms that have fallen out of use, changed, or been re-created:

RA

Haachifa lookolihchook yalaahasik [trans. It stands by the
bayou, these little oranges]. Used to grow in little—like a
grass, it looked like. Little lemons, round lemons. It's like
a—it's a vine, on the ground. Laahasi, is it? But yalaaha is
orange.

BL

Seems like nowadays we would say yalaaha thawichka.

8 Linda Langley (Coushatta Tribal Historic Preservation Officer), conversation
with the author, February 2014.
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RA

Uh-huh. Yeah.

BL

Sour— I mean, orange. 'Cause I always think, like, if you,
uh, didn't have English, and wanted to describe it, what
words would you use to describe that, nowadays?

RA

Yeah. Like, we have made up words like, I think I've
talked to these guys [at the Heritage Department] before,
you know with like an airplane, we call it a “flying boat,”
you know? Piththa-waika. With the elephant, we made up
the word “people-eater,” aatipachoba.

BL

Ai [trans. Yes].

SH

You know, I asked Eleyna [a teenage language learner]
about this the other day. I asked her if she were talking in
Koasati, you know, how would she talk about things like a
computer? And she said she didn't know, because people
just put the English word in.

RA

Yeah, we just make it up—

BL

Yeah, [laughter]

RA

But you know, you have to make up, you know— in order
for—to communicate, I guess. Back then, too, you know.
So how did our language come about if we didn't make up
words for this thing, or that?

SH

It has to be new sometime?

RA

Uh-huh. [laughter]

BL

'Cause, uh, even my uncle Bel Abbey, when he was talking
to Kimball, like, microwaves- palkit libatli.

SH

What does that translate to?

BL

"Cooks fast." [laughter]

As Bourdieu suggests by his separation of legitimation and authorization,
linguistic legitimacy and age of speaker do not exist in a one-to-one relationship.
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Certain families have the reputation for using the old language and the old ways,
and its younger members often receive similar respect to elders from “younger
sounding” family groups, at least on linguistic matters. Since older linguistic
forms are held up as the legitimate language, they are often targeted for teaching
materials. As a result, some language learners who may not be able to converse are
able to memorize forms of Koasati legitimated by their age. For example, Melissie
Battise in a 2011 interview held the legitimacy o f old language over her own
linguistic authority as an elder:
Anon amayaachit honaathiikahchok ilachiifookok kaahalit naho
naathiihilka ihoocha yaami hoyooskatok. Anok chasobaikofookap
maapilahok, um, iilafook amankakon an-grandson-kak, nas—
naskahachommi kaahalip amankan achayokpat mon amayaachas,
kaahalit.
They talk better than me, like, they use the old words. And I don’t
know, but when they come around and tell me [old words], my
grandson, la m glad that he knows more than me, I said.

With the assumption that historical language equates to better language
comes the assumption that current language, particularly the language of young
people, has changed for the worse, and in observable ways. When asked if she
could describe any particular ways in which the Koasati language has changed in
her lifetime, Barbara Langley reported that, though she could not in that instant
recall a particular grammatical or pronunciation feature that had changed, she has
a definite sense that the older, legitimate language is no longer used.
Sahchon onhiska sobbailil katik naskahaat chimmankalahik
chasobaiko. Like, komaapok konnaathiikafookap mok,
naathiikafiina mototommo ihocha stonchihtoliskan kaamiifookok,
hasno naathiihaskap atlawista innaathiihilkon naathiihaskahchom
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kahahchoolik. Kamiskan, ooyan hochifkilkook, malon
hochifkilkohchon onkatotommo.
I know what you mean, but I d on’t know how to explain it to you.
Like, when our grandma spoke to us, that was probably the right
language since she lived way back then. So, she used to tell us that
what we were speaking, we were speaking a child’s language. So
we were probably not speaking all o f it, and not saying it the right
way. 9
'

Geography as a Source of Linguistic Authority
The geography of one’s life history also contributes to an individual’s status
as a linguistic authority. Though speakers do not raise it as an issue as frequently
as age and generation, in interviews led by a member of the Koasati speech
community, one of the first questions asked was inevitably, “Where are you
from?” or “Where were you bom?” In one such instance, when asked by her niece
if she grew up in the area, elder Lelia Battise responded:
Yaalon aatalito himaayaamos. Achokchaayawailin aatalihchok om,
Elton.
I have been here all this time. As long as I ’m alive, I ’ll be here in
Elton.
The language practices o f speakers who live outside o f the Elton
community, or who have left for an extended period and returned, are often
subject to a higher level of scrutiny than the individuals who physically attend
Committee meetings. In group interviews during which the subject o f language
shift surfaced, interviewees told stories o f those who have moved away, after
9 Barbara Langley (Coushatta Tribal member, Koasati speaker, and Language
Committee member), conversation with the author, June 2011. Translation by
Loretta Williams and Barbara Langley.
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enlisting in the military for example, and lost their fluency within a few years.
When asked directly about the value of a geographic living location, several
speakers insisted that “once a member, one is always a member,” and went on to
describe the same individuals who have been outside of the geographic
community for decades yet maintain their kin connections and linguistic ability,
and therefore their in-group status. However, the cases of those particular
individuals are highlighted as exceptions, as interesting contrasts to the majority of
Coushatta individuals to leave the area. According to local language activists, the
majority who moved away lost their language, and in the opinions of some
interviewees, lost their Coushatta authenticity. They could recover it, but it takes
time and effort to reestablish their ties. One Heritage Department employee
observed that she knew a Tribal member who moved away for more than ten
years, and maintained his Koasati fluency, yet returned an outsider. Another
speaker who self-identifies as a passive bilingual noted that she is somewhat
jealous of a cousin who, though the cousin moved out of state on a permanent
basis, has maintained her linguistic ability in spite o f her lack o f community
presence. This particular interviewee, who has shifted to primarily English
language use, expressed conflicted feelings regarding the incongruity of someone
who has moved away maintaining a higher level of Koasati linguistic authority
than she herself has done while living in Elton.
Jalynn Cotton, who lives in the Elton community but did not learn Koasati
as a child, drew the geography/language connection simply and explicitly in a
2013 phone interview: “When you don’t know the language, you really want to.
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That’s where you are from.” Again, it is not a matter of a binary opposition
between insiders and outsiders, but a matter of degree. Former Tribal Chairman
and supporter of the revitalization efforts Ernest Sickey observed in an interview
with a documentary film crew from the University of Lafayette:
[Certain people] know the most accurate way to speak because they
grew up speaking that older language, it gives them the knowledge
to say what’s correct. Now if they lived elsewhere, for example
Oklahoma, then their way of speaking might be different. Those
who live here speak its truest form. Does anyone else agree with
me?10

In fact, many do. Linda Langley observed that the importance o f geography and
residence is embedded in the one and only voting statute in place for Tribal
elections — one must be physically present to vote. Langley attributes the creation
o f the rule to a widely felt sense in the Coushatta Tribe that physical presence in
the community is required to understand the intricacies of its politics and culture
(pers. comm., 2013).

Baptismal Magic
Relative age and geography combine to create a general source o f linguistic
authority that recalls Silverstein’s “baptismal magic” o f community (1997). This
sense of embeddedness in the Coushatta community combines geography with a
subjective sense o f networks and Coushatta authenticity. The result o f combining
the varied components of Coushattaness within an individual is an understanding

10 Translated from the Koasati by Loretta Williams and Jaime Hill.
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of “community” with an awareness of core members, peripheral members, and
infinite gradations in between, yet few clear boundaries:
Yet, to be a useful term for empirical description and theorizing
about language, community must be, first, a degree term:
membership o f people in such communities gradiently depends on
social-actional regularity based on allegiances (orientations toward
norms) or on strength of presuppositions sharable in interactional
realtime about certain schematized states of affairs. Thus few or
many people can be considered members o f a community relevant
for modeling how their language usage is patterned. So also, for a
particular individual, the degree to which and the consistency with
which particular norms inform usage under particular conditions
deter- mine something of the contours of gradience of
. "community" membership which we are confronted with.
(Silverstein 1997,128)
Silverstein, describing the difficulty of using the label “community” as a
theoretical concept, calls the word “the performative baptismal magic in the
discourse o f identity politics” (1997,128). Though a critique of the word itself, his
description gives a convenient portrayal of how members of the Heritage
Department staff also perceive membership in their “community” — Coushatta
identity and community embeddedness belongs, in degrees, to those granted the
“performative baptismal magic” of a nebulous conglomerate o f Koasati
speakership, age, residence history, and ancestry creating a sense of authenticity.11
Furthermore, speakers’ and learners’ appeals to personal geographic
embeddedness routinely went deeper than their individual lives. For example,
11 Please note that phenotype, though raised as a dimension of “Indianness”
frequently in interviews, is easily disregarded in the face of positive valuations of
other dimensions of Coushatta identity. When interviewees raised the issue of
physical appearance while describing language learners, it was always in the
context of a pleased, if mildly surprised, compliment of an individual student’s
ability to acquire Koasati language practices regardless of their parentage or
physical appearance of “Indianness.”
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elder Ms. Florine Pitre described her language use in childhood in 2011: “Piila
Jackson-ka naason kaahakon, maththon sobbaililihchoolik” [trans. What Jackson
said, and I only knew that]. She referred to her grandfather, Jackson Langley, who
was a well-respected patriarch in life, and remains a name of note today. In similar
ways, when a child displayed unexpected Koasati competency at language camp,
members of the Language Committee asked who their grandparents are, with the
assumption that their deeper kin ties in the area might explain their aptitude for
learning authentic language. Participants in this research variously identified this
inexact quality as “real” Coushatta identity or heritage. In Koasati, they use the
word maafiinan, which they translated in a variety of ways, including “real,”
“true,” “authentic,” and “correct” in reference to both particular linguistic forms
and culture writ large. The number of variables contributing to this quality, and the
relative difficulty of assessing them, renders a concrete definition of authentic,
authorized speakership difficult to access. Members o f the Heritage Department
staff agreed, however: they know it when they see it.

Consensus as a Source of Linguistic Legitimacy
Following Bourdieu’s separation of the authorization o f speakers from the
legitimacy of language, some practices of the Koasati Language Committee reflect
not authorized individual speakership but means of institutionalizing linguistic
legitimacy. The committee places a high value on consensus, which contributes to
the linguistic legitimacy of its products and the language practices it endorses. As
indicated by the efforts Linda and Bertney Langley put into recruiting
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representative membership in the beginning, the practices of the Committee over
the years reinforced the importance of widespread agreement in the legitimation of
the language reproduced in their archival and pedagogical materials. When asked
about the processes and products of the Language Committee, the themes of
cooperation and humility surfaced repeatedly. Committee members tended to state
that their reason for participating in Heritage Department events and committee
meetings was to learn rather than to teach. As Ronnie Abbey described the nature
of his participation in the project in a 2011 conversation with Bertney Langley:
“I’m not saying, you know, that mine’s the perfect word! [laughter] This is what I
wanted to do, I want to discuss things like that [old word].” The two speakers went
on to talk about how they enjoy working with each other more than alone or with a
non-speaker, because they are able to trigger each other’s memories during
monolingual Koasati conversations.
For the most part, participants in the Language Committee exhibited a
disinclination to offer a singular voice o f linguistic judgment, which some
members of the Heritage Department staff argued is part o f a broader social
pressure in their community to avoid appearing egotistical or vain. This
phenomenon may be tied to what Kimball called ilakasamotilka, hubris or the
abuse of status (1990,161). Reflecting on the consensus-seeking characteristic of
the Language Committee, Linda Langley remembered thinking while she was
recruiting elders to judge the youth language contest for Koawassaati Nathihilka
Nihta that six speakers would have to commit to serving as judges, or none would
(pers. comm., 2012). On another occasion, consultants who worked in groups on a
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linguistic survey on historical forms of gender deixis gave permission to use their
data readily. Those who were asked to judge the validity o f linguistic forms
without first discussing them with other speakers hesitated to have their opinions
counted in the final analysis, consenting upon confirmation of anonymity and after
comparing their answers to notes from previous interviews. When asked directly
how they work through disagreements in the face of significant value placed on
consensus, Language Committee members asserted that they do not disagree or
that the group discusses all available options and usually manages to include
everyone’s suggestions in the end.
Indeed, the Language Committee accepted a plurality o f forms for a single
target concept as legitimized Koasati in some cases, contrary to common language
ideologies that would hold up one linguistic form as the best or most authentic.
Considerable differences exist between families, for example. These did not go
unnoticed in meetings, but generally they were unacknowledged unless
specifically queried as part of documentation or revitalization processes. The
committee addressed etymologically related lexical variations more frequently
than other variations, such as phonetic differences. For example, hakchopalpa and
hachokpalpa were both attested for ‘butterfly’ as recorded in the Koasati
children’s picture dictionary (Figure 4). Such differences gave rise to some light
hearted disagreements over which family’s form is correct. In the end, however,
speakers did not argue for their version to be “right,” only for it to be represented
as an equal option. Therefore, entries into the 2010 children’s dictionary listed all
variations the committee could give. Participants concluded that if a book presents
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children with all the options, they would ask their own elders which they should
use, thus preserving the tradition of familial variation.

foo*si
bird

sa*wa

hak*cho«pal«pa/
ha*chok*pal*pa

raccoon

butterfly

ooossum

Figure 4. Image from the Koasati Picture Dictionary, courtesy of
the Coushatta Heritage Department.

Learning vs. Schooling
The same social pressure that prevents many individuals from being vocal
advocates of idiosyncratic linguistic forms or wishing to serve as a judge at a
language contest may also explain the difficulty the Heritage Department has had
in finding teachers. Practical matters such as full-time employment in other places
dictate that many speakers cannot commit to daily or weekly courses, but in a
broader way, a unidirectional teaching experience does not fit the model of
collaboration valued by members of the local language community. In 2009, Nina
Fuselier, a young passive bilingual woman, agreed to teach a small group o f sixthgrade students who opted out of physical education twice a week to attend Koasati
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language classes at their school using the textbook created during the summer
2009 language workshop. After the school year ended, some of the students and
the Language Committee concluded that in spite o f Fuselier’s best efforts, the
model did not produce the type of learning interaction that would meet the
community’s needs. The speakers who participate in the Koasati revitalization
differentiated “learning” (positive associations) from “being taught” (negative
associations) in their descriptions o f the culture of the Language Committee, an
attitude reflected both in the failed attempt to incorporate Koasati language
learning into the public school system and the atmosphere at Committee meetings.
Linda Langley happily recalled one early Committee meeting at which an
elder, sitting in the back of the room, quietly remarked to the friend sitting next to
her, “I like this school!” in comparison to the school she attended as a child, where
her instructors did not speak, write, or read, much less teach, her language (pers.
comm., 2010). In some ways, Bertney and Linda Langley hoped to refigure the
negative associations harbored by many speakers with classroom situations via the
“school like” atmosphere of early Heritage activities. There is a pervasive attitude
of “reclamation” surrounding Heritage events — reclaiming not just the language
itself, but sovereignty over education in the community. This involves attempts to
apply positive associations to school and literacy that do not devalue participants’
“Coushattaness.”'Elder Barbara Langley, who served as a teacher in local Head
Start programs and subsequently the director o f the Little Indian School when it
opened in the 1980s, cited her own experiences with hurtful teachers as her
primary motivation for working with children. She saw her teaching position on
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the Reservation as a venue for teaching children how to “live right” according to
her Coushatta values, which included some Koasati instruction (pers. comm.,
2011). In some ways, Language Committee members display similar attitudes
reflecting Barbara Langley’s in their own work. They engage technologies and
certain practices learned in their schooling experiences in their revitalization
efforts, but they have designed that engagement to exert control over the
educational trajectory o f their community. Participants in this research variously
reported that teaching Koasati in a school or a school-like atmosphere would
increase Koasati’s linguistic legitimacy relative to English and Cajun French, and
perhaps benefit very young language learners who already attend and rely on
school for their primary learning structures.
However, though generally supportive of any and all efforts to preserve
Coushatta heritage, speakers often stated a preference that the language be taught
in the home. Concerns have surfaced that the type of language learning at the
Heritage Department so far has not increased participation in extant communities
of linguistic practice. Students who speak from memory are identified as operating
at a level below true Koasati spontaneous production, as in Jonas John’s
description of his experience trying to teach his daughter to speak Koasati:
She'd ask, "How do you say this?" "You can say that but don't
memorize it, " I said, "Anybody can memorize, listen, understand
and know it, that's how it is, that's how you learn.” Her grandma
told her the same thing, you know, we told her that anybody can
memorize but if you memorize it, you will forget as time goes, you
have to know what you are saying.
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The decisions o f the judging panel at the 2010 youth language competition at
Koawassaati Nathihilka Nihta mirrored John’s concerns; the competitors who
appeared to have memorized or read their performances received lower scores
than those who appeared to speak spontaneously. As Linda Langley has pointed
out both in personal communication and publicly to the Coushatta community,
however, the necessity of employing Koasati as a second language pedagogical
styles is a sad outcome of simple numerical facts. She agreed that children would
ideally learn the language from their elders at home, but “by the numbers,” many
Coushatta children do not have fluent speakers at home from whom to learn (pers.
comm., 2011). Second-language learning remained the focus, then, o f the Koasati
language revitalization between 2009 and 2014.
The critiques o f teaching Koasati in a school-like atmosphere distill to the
observation that, though the program’s association with schooling assists in the
sense of “reclamation” mentioned above, it also compromises the perception o f the
Koasati that is taught and learned in such environments as “authentic.” Some
interviewees directly associated school and literacy with colonial intrusion and
assimilationist policies, in addition to questions of efficacy and a fear that the
language program’s existence alone will prompt young parents to rely entirely on
classes to teach their children. Cross-cultural evidence from other language
revitalization programs suggests that such concerns are well founded. Steven
Chrisp's focus group o f Maori language learners cited a general distaste of formal
education, the fear and stigma o f going back to school, and the cost o f some of
programs as reasons to avoid formal classroom language lessons: "It's [our.]
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birthright.. .and to add insult to injury, we have to now pay thousands of dollars to
go and learn from institutes" (2005,165). Though the Koasati classes described
here were free to their families, in a parallel situation Coushatta sixth graders
could just as easily have argued against having to give up P.E. to leam a language
that is theirs by birthright.
Concerns over limiting language teaching to classes and camps reflect
cross-cultural descritions of the most successful language learning occurring in
non-school contexts. Participants from a wide variety of language revitalization
efforts have reported that retaining linguistic structures is easier in the language's
"natural habitat,” so to speak. Leanne Hinton and Jocelyn Ahlers claimed that
master-apprentice pairs in California spend up to twenty hours a week using an
informal approach that includes "using gesture, action and context to meet their
communication needs without resorting to English" and transmitting language
through "participation in daily activities, such as cooking and eating, washing
clothes, or going on a drive, and traditional activities such as the gathering of wild
plats, basketry and ceremonials" (1999,60). In another ethnographic study, Beth
Dementi-Leonard and Perry Gilmore described the Caribou Project, a
collaboration between school children, teachers, elders from Koyukuk and the Fish
and Game Department. When Fish and Game Department conducted a study that
involved taking young caribou, Koyukuk elders were permitted to dissect one with
the teachers and students, by way of instructing the students in Athabascan
knowledge and language. Some Koyukuk speakers argued that for a student to
leam the proper Koyukuk way to dress a caribou, he or she must be taught in the
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indigenous Athabascan language, given that some o f the body parts and processes
involved have no direct translation in English (Dementi-Leonard and Gilmore
1999).
Furthermore, some important cultural material may be left out when
language learning is restricted to teacher/student interactions. Heavy restrictions
determining that which is "appropriate" for a Western school setting would dictate
that students leam the indigenous language as it applies to classroom contexts, not
the sorts o f social and symbolic structures that might apply in the wider Coushatta
community. For example, either the school district or indigenous taboos may
prevent religious discourse in the classroom. Sacred language contains a wealth of
cultural information that could get lost in a classroom setting. To use a comparison
from Mary Hermes’s work on Ojibwe language revitalization: by importing
Ojibwe into a Western classroom and adding it onto existing school norms, it
becomes "something other than ordinary, daily lived Ojibwe cultural practice"
(2005,49). Ideally, the indigenous language would cease to be schoolwork and
become normative practice. Hermes asserted, however, that once an indigenous
language is institutionalized, the power o f culture is "diminished into small bits of
information, necessarily detracting from the ability to constantly co-create culture
in the context of purposeful social activity" (Hermes 2005,49). Classroom
interactions tend to restrict practice o f indigenous discourse features and
pragmatics such as politeness and turn-taking. Another example from Chrisp’s
ethnography of Maori language revitalization illustrates the argument that the
normalization of indigenous language use makes acquisition easier: “Yeah, that’s
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been an instrument for me to leam te reo because part of the tikanga [cultural
practices] for mau taiaha [Maori martial arts] is to leam. That is the key. Mau
taiaha was just an enticement, a hook and through te reo [the language] you leam
tikanga’’’ (Chrisp 2005, 162). This understanding o f language living in practices
and not in abstract grammatical rules resonates with the language ideologies
present at Coushatta that frame Koasati language and Coushatta culture as coconstitutive.

Institutionalized Linguistic Authority
Just as the linguistic legitimacy of Koasati acquired outside of the home
has fallen under question, the language practices at the Coushatta Heritage
Department building itself have bom increased scrutiny. Many of the department’s
practices would on the surface seem to contradict the sources of authority and
legitimacy laid out above. It is new. Though it is local, one o f its major
contributions is collaborating with outsiders such as linguist Jack Martin and
immersion specialist Michelle Broussard. Regardless o f the department's novelty
and the relative youth of the staff, an expectation exists in the wider community
that Coushatta Heritage Department employees have or build linguistic
proficiency superior to their peers. In the Heritage Department offices, one hears
Koasati in use, but the staff replicates the generational differences witnessed in the
larger community. The staff includes fully fluent bilinguals who amongst
themselves converse in Koasati, but also an equal number of passive bilinguals
and some non-speakers. The staff fluctuates seasonally depending on the demands
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of employees’ schoolwork and the needs of other Tribal departments, which may
“borrow” staff members occasionally. Though the staff uses English liberally,
especially in the presence o f non-speakers, there is a constant, humming pressure
to increase Koasati use amongst themselves. The door to the library and meeting
space, for example, bears the sign “Koasati Mathi, Wachina Ikso” [trans. Koasati
Only, No English]. The speakers and learners working at the Heritage Department
reported placing increased pressure on themselves to use Koasati, as Bertney
Langley described in this excerpt from a 2011 discussion with his sister and
brother-in-law:
Ya ilkat mon naho yaalon stimponnachilkatik, imiisafa aatot.
Hoinaathiikap naasokkon hoponailpissok. Akaamiskan
aatimailkahchok naksok sokbaihahchoosik innaathiikat onholiha
naksaamaha kaahalihchok katik— kosnok intoliinofa alahka iisak
athomma haalot naathilkalpistik wachinananaafookon. Mastin
wachinalik stilinchapalatkahchok sahmip kosaatit inaathikalip maan
honaathiikahchok katik, kamiskan akkamiichit kilkafiinafookon
ommi stamahchok.
Even though we teach here, i f someone at home would talk to them
the same way, they could leam easily. I always tell the ones that can
speak it to speak it to the ones that don't know the language so we
can see what happens, but — where we work they understand and
speak Indian, but mostly talk to each other in English. Sometimes I
get mad at m yself for speaking English to them, but when I do speak
Koasati to them they reply in Koasati, but I don't think we do it
enough.

In a 2010 interview, Heritage Department employee Kathy Peoples discussed
the hurdles and tensions she has witnessed as part of the language documentation
and revitalization project, including the increased pressure from her family to use
idealized Koasati language:
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KP

And ever since I started working over here, like, my brother
sometimes, like I'll say something, and I'll, I'll be speaking
in Coushatta, but I'll throw an English word in there and he
says, you're supposed to speak only Coushatta, you work at
the Heritage now, so I'm like, oh, okay, [laughter]

SH

[laughter] What— um, what sort of words do you use
English for?

KP

Um, what was it? Um, like, “Anholikfa iron-kalin.”
Instead of, you know, "Let me go iron my clothes."

SH

Uh-huh.

KP

He says, "It's not 'iron', it's thimikko.” You know, so I said,
"Oh, okay. Anholikfo thimikkochilin.” You know, like, he
tells me, he said, "Since you're working at the Heritage
you're Supposed to be speaking Coushatta only.” So he tries
to correct me as I'm talking.

SH

That’s— that's really interesting. I never heard that before,
that, so there’s, like, an expectation for the employees here
to speak more Coushatta?
i

KP

I don't know. Cause my mom says that all the time, too, and
my dad says it. I don't know if they're making fun of me, or
like, joking around with me. They're saying I should know
[the language] since I work here.

Peoples is what a Koasati learner or a linguist would consider fluent; she
converses freely with her elders in Koasati. Yet, she faces criticism from many of
her elders for using English words with the borrowing suffix -ka, as seen in her
anecdote above. Even passive bilingual employees who have not spoken Koasati
since early childhood have faced increased pressure from Language Committee
members to speak in public, particularly at the office and in Committee meetings.
At one notable 2013 Committee meeting, a respected elder stood up to insist that if
even Heritage Department employees were not using the language, than the
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revitalization efforts could not possibly succeed. As a result, at the next meeting,
each passive bilingual employee gave a report on their plans and activities to the
Committee in Koasati, even though in some cases the presentation had to be
meticulously scripted and co-authored with more fluent speakers. Later in the
meeting, the employees transitioned to English without negative comments from
the Committee. The effort had been made. Jaime Hill, one of the staff members
who presented in Koasati though she is more comfortable speaking in English,
reported that she definitely feels increased pressure to be a speaker as a result of
her role at the Heritage Department. She said that she knows the criticisms at the
first 2013 Committee meeting were not personal, but that she and her colleagues
are “the front” o f the revitalization efforts and as such they expect to be on the
receiving end of criticism (pers. comm., 2014).
Hill and her passive bilingual colleagues, when discussing that particular
series of Committee meetings together, commiserated on the fact that they feel
their elders do not understand or appreciate the division between understanding
and speaking a language. They described their impression that fluent speakers
assume that if someone can understand a language, then they must be able to
speak it, and that failure to do so is a willful decision. Each of them described a
feeling o f deep cognitive difference between comprehension and production,
however. One employee, who understands fluently and can speak but with great
effort and care, laughed as she observed that the elders who complain about their
lack of Koasati use should understand what she called the “disconnect” between
understanding and speaking, seeing as the same elders will decline to stand up and
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speak in English, citing great difficulty in producing English though they
understand it very well.

Conclusion: Measuring Success
O f the tensions that have arisen regarding linguistic authority and
legitimacy, however, one of the most salient is the question o f revitalization
success. Means o f measuring linguistic competency exist, such as the Standard
Foreign Language Proficiency scale recommended by the Administration for
Native Americans, but such assessments have raised concerns over cost, testwriting, and applicability in the Koasati language community. Members of the
Koasati Language Community express more interest in successes that might not
register on grammatical examinations, such as students’ willingness to engage in
Koasati conversation outside of classroom, camp, and examination situations.
In short, members of the committee and Heritage Department staff
members report successes, but not a measurable rise in the use o f legitimized
language or the authorization of language learners and passive bilinguals. As Lelia
Battise told her niece Crystal Williams when the latter asked in a 2011 interview:

CW

Do you think we'll be fluent again, one day, like y ’all?

LB

Inkolaatommo. Nahok iksop, uh, nahok konnaakathtocho,
uh, sound-ka yamik like, [trans. I don’t think so. I f there's
not any, uh, we have lost the sound, like. ..] What would you
say in English? Syllables or accents or— it's not there
anymore. Maybe some, maybe a few do, I don't know. But
when they try to leam it, like in school age, it's a whole
different thing. You have to, you have to start when they're
bom, talk to them and they'll listen how you speak and that's
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the way they're going to speak, that's the— I think that's the
only way, but they're trying anyway so which is good.
Whether or not young language learners become recognized as fluent speakers, the
processes of attempting to leam include increased interactions with elders and the
creation of social spaces in which young Coushatta people can interact with their
peers while focusing on Koasati language. The Heritage Department's products
and events also produce new genres for language use that take advantage of
differential generational linguistic skills, including passive bilingualism, rather
than force a further separation between “speaker” and “not.” The youth language
competition, for example, brought competitors together with their elders to create
the entries. One young competitor rewrote the children's Bible song “Father
Abraham” in Koasati. The process o f translating the song into Koasati brought the
competitor into conversation with elders in the community, and contributed to the
genre of English-original children’s songs translated into Koasati.
Regardless of the tensions and concerns regarding where and how Koasati
can be taught most effectively, the language program has provided a venue for
members of the local language community to interrogate and express what they
consider to be linguistic priorities. The Language Committee and the Heritage
s
Department exist to serve perceived needs for preservation and revitalization in
the Coushatta community. In doing so, their members have had to design their
work to maximize “authenticity,” containing legitimized Koasati language and
relying on the extant sources of linguistic authority in the local language
community. The events, products, and processes of the Heritage Department
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introduce novel linguistic practices, but rest upon extant language ideologies of
authorization and legitimation by: placing the fluent elders of the Language
Committee in a respected advisory capacity; employing the skills and creativity of
their passive bilingual staff members; providing food and housing for distant
speakers to come to Elton and participate in the geographic center of the Coushatta
community; and encouraging speakers and learners to take advantage o f a variety
of pedagogical styles and outsider expertise while maintaining local control over
the trajectory of the documentation and revitalization efforts.
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Chapter Five
Koasati vernacular literacy:
A creation story

While discussing the Fall Celebration, an annual festival hosted by the
Heritage Department at which community members gather to cook over open
fires, eat, and play outdoor games, three relatively young Koasati speakers
struggled to remember the Koasati word for the game “horseshoes.” One offered
chooba inwilo, a caique meaning literally “horse’s shoe.” The others responded
that some speakers use chooba inwilo, but there used to be a better word for the
game “in Indian.” Jonas John, one o f the youngest Koasati speakers generally
recognized as fluent, explained that in such instances, he would wait to write
anything down until he had consulted an elder who could provide the “correct”
word (2011). He focused on the act of writing the elder’s response as if writing it
would constitute the final documentation of a word, or the first step toward
reintroduction. Chooba inwilo may satisfy in conversation; writing requires more
consideration. Chapters Five and Six pick up the same threads of language
practices and linguistic authority as discussed in Chapters Three and Four, but
addresses them specifically with respect to the innovation of vernacular Koasati
literacy, created as part o f the Tribe’s efforts to teach the language to Tribal
children. This chapter describes the process by which the Koasati Language
Committee created the new writing system, its relationship to existing literacy
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ideologies of legitimation and authority, and its intended and unintended
consequences for Koasati language planning.
Chafe's observation that "it is particularly common in literate societies for
writing to be viewed as superior to speaking" holds true at Coushatta (1994,50).
Here, Bourdieu's theory of linguistic legitimation supports an analysis o f Koasati
literacies that highlights community-internal privileging of an autonomous
understanding of literacy while simultaneously requiring investigation o f the tacit
language ideologies ("practical knowledge" in Bourdieu's terms) of the indexes of
written Koasati. Moving toward an ideological understanding o f the literacies
associated with the Koasati Language Committee’s writing system, then, requires
analysis o f the forms it takes and functions it serves in a variety of contexts. The
nascent stages o f Koasati vernacular literacy can be ethnographically described
according to Peirce’s tripartite structure o f a sign. This chapter addresses the
iconic and symbolic functions of the Committee writing system, illustrated by the
process through which the Koasati Language Committee decided on its form.12
The creation o f the Committee's writing system illustrates the role o f literacy
10

The Peircian semiotic framework focuses on these three major types of sign,
described by Bender (2002, 93) as follows: “Using the framework o f C. S.
Peirce.. .one may classify the signs produced, mobilized, and consumed in
educational contexts as icons, indexes, or symbols—or some combination o f these.
Icons function as signs on the basis of resemblance; in some way, the sign-vehicle
seems like the object it represents. Indexes function on the basis o f proximity or
association; in some way, they point to or result from their objects. Symbols
function as signs on the basis of convention and, of the three types, have the most
to do with decontextualizable, cognitive understandings. The argument that
learning is not entirely about the internalization of abstract meaning suggests that
we need to explore not only the symbolic but also the iconic and indexical
capacities of signs in the classroom...”
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creation as a process of language legitimation. Indexicality, the third portion of
Peirce’s most well-known tripartite sign structure, takes many forms with respect
to Koasati literacy practices, explored in Chapter Six.

The Iconicity of the Koasati Alphabet
As icons, though features such as vowel doubling and underlining to
represent nasalization set Koasati writing apart visually from English, the Roman
script graphemes employed in the Committee alphabet are not distinctively
Coushatta culturally, compared to the unique aesthetic of some other welldocumented indigenous North American orthographies. For example, the
Cherokee (Bender 2002a, 2002b, 2008; Walker 1984) and Cree (Walker 1969,
1984) syllabaries bear little or no resemblance to the Roman alphabet commonly
used to encode Standardized American English. In the case of Cherokee in
particular, Margaret Bender describes the many levels of semiotic mediation that
contribute to the “Cherokeeness” o f Sequoyah’s syllabary. Its distinctive visual
forms are used iconically in Cherokee art, and symbolically and indexically to
demarcate Cherokee spaces (Bender 2002a, 2002b, 2008). Figures 5, 6, and 7
comparatively illustrate the Koasati, Cherokee, and Cree scripts.
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aha

Koasati Alphabet

aa

Iambi

aati,
p erso n
aanipo, m e a t

f

patka, b ed
pokko, ball

s a tta

lakcha, crow
locha, black

bathka

ch

P

kapcho, earthw orm
kono, skunk

aapo

bakba, w o o d p eck er
bakcho, blackberry

pakaali

k a ti

ano, I, m e
awo, g ran d fa th e r

sakcho, crawfish
sawa, raccoon

m o b iila
m

mikko, chief, king
m alm ahka, lightning

taata, d addy
talakchi, w aterm elon

chassi
chokfi, rabbit
chaw ahka, corn so u p

n ita

n

thatho

nokko, beaver
naani, m ale

4 - |^
’

thafi, w inter
th a a n a , horsefly

folo
o k i,
fiito, turkey
foosi, bird

h

O

w aaka

o p a, owl
och o n a, m etal

W wilo, sh o e
w aksina, cypress

o o la i
hachi, tail
hini, road

oolachi, cloud

ifa
icho, d e e r
itto, tre e

•• i i s a ^ ,
II

yalaaha

00
oiba
01

■

choiyi, pine

y

yanasa, buffalo
yahka, cry

taiyosi

ai

ta ib i, b o x

iipa, e a te r

Figure 5. Koasati vernacular alphabet and phonetic guide poster,
designed by Heather Williams. Reproduced by permission from the
Coushatta Heritage Department. This image is reproduced in
several Heritage publications, and circulated as a poster for use in
the home and in public spaces on the Reservation, such as the
Coushatta Cafe.
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Sounds Represented by Vowels
a, as i 1n father, or short as

o, asj> in note, approaching

in riral

bn

in law

e , as ji in hate, or short as t_ irt met

u, as oo in fool, or short as u_ in pull

I, as J. in pique, or short as j_ in pit

v, as u in but, nasalized

C o nsonant Sounds
g nearly as in English, but approaching t o jt .
t o i - Jl 4.1 IS S 2.4 £ S.JC as ,n English.

_d nearly as in English but approaching

Syllables beginning with £ except 'S'(ga)

hare sometimes the power of &.• -A-(go), S (du). (P (dv) are sometimes sounded t o , tu ,

J

tv and syllables written with t! except £ ( t l a ) sometimes vary to d l .
trg rm w w je m g m i

m n m m n n r m im m irn m jC T tirg r

Figure 6. The Cherokee syllabary. Reprinted by permission in
Bender (2002a, 92) from Beginning Cherokee, 2nd ed., by Ruth
Bradley Holmes and Betty Sharp Smith. Copyright 1976, 1977 by
the University of Oklahoma Press, Norman.
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N ote: Bn M oose C re e / r / o c c u rs o n ly in lo a n w o rd s . T he a s p ir a te ( " )
is u s u a lly o m itte d . V owel le n g th is in d ic a te d by a s u p e r s c r ip t d o t, e x c e p t
th a t / e / is alw a y s long and, th e r e f o r e , is n o t m a r k e d f o r le n g th . P r e 
v o c a lic / w / is in d ic a te d by a dot above th e lin e b e f o re th e a p p r o p r ia te
vow el s y lla b ic . W o rd -fin a l / w / is w r itte n ° , abo v e th e lin e . W o rd fin a l / y / is w r itte n ° , ab ove the fin a l s y lla b ic . F in a l / s k / is w r itte n
'o
, above th e lin e .

Figure 7. The Evans Syllabary as adapted to Moose Cree, devised
by missionary James Evans in 1840, reproduced from Walker
(1969, 170).

The choices of the Koasati Language Committee starkly contrast with the
map of semiotic functions of Cherokee writing as outlined by Bender. The Roman
characters employed by the Koasati vernacular alphabet do not convey any
information about the language or community of speakers they represent simply
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by virtue o f their shape; those shapes are shared by a wide variety o f world
languages. Koasati vernacular literacy relies on other semiotic functions - the
Koasati speech it represents - instead o f embedding Coushatta self-identification
into the visuality o f the graphemes themselves. Whereas a Cherokee syllable sign
can stand alone as icon, symbol, and index, the Roman characters used in the
Koasati vernacular alphabet do not convey identifying cultural information. In
other words, the shapes of the letters are less meaningful than the sounds and
words they represent. The underlining and vowel doubling do separate Koasati
writing from other scripts and spelling systems commonly used in central
Louisiana (English and Cajun French). At this time, however, the Koasati
vernacular orthography is not widely circulated enough to be distinctively and
singularly Coushatta, except to those already familiar with its use.

The Symbolism of the Koasati Alphabet: Stand-ins for sounds
The process by which the orthography was created opened the possibility for
creative or unique characters, though the option o f using a non-Roman script was
not explicitly raised. The value of using Roman characters, though not distinctly
Coushatta in their own right, lies in the perception among Language Committee
members that a script comprised of familiar characters would render the semiotic
system easier to interpret, symbolically. In the Coushatta case, the alphabet serves
the symbolic purpose, in the Peircian sense, of conveying phonetic information
and instructing beginning language learners in the pronunciation o f Koasati. This
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endeavor has resulted in some skepticism from speakers and mixed results,
considering the fact that even if the alphabet perfectly conveyed phonetic
information, a Koasati novice is unlikely to understand its meaning without an
English translation.
A symbolic relationship between a sign (in this case, a grapheme) and a
referent (the phoneme it represents) is the most arbitrary of the sign relations in
discussion here. As such, no one, not even a fluent speaker, can necessarily intuit
the grapheme-phoneme relationships; they must be agreed-upon conventions.
There is - in most circumstances —no natural connection between the shape o f a
letter and the sound it is meant to entextualize. Therefore, the connections must be
created. In the case of Koasati, the Language Committee chose a democratic,
collaborative workshop process, in which a group of roughly twenty-five local
speakers and learners worked with scholars Jack Martin, Linda Langley, and
Susan Penfield to establish a writing system with conventionalized symbolic
connections between letters of an alphabet to be developed and the Koasati
language. Linguist Jack Martin led the workshop, identifying each phoneme in the
Koasati sound inventory, and asking for direction from the Committee on how it
should be written. Speakers then listed words containing the sound in question to
reach a consensus on how they should be spelled, as the orthographic inventory
grew.
Some of the orthographic choices appeared obvious, such as <b>, as in
bakcho ‘blackberry,’ which is a voiced bilabial stop pronounced very similarly to
the Standard American English in “bat” and "boat." In fact, <b>was the first
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letter o f the Committee’s orthography to be decided. A non-speaker volunteered
the suggestion. Speakers listed words including the sound and agreed that it was
one sound requiring one grapheme in the writing system, yet no fluent speaker
ventured a suggestion. Eleyna Langley, twelve years old at the time of the
alphabet workshop and the youngest participant, remembered in a 2010 interview
thinking how obvious her suggestion seemed, but how no other participants
volunteered:

I remember they would ask, ‘Okay, this, sound, what do you think
this letter should be?’ I was always the first one to raise my hand,
because it was always like, what the sound that an “s” made. "What
do you think this letter should be?" And I would—I would raise my
hand, and I'd be like "S!” ‘Cause I thought you can't really use the
“b” sound for an “s” sound because they're two completely
different things. And then I was told I should probably let other
people put their input in.

Eleyna Langley went on in the same interview to explain that the
conversation only became complicated when the links between English
orthography and Koasati sounds grew unclear. Though using “b” may seem
intuitive to speakers and writers of English, the connection between the letter and
the sound arises from an arbitrary, symbolic convention; in this case, the
Committee decided to share the arbitrary convention with English. Martin
discussed the potentially more controversial sounds with the Committee at the end
of the first day, allowing the speakers to consider their preferences overnight. The
participants then worked through options on the second day of the workshop.
These include vowel length, nasalization, diphthongs, and phonemes that do not
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occur in English. In the case of vowel length, in Koasati “holding” a vowel longer
turns it into another phoneme such that choba ‘big, old’ and chooba ‘horse’ are
completely different words, though non-speakers often have difficulty detecting
the difference in pronunciation. Options to encode vowel length might include, but
are not limited to, the colon-like hourglass symbol used in the International
Phonetic Alphabet (IPA), a colon to resemble the IPA character, or a macron as
seen in Hawaiian and Maori. As the choba/chooba example shows, the Language
Committee decided to record a long vowel by doubling the grapheme, which
requires no special characters outside conventional spellings of Standard
American English.
Another example of a sound in Koasati that does not have an obvious
English equivalent is the voiceless lateral fricative, as occurs twice in thatho ‘fish’
(/lalo/ phonemically). With no matching sound in English, speakers and writers of
Standard American English most closely associate the voiceless lateral fricative
with the sound often represented with the digraph “th” (voiceless as in “death” or
“think”). This sound does occur in other Muskogean languages with established
writing traditions, however, and Martin presented the Committee with the symbols
used by speakers of those languages — “Ih” in Chickasaw, “r” in Creek, and “1” in
Alabama and Mikasuki, for example (pers. comm., 2013). The Language
Committee chose “th” in spite of some potential problems. The digraph introduces
extra ambiguity in the spelling system in cases of words with /th/ clusters. For
example, the Koasati word for “Indian person” is athomma. Is this word
pronounced /a.lom.ma/ or /at.hom.ma/? Committee member Jeanette Langley
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recommended placing a dot between the <t> and the <h>, a convention realized in
some but not all Heritage Department materials with a dot, dash, or other syllablebreaking sign.
Both of these decisions — to encode vowel length with a doubled
grapheme and the voiceless lateral fricative with English-like “th” — can be
explained by Linda Langley’s observation in those early Language Committee
meetings that the fluent elders wanted it “easy to read,” though what constitutes
“easy” written language is ambiguous. "Easy" seems to require characters that
map to what the Committee members are familiar with through their English
language literacy, in spite of the fact that English spelling is highly unpredictable.
The Koasati situation resonates with other analyses o f orthographic choices and
their associations with historical literacies used by communities and social values.
At Coushatta, as observed by Erin Debenport at San Antonio Pueblo, “the use of
diacritics is associated with foreignness and difficulty, a skill to be developed at a
later stage of language learning. Specificity must be sacrificed in early stages of
language learning as to not discourage community members from participating in
the language program” (Debenport 2009,41; see also Bender 2002a, Romaine
2002, and Schieffelin and Doucet 1998). On a purely practical level, “easy”
orthography renders a standard QWERTY keyboard sufficient for social media
and texting in Koasati. Many Coushatta consultants on the revitalization project
expressed hope that making the new writing system as accessible as possible on a
variety o f technological platforms would increase its circulation. Several younger
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Coushatta people update Facebook in Koasati, for example, even though they may
not self-identify or be recognized by the wider community as speakers.
In spite of some individual struggles with writing and reading, Language
Committee members and visiting linguists alike raised a common theme when
questioned about the early days o f the Koasati literacy workshops: how pleasant
and fun it was. The most divisive uncertainty was the proper way to spell the
diphthong <ai>. Some participants advocated for a phonemic /ay/ spelling, but the
Committee resolved the issue by vote. <ai> won by a very small margin (Martin,
pers. comm., 2013). The Committee did not consider allowing both. The very
procedure by which the Committee created the Koasati alphabet implicated right
and wrong ways to encode a given sound or set o f sounds. After the orthography
had been set, later the same weekend, the workshop participants practiced by
having Koasati “spelling bees.” In these games, participants often wanted to use e
and u in Koasati spelling, which are not included in the alphabet. Though speakers
politely disagreed on how to spell individual words and welcomed dialectal
variation, anyone who attempted to use a letter that was not included in the new
vernacular orthography would be called out immediately by a game show-style
buzz. The first buzzer was an impromptu joke, but the practice caught on. Within
twenty-four hours o f the alphabet’s creation, speakers were playing games in
which a “wrong” letter would lose a player points, instead of the beginning of a
discussion regarding the possibility of adding it to the system. Six years later,
Committee members still found buzzing the inclusion o f a non-conventionalized
letter funny.
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Standardization at the Word Level
The assumption of correctness and standardization existed above the
level of the individual sound, as well. Committee members also assumed that one
correct way to spell a given word would exist. Linda Langley gave the example of
the decision between apo and aapo for grandmother. There was some difficulty in
deciding if the initial vowel should be long or short, but the underlying assumption
held that it would be one or the other, not both. The former spelling has a history
in the community, as one of the few words put on paper in letters and greeting
cards. The latter, however, is more accurate according to the writing rules set forth
by the Language Committee. Speakers did not wish to leave the spelling decision
up to idiosyncrasy, just as they voted to use either “ai” or “ay” for the same
diphthong, but not both. Speakers comfortably acknowledge differences in
pronunciation in terms of variation amongst families. Their methods, however,
work towards a single textual representation o f a given word in spite o f dialectal
variation. Linda Langley summed up her personal approach to dissent, which has a
few times been addressed to the outside linguists and anthropologists individually,
in one word: "absolutely." She tells any speaker who approaches her with a
difference of opinion regarding spelling, if that speaker thinks something should
be spelled a certain way, and it is not depicted in any of the Coushatta Heritage
Department materials, absolutely he or she should spell it in whatever way seems
most appealing, correct, or appropriate to him or her (pers. comm., 2013).
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Linda Langley’s approach slightly contradicts the method employed by the
Committee members, especially during an official meeting. If a disagreement
surfaced over which pronunciation is best, or how to spell that best pronunciation,
the inevitable response followed: go to the elders. If the elders disagreed amongst
themselves, the final written product presented all the options with the initials of
their advocates, so readers can know the source o f a contested form. Though this is
the "official" procedure, very few Heritage Department outreach materials identify
a speaker alongside any given lexical item. The exception is the dictionary, an
ongoing project, which attributes some entries to individuals. The convention of
using initials to mark source is more commonly seen in cases in which only one or
two speakers know a particular word, however, than in cases of disagreement. In
these instances, the initial convention may serve as a distancing mechanism more
than an authorship claim; by attributing an entry to a specific individual, the
Committee can remove the implication o f consensual committee authorship.
Instances o f these entries occur rarely, however, because individuals sometimes
resist contributing a piece of linguistic <lata if they are the entry's only advocate.13
For example, in the August 2012 print version o f the dictionary, only 137 of more
than 2000 headwords were attributed to individuals, sometimes as many as five
speakers. This number overestimates how many words may have been actually
contested, however, since several o f the attributed headwords are alternate

13 Perhaps this phenomenon is tied to what Kimball called ilakasamotilka, hubris or the
abuse of status (1990, 161).
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versions of the same lexeme, etymologically related to each other and varying
only in details of pronunciation.

Standardization and Authorization
Chapter Four outlined how relative age, geography, subjective senses of
community networks, and consensus all contribute to the construction of linguistic
authority and legitimation at Coushatta. In addition to these elements,
standardization appears as a crucial element in the legitimation of literacy
practices as well, commensurate with the autonomous model of literacy. For most
elders involved in the project, the goal is language revitalization with literacy
practices serving as means rather than ends. Given their pedagogical purpose, a
sense of weight hangs over the decision to entextualize one form over another for
the purposes o f instructing children, a weight that is less intrusive on speech. Both
the desire for permanency and the importance o f language learning have
encouraged the Coushatta Heritage Department staff to write the most "authentic"
Koasati, exclusively if possible. As Silverstein observed in his chapter "Monoglot
'Standard' in America: Standardization and Metaphors of Linguistic Hegemony,"
legitimation of literacy practices is tightly tied to standardization and in turn
institutionalization: “Standardization, then, is a phenomenon in a single linguistic
community in which institutional maintenance o f certain valued linguistic
practices - in theory, fixed - acquires an explicitly-recognized hegemony over the
definition o f the community’s norm” (Silverstein 1996b, 285). What Silverstein
termed "the culture of standard" intensifies in periods of rapid change, which
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marks contexts of language endangerment and revitalization (Silverstein 1996b,
221; see also Inoue 2004). At Coushatta, this has the additional effect o f limiting
the documentary archive to that which is deemed legitimate language, to the
exclusion of unstandardized and therefore unsanctioned literacy practices (see
Debenport 2009 and Eisenlohr 2004).
I would like to reiterate that the Language Committee did not seek to
standardize spoken Koasati, only the symbolic elements o f writing — sounds of
letters, and spellings o f given words. Coming from an educational background in
which the autonomous model of literacy reigns, community members’
expectations that language learning requires standardized writing are not wholly
surprising. Some speakers use written Koasati in text messaging and on social
networking sites, but do not adhere to the orthographic and spelling conventions
set forth by the Committee.14 When asked how their texts, tweets, and Facebook
updates compare to the Koasati vernacular alphabet, speakers who use Koasati in
social media universally expressed surprise at the similarity between the “official”
writing system and their phonetic versions, as though they had not considered the
possibility that their “sounded-out” version is equally valid as the Committee
orthography. Two sisters, Claudine Hasting and Jeanette Langley, in a joint
interview reported using written Koasati as a private code in the decades prior to
joining the Committee, but both profess a preference for the Committee’s

14 Due to ethical considerations, I cannot provide examples. Generally, I have observed
that their spellings encode less phonetic detail (no nasalization, for example, and they
inconsistently record vowel length), with no observable negative consequences for
decodability by fluent speakers. These types of interactions require further research.
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standardized orthography (2010). As Hasting phrased her excitement at the
prospect of a standardized writing system:
Anap, honaathikap kosaati naathiihilka inchahila kaahan
stachayokpaahoosit. Inchaali, chabannok staatalitik chasankot,
kaanon nahotatkototommo katik, hasaikahchon schikiililo inchaalit.
Motohon, inchaahilas kahok stiisan stachayokpaahoosit.
Me, I was really happy when they said they are going to write the
Coushatta language. I would try to write it but I never could. I
probably didn't do it good, but I have a lot written down. And then,
when they said we would write it [as part o f the official language
project], I was so happy.
These particular speakers and writers believe that standardized, symbolic
orthographies provide better communication. Standardized spellings, like
standardized scripts, make use of arbitrary conventions that are not objectively
required for communication. Once the arbitrariness o f standardized spelling is
consistent enough to be considered convention in accordance with the autonomous
model of literacy, it is treated as more rational and therefore “better” than
unconventionalized — though equally interpretable — forms of encoding spoken
language. Silverstein defines the process o f standardization as “a phenomenon in a
single linguistic community in which institutional maintenance of certain valued
linguistic practices - in theory, fixed - acquires an explicitly-recognized
hegemony over the definition of the community’s norm” (Silverstein 1996b, 285).
Though he generally refers to normative ways o f speaking, the definition applies
to normative, value-laden modes of writing (see also Collins 1989; Jaffe 1996,
1999; Lippi-Green 1997; Milroy & Milroy 1999; Nevins 2004). For example, with
respect to the apo/aapo 'grandmother' decision described above, the apo spelling
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in common use went from being neutral to “incorrect” according to the positively
valued and legitimized spelling conventions of the Committee.

Conclusion: Why Write At All?
Another option for literacy development exists in language revitalization,
an option that so far has not entered the narrative of the Koasati language project:
not developing text-based literacies at all. Documentations and revitalizations do
not require written language. After all, the majority of the fluent elders did not
engage in Koasati literacy practices prior to the onset of this project. Many still do
not. Those who do write and read Koasati informally do not require a standardized
writing or spelling system for successful communication. Furthermore, linguist
Susan Penfield, who attended the first orthography workshop and was involved in
the Documenting Endangered Languages grant process, offered examples o f North
American tribes that conducted strictly audio/visual revitalization projects. No
tribal member voted for that option, or pursued the idea. Why was the creation of a
written language taken for granted in the process of Koasati language
revitalization?
The idea of writing the language appeared to have been simultaneous with
the birth of the revitalization project itself. The idea o f Koasati literacy had been
woven in the fabric of the procedures put in place at the very first meeting of what
would become the Koasati Language Committee. The first two projects at
Heritage involved creating stickers with word labels for the objects around the
workspace, and Koasati language bumper stickers asking if the reader wanted
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frybread (Tabahka Stopatka Chibannon?), designating the vehicle an “Indian car”
(Athomma Immobila), displaying membership in a particular clan {It-cho, with an
image of a deer), and warning that God is watching (Aba Chokkoolik Chihiicho).13
Linda Langley acknowledges that she may have influenced the early
inclusion of written Koasati: "It's not that you can't do anything [without a written
language], it's just that it is so much harder" (pers. comm., 2013). Indeed, the
Langleys’ initial grant from the National Science Foundation essentially required
written documentation of the language in order for the project to be funded. At the
Tribe-wide meeting at which Bertney and Linda Langley first presented the idea of
a formalized revitalization project, their vision already incorporated the use of
written Koasati as a result o f the grant requirements at that time. At that meeting,
Linda Langley discussed a museum as a potential outcome of the suggested work,
and asked what languages the signage should contain. Some speakers have
expressed concerns over access: who will have access to the records? What
exactly is to be written down? These questions, however, relate to content, not the
act of writing the language.
In fact, the Koasati Language Committee encouraged the Heritage
Department staff to create “a permanent record o f grammatical structure for
posterity,” showing investment in an archive and body o f outreach materials that
includes “writing for reading aloud” (Moore 2006,298). The utterances
memorized by Koasati learners in lieu of studying paradigms most frequently

15 The spellings included here reproduce those used on the prototype bumper
stickers.
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come from written language materials, specifically designed to hold the Koasati
still long enough for learners to memorize, subsequently reference as necessary,
and in the worst case scenario — having no living speakers from which to learn —
use as a paltry substitute teacher. Written materials, in keeping with the
autonomous model o f literacy, continue to be held up as the most consistent and
secure method of language memorialization. Committee member Lorenda Poncho
described the Committee’s consensus on the decision to write in terms o f an
intimate relationship between writing, preservation, and revitalization: “As a
group, we had decided that once it was written, we were hoping that the younger
children would be able to read it and start learning the language, and not lose it”
(2010 ).
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Chapter Six
“School and all that”:
Social indexicalities of emerging Koasati literacies

Heritage Department-kak hasi miita ooya kowassaati athilihilka
nainchaakon hotaalaaboliikok maataatinkahchoolik koasatiha
iisafa. Itoholimpafa otchokkaaliikalifookap olitkabannaak iisatoolit.
“Yon ilaayonom. Kon olitiskoli?” kaahan, inolitkalit. Ostanoliilok,
“Akostinniichaskasa,” kaahalin, “Ai, sobbaihilis,” kaahat.
The Heritage Department would print out Coushatta stories every
month and distribute them to the Coushatta people. When I went
into the restaurant, they were trying to read it. “Here she is. Can
you read it to us? ” they said. So I read it to them. When Ifinished, I
asked, “Can y 'all understand it? ” They said, “Yes, we
understood. ”
Loretta Williams, Coushatta Heritage Department transcriber (2013)

The indexical values of Koasati literacy vary according to the social roles of
the writers, readers, speakers, and learners involved. In the above anecdote,
Loretta Williams, the full-time transcriber of the Coushatta Heritage Department,
described how members of the Coushatta community would ask her to read the
written Koasati out loud — in this case, the monthly newsletter from the Heritage
Department — to prove that the text did in fact represent their language. Williams
is in a unique position, as a recognized fluent speaker who also reads and writes
Koasati using the Koasati Language Committee's alphabet. Many older fluent
speakers eschew written Koasati, usually based on self-proclaimed lack o f
proficiency, though rarely a non-Committee member has expressed the belief that
writing and reading Koasati is fundamentally not a Coushatta behavior.
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Among younger speakers and language learners, however, the ability to
pronounce Koasati from the page has ironically come to be seen as a skill that ties
them to a wider Coushatta figured identity. Fluent speakers tend to hesitatingly
accept Koasati literacy as a necessary but unfortunate crutch in the way o f true
participation in the language; young Koasati readers see written Koasati as a
helpful innovation. The students who are learning Koasati in part from books, or at
least are using written reference materials, accept the authority o f the written
Koasati word, whether taken from their living family members or archival
material. Using Silverstein’s understanding of social indexicality and indexical
order (2003a, 2003b, 2005), and Bourdieu’s (1991) perspective on the links
between language legitimation and writing, this chapter explores the variation
displayed in the indexicalities of the Koasati Language Committee alphabet by
considering how groups within the local Koasati language community produce and
consume written Koasati.

Koasati Writing as an Index of “Development”
Coushatta language activists, when asked about the value of writing
Koasati, assert that writing inherently strengthens long-term preservation. This
perspective cements writing’s place in the documentation project, particularly with
regard to education and perceived “development.” The rhetoric of the Koasati
language revitalization’s major advocates encourages the association between
Koasati writing and education, demonstrating the role of the autonomous model of
literacy as a controlling factor in the project’s design. The autonomous model
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reinforces the idea that literacy is a forward-moving development by nature, an
improvement upon spoken language, and an inherent good (Bartlett 2008). In
other words, according to development discourse, the mere existence of books in a
given language lends that language an advantage over unwritten ones. This
presumes that “the hierarchy o f skills is universal, that is, that it is the same across
different languages and contexts; and the belief that literacy is measurable”
(Bartlett 2008, 740).
This aspect of development discourse manifests in the Koasati project in
several ways. Members o f the community have heard, and in some cases
internalized, the idea that Koasati could not be written. Various rationales for this
idea exist, including assertions from fluent speakers that the tonal qualities o f the
language are too subtle to be recorded in writing, and in some cases twentiethcentury educators arguing that indigenous languages are simply too primitive for
literacy. Though the early adopters o f the language project report no negativity at
the beginning, some Heritage Department employees found themselves the butt of
jokes or questioned regarding the value of the work they do. Detractors at times
questioned whether or not Koasati could be written at all. One employee recalled a
friend arguing that writing the Koasati language might be interesting, but also
pointless because he felt, perhaps tautologically, that Koasati quite simply is not a
written language.
Though unable to observe such conflicts directly given the nature o f my
participation in the project, I suggest that such criticisms draw on the development
model of measuring literacy as a dichotomous notion — there are haves and have-
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nots. Analogous to literate and illiterate people, in the arguments of detractors,
there are writeable and unwriteable languages. Regardless of the reasons behind
the belief that Koasati could not be written and whether or not the “unwriteability”
has positive value attached to it, to see Koasati in print represents a step forward
on the perceived scale of development. In some instances, fluent adults have even
used the phrase “more developed” to describe their children who they perceive as
more literate individuals than themselves, in both English and Koasati.
Likely a result of the perception o f literacy as “developed,” not many
community members openly criticize the documentation and revitalization project,
both in my personal observations and the reported experiences of Committee
members. Those who do, though, root their comments in the same autonomous
idea of what constitutes proper literacy as those who advocate for written Koasati.
For example, Heritage Department leader Bertney Langley has expressed dismay
at the frequency with which he receives comments on the street and calls from
speakers about how the Heritage Department staff has spelled a word in a way
they find incorrect, but the critics do not accept his invitations to attend a
Committee meeting or visit the Heritage office to offer their expertise (pers.
comm., 2012). In one notable instance, two fluent speakers — a brother and sister,
one active on the Committee and one not — argued over the alphabet. The speaker
who did not participate in the creation of the writing system accused the
Committee members of writing in the “white way.” When pressed as to what made
the alphabet “white” and what would render it “Indian,” she argued for alterations
such as using “e” where the current system calls for an “a.” She limited her
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alternatives to grapheme choices within the Roman script. Her brother argued in
response that with no “Indian way” known, they should write with whatever skills
and technologies they have, no matter how “white” they seemed. Indeed, as
Indians, however they chose to write the language would be “the Indian way.” In
the end, though disagreeing over details, both sides espoused an autonomous
mindset. They have different ideas of how Koasati spelling maps to English
spelling, but both adhere to the idea that there is a right and a wrong way to spell,
and that it can be conventionalized and taught according to a “development” or
autonomous understanding o f written language.

Koasati Writing as Index of Coushattaness
Any member of the Committee would argue that the primary motivation
behind revitalizing spoken Koasati is a belief that Coushatta identity is
fundamentally tied to the Koasati language. Some even go so far as to question the
“Indianness” of Tribal members who do not speak. Given that some members of
the community see Koasati language as essentially divorced from writing
practices, can written Koasati serve as a similar index of community membership
and if so, how? Mona Matthews and John Kesner argue that “becoming literate is
as much about the interaction one has with others around oral and written
language as it is about mastering the alphabetic system” (2003, 211). Unlike the
Koasati context, Matthews and Kesner’s study focuses on reading and writing
practices employing a language spoken by their subjects. The connection they
draw between blossoming literacy and the sociality of oral and written language,
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however, holds at Coushatta for those learning Koasati literacy practices and
speaking practices simultaneously. I argue that young language learners, generally
still of school age, utilize their Koasati reading capacity to strengthen their
association with the language-based aspects o f Coushatta identity regardless of
their inability to speak or comprehend the language.
Based on observations made by Coushatta Heritage Department employees
and my interviews with elders regarding their efforts to help their grandchildren
learn to speak, children with an interest in learning the language lean heavily on
the written materials provided by the Heritage Department. Florine Pitre, a fluent
elder, reported in 2011 that the young children in her family proudly display their
ability to read the outreach materials provided by the Heritage Department. She
also observed that they best remember the Koasati that they see in print. Another
fluent elder, Melissie Battise, said o f her grandson in a 2011 interview:
Maamok naho book-kasi yaami ihaskato yaami stilafookok,
smastaamihchok hichak, naahot. Naskahachokommi kahap
imahilkap, kaahat kamifookok ponnat athiiyahchok map
imalostipalammolihchok mantik map.
He would bring home the books that you sent home with him, h e ’s
always lying there looking at them. He always asks us what the
words mean that he doesn’t know, so we tell him and he gets better
at learning it...he likes the language a lot.
Some young language learners also foster writing skills as part o f their
linguistic education. Certain participants in the summer language camps carry
notebooks with them voluntarily, and write down the words and phrases they hope
to remember. Some of these students continue the habit past the summer camp into
their family interactions. One young Coushatta girl, the daughter o f a Heritage
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Department employee, was unable to attend the camp one summer. Attendance
was a prerequisite set forth by the department in order for students to enter the
2011 Native American Youth Language Fair at the University of Oklahoma.
Wishing to compete in Oklahoma, she purchased a notebook and recorded all the
words and phrases she learned from her family to demonstrate her dedication.
Though the contest was an oral competition, she created her notebook as physical
evidence to index her participation in Koasati language practices, and the
competition organizers received it as such.16 Though the contents of her notebook
taken alone would over-represent her verbal capacity in Koasati, she designed it to
reflect the time and school-like effort she puts into her language learning process
as much as her linguistic competency. As such, it became an object of great
personal value, and an example held up by the Coushatta Heritage Department to
which other young learners could aspire.
In this way, the notebooks created by language learners and the outreach
materials created by Heritage act as Vygotskian cultural artifacts, mediating the
identities of students working to engage in Koasati language practices. According
to Vygotsky’s theory o f semiotic mediation, individuals use cultural artifacts—
“objectifications of social identities — e.g. images, narratives, labels, or memories
of past events” — to agentively develop and index their participation in a
community of practice (Bartlett 2007b, 55). The newfound expertise of Koasati
readers and writers does not correspond to that level of prestige granted by spoken
fluency. The young language learners who rely heavily on reading as an index of
16 The author of the notebook did in fact compete in Oklahoma, and placed very well.
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their Koasati linguistic identity are rarely capable o f writing without direct spoken
input from someone else. Though perhaps they can spell what they hear, they
rarely possess the structural knowledge o f the language to produce their own
written materials. Whether or not they can hold a conversation, or indeed
understand exactly what they read out loud, Koasati students use literacy materials
as cultural artifacts to develop “aspects of their identities and thus manage their
own feelings, thoughts, behavior, and actions on a broad scale. Over time and in
communities of practice, actors masterfully acquire new figured identities,”
figured identities being those which evoke events and narratives instead o f social
position, and might be used “to surmount the negative social positioning they
experience” (Bartlett 2005, 3).
The literacy-based linguistic identity created by these students does not
equate to that o f a full participant in Coushatta language practices, but they figure
themselves as individuals dedicated to the idea o f continuing the practices of their
elders. Some elders expressed the view that the involvement with Tribal activities
is a worthy end in and of itself. Although she went on to express concern that
Coushatta children speak Koasati in a “white” way, Lelia Battise offered this
observation on her granddaughter in a 2011 interview with her niece: “My
granddaughter that lives with m e.. .she catches up, picks it up pretty fast, but I
want her to be involved in everything that the Tribe has, be there, you know, cause
I want her to be a part of it.” For Battise, the being there holds similar importance
to the skills her granddaughter takes away. In the same vein, when asked by her
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brother Bertney Langley if she thought the dictionary in particular would help
language learners, Darlene Dunnehoo answered affirmatively. She went on to
focus not on the new skills of her grandchildren, however, but on the value of
visibility:
BL

Kaamis nahop hinayaamip inchaakas balaakaskan
ihohchatik hohiichap hoponailpiisa schimaami, maamin
naho, konaathiihilka?
Now that we have [the language] written down, do you
think more people will be able to learn our language?

DD

Mm-hm, kaamis stamahchoh. Chapokoskip akap
nahoskan maatalit kaskan, atmiitamok hoponno
aalolihchook kaamin hohiicha.
Mm-hm. That's what I think. Because my grandchildren can
read it, I think others can learn too when they see [the kids]
do it.

In Dunnehoo’s opinion, the value o f the written materials lies in their indexical
function (demonstration of community involvement as encouragement to others)
alongside their symbolic function (encoding sound, so her grandchildren can
produce spoken Koasati from the page). Her observation applies equally to the
written materials created by the students and the outreach materials that serve as
platforms from which students can initiate structured linguistic inquiries to their
elders. From the young language learners’ perspective, demonstrating their interest
and investment in Coushatta identity bolsters their sense of community
participation, even if they acquire the language more slowly than they and their
elders would prefer.
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In comparison to young Tribal members, adult novices treat their written
learning materials more strictly as mnemonic devices. In the times and places in
which adult novices gather to do language work, only a few carry notebooks.
Those who do demonstrate no particular pride in their writing efforts, as the young
Tribal members do. Rather, they tend to glance down to refresh their memories, or
quickly jot broad phonetic transcriptions of new words and phrases for later use.
The differences in the writing practices of adult language learners and those of
their younger counterparts likely result from different goals with respect to
identity mediation. The young Tribal members use their written Koasati in
aspiration o f demonstrating a distinctly Coushatta identity. Many adult language
learners, however, are non-Tribal spouses o f Tribal members, or outsider
academics such as myself. Such novices have other intentions for learning
Koasati, not directly linked to espousing a Coushatta identity. In fact, I have
observed a correlation between being an outsider and keeping a language
notebook; I have a sample of fewer than ten people, but of those Koasati-leaming
adults, the Tribal members are the least likely to scribble their way through class.
Perhaps the self-identified Coushatta adult language learners do not find it
advantageous to materially index their status as language learners. Adults —
speakers and learners alike — from within the Tribe tend to regard Koasati
literacy not as an end in itself, but as a tool for the acquisition of conversational
ability on the path to “true” or “authentic” participation in the Coushatta language
community. It is an early step on the path at best, a crutch at worst. Fluent elders
more readily forgive children their linguistic errors and imperfections, making it
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relatively socially safe for a young person to use their written materials as an index
%

of their language capability. In their case, it indexes improving fluency. Non
speaking and semi-speaking adults tend to be criticized for their lack o f Koasati
competence, however, and inability to pass the language to their children. A
language notebook required by a non-speaking Tribal adult indicates to many
members of the community a shortcoming. They hesitate, therefore, to broadcast
their need for language learning materials by publically utilizing written Koasati
as a language learning tool.

Koasati Writing as Index of Linguistic Expertise for Semi-Speakers
In spite of the criticisms made of adult non-speakers and semi-speakers,
Heritage frequently calls upon such individuals to serve as teachers for language
learning activities. For passive bilinguals in a teaching role, the standardized
writing system provides a tool for establishing their linguistic expertise when it
otherwise may come under doubt, including their own. For example, an immersion
teaching workshop in 2013 provided a demonstration o f the variable utility o f
Koasati writing for non-fluent adults. Michelle Broussard, the workshop
instructor, gave a sample lesson in French. Several potential Koasati immersion
teachers then replicated the lesson in Koasati. Linda Langley observed differences
in the reliance placed on written notes by the potential teachers. Kathy Peoples,
who comfortably speaks and regularly has conversations with her family in
Koasati, had the fewest notes. Some other participants had written words or
complete sentences as guides, but did not refer to them very much. Yet another
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Tribal member, the youngest and the least confident in her language skills, wrote
her lesson plan word for word. The younger and less fluent the teacher trainee, the
more comfortable she appeared with, and more heavily she relied on, the
Committee alphabet to record her lesson plans.
All passive bilinguals interviewed indicated a strong desire for their
children to learn Koasati, but a perceived inability on their part to effectively serve .
as a linguistic role model. In a 2010 interview, Jaime Hill described her extreme
surprise at her non-speaking daughter’s ability to read Koasati out loud and
understand its basic meaning. She was particularly impressed in light of the fact
that Hill’s husband does not speak the language, and she therefore rarely attempts
to use it at home. However, as her daughter read a Koasati children’s book out
loud, all Hill had to do was make minor corrections to her daughter’s
pronunciation. Although Hill lacks confidence in her ability to teach Koasati
morphology and syntax to her children, either in a master-apprentice model or a
directed teaching approach, she possesses a strong phonetic command o f the
language (in other words, a “good accent”). This most likely results from the fact
that she spoke fluent Koasati as a child, and continues to hold bilingual
conversations with her Koasati-speaking family. As a result, Hill — though not
considered a speaker by the wider community — can perform the role o f language
expert for her children in the same way that her unquestionably fluent elders do for
her. In Hill’s case, however, the written language materials provide the main
source raw material for her and her daughter, and together they make the minor
adjustments necessary to reduce the young girl’s “white accent”:
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[My daughter] can sound out everything, and she was reading
Koasati words and I was like, “Oh, my goodness, how do you know
what that is?” And she was just sounding it out, then all I had to do
was correct her, like the “a” isn’t like the English “a” . ..it has a
different sound and after I told her that, she was able to read the
language.
Thus, Hill relies on the grammar as encoded in writing, but taps her relative
expertise in how fluent Koasati sounds to influence her daughter’s speech.

Koasati Writing as Index of Educational History
Not by chance, Hill and others who tell similar stories come from the first
generation to attend the “Little Indian School” which was founded to familiarize
Coushatta children with the linguistic registers and social practices associated with
the local public schools. I suggest that young language learners’ and passive
bilinguals’ aptitude for writing and reading Koasati stems from their affinity for
applying Westem-style phonics, which informed the creation of the Language
Committee’s writing system, to Koasati. That affinity likely arises from their
earliest literacy-learning experiences, which were positive or neutral, and
associated with a spoken variety of language with which they were already
comfortable (English).
In contrast, many elders were expected to acquire English language and
literacy skills in tandem in an environment that actively delegitimized the Koasati
language. Many elders who reported difficulty with vernacular writing also tell of
negative associations with their public school experiences and their traumatic first
introduction to English-Only ideologies. Committee members highly value
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education and respect the exertions behind scholarly endeavors, yet the
community — like many indigenous communities in North America — has a
fraught history with public and parochial education. The enforcement of English
as the only legitimate language o f education and literacy drove a separation
between Koasati language and formal genres of written communication for the
generation currently in their sixties.
Even in a rare classroom that allowed spoken indigenous language, English
literacy served as the only legitimized literacy. Jeanette Langley, a Koasati
speaker raised in Texas, attended a school in which an Alabama-speaking woman
taught the Alabama and Coushatta children. Although her teacher spoke Alabama,
Langley recalled all of the written material being in English (pers. comm., 2010).
Perhaps experiences such as this, combined with assertions from school authorities
that Koasati cannot be written, cemented the association of English-language
schooling with all reading and writing.17 Since the onset o f the language project,
Committee members have likened their efforts to regenerate and memorialize
Koasati to schoolwork, which predictably elicits a complicated response. The
“schoolness” of the project lends it gravitas, even though school is tied to
“whiteness” and is therefore incommensurate with the rhetoric binding language
revitalization and Coushattaness.

171 would like to note that Jeanette Langley and her sister Claudine Hasting are two of the
few fluent speakers who engaged in Koasati literacy practices of their own invention prior
to the start of the official Tribal revitalization program. I cannot make broader claims
based on their experiences alone, but I entertain the possibility that attending a school in
which indigenous language was allowed (albeit a different indigenous language) may be
related to Jeanette Langley and Claudine Hasting’s self-motivated Koasati literacy
practices. This suggestion requires further research.
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One committee member, when asked during a 2010 interview to describe
the process o f creating the vernacular orthography, said, “It was hard for me. But I
don't think the rest o f them didn't have any problem. It was hard for me to write it
down, cause I haven't finished school and all that. So I never learned much about
English and reading and writing.” Though rated by her peers as one of the best
speakers in terms of spoken fluency, she expressed discomfort with the
Committee’s spelling system, and attributed her lack of comfort to her lack of
formal education and relative inexperience with English language literacy, echoing
the autonomous model’s portrayal of literacy as a context-independent skill. She is
not alone; many fluent speakers report difficulty in reading Koasati in any form,
though the Committee’s writing system consistently receives higher reviews than
others.18
Other speakers have echoed the assertion that Koasati literacy requires a
foundation in English-language literacy as learned in English-language schools.
Jaime Hill suggested in a 2011 interview that English literacy skills inform
Koasati literacy skills, and are even something of a prerequisite for Koasati
literacy skills. Whether or not she assumes this based on the personal experience
of acquiring English literacy first, or if her assertion reflects the fact that many
consider the Committee’s alphabet to have English-language roots, is unclear. Hill
later clarified that to truly understand any potential differences made by the order

18 Other writing systems previously used for Koasati include phonemic systems based on
Americanist phonetic symbols used by linguists, and idiosyncratic vernaculars for notewriting and text messaging used by speakers for private communication with family
members.
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of acquisition, they would need to have students who learn to read and write in the
Committee’s alphabet first, which is unlikely to happen in the near future (pers.
comm., 2015). The fact remains, however, that a strong correlation exists between
comfort in using o f the new writing system and an educational experience in
which Koasati language and Coushatta culture were neutrally or positively valued.
Unexpectedly, comfort in using written Koasati has in some ways become an
index of non-fluent status, since those who exhibit the most comfort and
proficiency tend to be young, and socialized in English-medium schools.

t

A New Figured Identity: Koasati Literate
The descriptions of Koasati readers and writers above focus on individuals
who are just learning to use the new writing system, or are learning Koasati
literacy and spoken language practices in tandem. In the terminology o f the
language socialization approach, these are “novices.” Novices in Koasati literacy
practices are plentiful — virtually everyone is a novice, given the Committee only
implemented the writing system in 2007. Social learning theorists Lave and
Wenger’s (1991) definition o f learning as changing participation in communities
o f practice certainly applies to newly Koasati-literate community members who
continually seek to change their participation in the Coushatta language
community. Lave and Wenger frame learning in terms o f new discourses that
cannot be “mastered by overt instruction, but by enculturation (apprenticeship)
into social practices through scaffolded and supported interaction with people who
have already mastered the Discourse” (Gee 1996, 139). Their version of learning
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requires “masters” to guide the socializing. To date, however, very few have
mastered Koasati literacy, necessitating overt instruction for everyone.19 Even
some active Committee members, in spite of their involvement in the alphabet
creation process, do not consider themselves proficient Koasati readers or writers.
Furthermore, the majority o f written materials in. Koasati are intended for
children and language learners. Fluent elders therefore have little impetus to
engage with them independent of their young relatives’ efforts to learn. Those who
find reading Koasati difficult rely on their non- and semi-speaking relatives (or a
linguist if one happens to be convenient) to read the language out loud. The young
language learners, then, do not alter their participation in the linguistic community
by acquiring the established practices of “masters” or “experts.” Rather, they
continually create the figured identity of “Koasati literate.” In that, the Coushatta
community is indeed currently witnessing the creation o f a new type of linguistic
authority, based on reading and writing practices. As fluent elders who struggle
with the Committee alphabet rely on their grandchildren to interpret the Heritage
Department’s materials, established linguistic authorities at Coushatta temporarily
reverse. In a small way, but for the first time, the Koasati-reading children can be
understood as having some type of expertise in Koasati language practices that
surpasses that of their respected elders.

19 One notable exception is Ms. Loretta Williams, a fluent speaker and the official
transcriber of the Heritage Department’s documentary materials.
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New Authorial Processes and Institutional Identities
The changing constellation o f linguistic authorities had potential to
generate unforeseen social dissonance at Coushatta. Prior to the creation of
vernacular literacy, all linguistic authority sat unquestionably with the elders and
their spoken versions of Koasati. With the rare exception of speakers in their
thirties coming from a family with a reputation for speaking “like in the old days”
and using “all the old words,” all Tribal members questioned agreed that the older
the speaker, the better his or her speech is regarded, and the more authority over
judgments of “cbrrect” Koasati they hold. When questions arise regarding how to
spell a word or how to interpret a piece o f Koasati writing, however, novices
(including outside linguistic researchers) will often seek out not an elder, but a
Heritage Department employee. Ideally, a staff member with a strong command of
the spoken language will assist, but fluency is not required for authority over
literacy practices. While elders contribute invaluable information with regard to
meaning and acceptable variation, passive bilinguals working at the Heritage
Department possess the phonological competence and experience with the
Committee alphabet to provide answers to spelling questions and translations of
transcribed Koasati interviews.
I argue that two major factors mediate potential conflicts between the
relative authoritative status of literary and spoken language practices. Firstly, as
discussed above, the elders who hold unquestioned linguistic authority over
speech value written materials as tools for development, in the autonomous
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understanding of what reading and writing entails. The autonomous model
encourages a belief that standardized literacy practices constitute “progress” and
an improvement on spoken language alone, and in accordance Koasati speakers
welcomed attempts to “develop” the Koasati language and increase its presence in
their community through whatever means possible. Koasati literacy does not
diminish their authority over the language a whole, but provides an additional
means for their descendants to rise to their level.
Secondly, the authorial practices employed by the Heritage Department
intervene to reconcile potentially competing authorities. While working to produce
the materials and standardized spellings that inform the new social role of
“Koasati literate,” and tapping, the skills o f the passive-bilingual generation, the
Heritage Department staff ensures that their authorial process represents a wide
variety of elders’ speech practices, successfully wedding the potentially competing
authorities through the community value of consensus. The authorial processes at
the Heritage Department work to reduce the risk of social friction, and imbue the
department itself with its own kind of linguistic authority.
The majority of the individuals who produce written materials in the
Committee writing system work for or closely with the Heritage Department.
Members o f the local language community generally view the organization as the
source for rulings on correct spellings and the keeper of the ongoing lexicography
project. Heritage Department employees will state that they are not the best people
to teach the language, especially using improvised, verbal methods, and in some
cases go to some length to avoid assuming a teaching role. The linguistic expertise
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cultivated at the Heritage Department hinges not on expertise in verbal teaching,
but on movement towards alphabetic and spelling standardization. In spite of the
widely expressed preference for verbal instruction from a fluent speaker,
participants place a high value on standardized, “correct” spellings. Those correct
spellings reside at Heritage, as observed by Jaime Hill in 2010:
I think people are slow to respond to this written language because
everyone is so used to hearing it, and not seeing it written down. So
a lot of people are reluctant and they are like, “Mm, I don’t know
about that,” but.. .1 guess slowly we’re seeping into their homes
because they’ll call and ask, “How do you spell this?” .. .1 know that
they probably are like us, that they were unsure about it.

In fact, many speakers, widely considered linguistic authorities, lean on the
Heritage Department for assistance in reading and translation, as exemplified in
this 2011 exchange between Bertney Langley and Melissie Battise, two fluent
elders:
BL

[laughter] Cafe-kafa onhilihchoolih mon testilkak naasot,
inchahilikok asa chimpachikihilik yaamik—nashokaaha
ilkafookok, kaamis—
Whatever we wrote, we used to put it over at the cafe and
test it, to see what other people would say, so—

MB

Mm-hm, kahchoolik nainchakasi flyers-hayahchoot
otpaachikihachip. Hopiilifookok mastiisahchoolik.
Kaamifookok naskahchooli kaahat inkomok hiichak
stiisahchoolik, massokomasillaachit kosnok time-kak
komiksookap ilhichaahik.
Mm-hm, it used to be like that when you would drop o ff
flyers at the cafe. They would try to figure out what it said.
And then they would ask what it was saying, they would sit
there and look at it, and ask us even i f we didn’t have time
to look at it.
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BL

Maafa, schikiilifookon, Lorettak ochokalikalip channok
chobaachik hoamasilhaachihchook, kaahas, “Naason,
naason ohoska?” “Naskaahahchonka yok kaahayahchoot,”
kaahahchoolik.
When they put it up over there, Loretta said they would stop
her and ask her, “What, what does that mean? ” “What is
this saying, ” they would say.

MB

Mantik kahchok naasi, nahot, kosobaikop, ilhiichatik
kosnok sahmip English-kak iksop taththa,
chasobaikohchook nahola[h]ik put together-kalok
naholaahik. Naasoli kaamifookon Heritage-kafa
maatimpahilkahchoolik. Naskahchommi kahok
maatasilhachilkat kosnok sahmip kosobaikohcho.
Sometimes it’s like that fo r us too, like, even seeing it [in
writing] we don’t understand there’s no English on the side,
sometimes I can never put together [figure out] the words.
When that happens we usually call Heritage. We usually
call and ask what it says, because we don't know.

Authorship and Design of Printed Koasati
The literacy materials produced by the Heritage Department using the
Committee alphabet fall roughly into two categories: outreach materials and
archival materials. The products intended for use by language learners fall into the
outreach category, as do materials such as the newsletters and ongoing digital
dictionary project. These materials target a specifically Coushatta audience,
designed to reinforce Koasati linguistic and Coushatta cultural practices, and
spread information about revitalization activities. The design of outreach materials
highlights their creation by Coushatta people for Coushatta people, with the
occasional assistance of an outside linguistic or technical expert. They rarely list a
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single author. Each pamphlet, book, and flyer undergoes a process similar to that
for a single entry into the Koasati dictionary: constant vetting and re-vetting by
fluent speakers, from the time an idea is conceived, through drafting the copy,
creating a consensus on spelling, and printing. Though lacking an established,
defined process like the dictionary workshops, each product has its own group of
co-authors iteratively and communally working towards a consensus on a final
product. By the time each de facto authorial committee considers their product
ready to go “to press,” little sense of a single author persists in print, regardless of
who introduced the original concept. The products only rarely acknowledge
individual creativity; they are meant to be representative. They are not designed to
innovate; they are designed to crystallize contemporary language practices, as
agreed upon by the group. The process indicates the Heritage Department and the
Language Committee’s dedication to internal collaboration and the considerable
social value placed on consensus. Figure 8 illustrates the public presentation of
such collaboration and consensus, as printed in the front matter o f a Koasati
language phrase book, Ittooyat Naathiihilkas.
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This book was developed by
Nina Fuselier, Jaime Poncho Hill, Crystal Williams, and H eather Williams
with help from
Bertney Langley, Lorenda Poncho, Jean e tte Langley, and Loretta Williams
and editorial assistance from
Jack Martin, Linda Langley, and Stephanie Hasselbacher.

This work rep resen ts a collaboration b etw een th e C oushatta Tribe of Louisiana, McNeese
University, and th e College of William and Mary with support from th e National Science
Foundation. It is a work in progress: w e w elcom e corrections and suggestions from th e
community.

Special thanks to th e Coushatta Tribal Council, under w hose leadership this work was done.

Dedicated to all o u r elders, w ho w orked so faithfully for so many years to lay th e groundw ork
for us. Komatlawista im moolaahiis. For our children.
© 2010 The C oushatta Tribe of Louisiana. All rights reserved.

Figure 8. Front matter to Ittooyat Naathiihilkas, image courtesy of
the Coushatta Heritage Department.

Materials that “Make Sense”
The process of iterative authorship does not mean that the Heritage
Department staff devalues individual creativity. Its leaders and the Language
Committee recognize and esteem the individuals who display talents for art and
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innovative teaching. However, the final approval stage for documentary and
revitalization work, particularly for printed materials, requires that its contents
“make sense” to the elders as a whole, in Linda Langley’s phrasing (pers. comm.,
2010). Ittooyat Naathiihilkas serves as an example of how the iterative process of
creating Koasati literacy materials can stumble in meeting this final criterion.
Members o f the Heritage Department staff decided to create a Koasati-language
teaching aid, in the style of a travel guide. What useful phrases might a language
learner need on the Reservation? How might he or she greet an elder, order food
at the cafe, or gather a group to play basketball that evening, for example?
Initially, the passive bilinguals who initiated the process had a difficult time
eliciting Koasati translations of their English scripts from recognized linguistic
authorities. The phrases in isolation failed to satisfy fluent speakers. Elders
consistently wanted more context before committing to one way of articulating the
target meaning over another. Speakers would offer a possible Koasati translation if
encouraged, but expressed a sense that a fluent speaker would not actually say the
phrase as written, even if they judged it grammatically correct and representative
of the English target concept. In other words, the translations would pass
syntactically and semantically, then fail across the board pragmatically. This
problem arose in almost every instance when the English phrase or concept came
before the Koasati copy.
In the end, the Heritage Department staff reconfigured the “travel guide”
into a series of conversations instead o f stand-alone sentences, which partially
satisfied the lack of context. The next problem with this project arose when
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Heritage began production of the audio compact disc to accompany the book of
conversations. The majority o f the Koasati language learning materials begin life
as multi-media concepts, and Ittooyat Naathiihilkas was no exception. In this case,
the authorial team sought to produce a CD with recordings of the scripted
conversations. The Heritage Department staff began making appointments with
linguistically authoritative elders to record the audio. I dutifully set up my digital
recorder and best microphone, to find that volunteer after volunteer hesitated to
reproduce the sentences written by others in their own voices.
In some cases, the lack o f comfort stemmed from a dialectal variation
between the writer o f the script and the speaker. In others, elders would ask a
Heritage Department employee or research affiliate to read the phrase out loud,
stating that they would prefer to repeat after us rather than rely on their ability to
decode written words. In general, the process of translating the target concepts into
written Koasati resulted in a product that did not “make sense” to the elders on the
committee who volunteered to help in the editing process. As the recognized
authorities over legitimized spoken Koasati, the acquisition of which was the goal
of the phrase book in the first place, their approval was crucial. The recording
team invited speakers to rephrase the sentence in a way better suited to their mode
of speaking, but in the spirit of consensus and out of concern for creating
“permanent” pedagogical materials without a script, they always declined. In the
end, younger passive bilinguals —though not generally considered linguistic
authorities — sat with the script and created the recordings in only a few takes.
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Though language learners enjoyed the final product, reporting a hope that
such tools might lead to more conversational ability and help resolve their “white
accent,” the book of sample conversations continued to feel contrived and
unrepresentative to most elders. The conversations occurred out of context, the
speakers on the recording were not widely considered linguistic authorities, and
calquing Koasati directly from English rendered the language “unnatural.” This
example illustrates how while literacy practices themselves can be innovative, the
ubiquitous autonomous model encourages readers and writers to treat written
languages as crystallizations o f legitimized spoken language practices. The
iterative authorship process at the Coushatta Heritage Department, including
redrafting of the sample conversations, attempting to record again, followed by
another draft, is reminiscent of what Debenport (2009) called “continuous
perfectability” in her description of Tiwa emergent literacies. While speakers
invite innovative genres, their contents are subject to the cycle of continuous
perfectability in efforts to help the written material hit what is essentially a moving
target: spoken language practices. In the resultant authorial process, written
products rarely reach a “final” state of completion and authorship is almost always
collaborative.

Iterative Authorship and Outsiders
The process of finalizing archival materials in written Koasati, also subject
to continuous perfectibility, further exemplifies the relationship between
standardization, literacy ideology, and the Koasati documentation. To summarize
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the process by which new materials are produced for the language archive, a team
of interviewers comprised of Heritage Department staff and research affiliates of
varying linguistic competencies would record an interview with a speaker, using
as much Koasati language as possible. Loretta Williams would then transcribe and
translate the recording, or an outsider trained in linguistics and a passive bilingual
would work with an authoritative speaker to transcribe the latter’s slower
repetitions of the original recording and sentence-level translations.20 As with the
outreach materials, members o f the local language community highly valued
consensus and de facto committees were included in the process at every turn.
Even Williams, the most authoritative Koasati writer by virtue of her position as
the Heritage Department’s full-time transcriber, ideally checked her transcriptions
phoneme by phoneme with Jack Martin in the final phase of editing. This was not
a process o f judgment or evaluation; rather, each contributor values others for her
or his skills. In Williams’ case, she offered her fluency, knowledge o f the
community, and transcription experience. Martin brought his formal linguistic
expertise in Muskogean languages to bear on the process. The collaborative final
checking stage brings a transcription as close to completion as possible; ideally, in
the future, such transcriptions will re-enter the documentary cycle for
morphological analysis to increase the amount o f linguistic information
entextualized in the archive.

20 This technique is based on Basic Oral Language Documentation (BOLD), which
somewhat ironically is designed to eliminate the need for writing the language. A speaker
listens to a recording, then records him or herself re-speaking the language from the
original, providing a line-by-line translation verbally on the recording (Reiman 2010).
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The collaborative role of linguistic experts from outside o f the community
provides an additional line of ethnographic evidence supporting the claim that the
Heritage Department mediates the linguistic figured identity and authority
associated with Koasati literacy. The Language Committee in general values
scholarly training and research, which lent visiting linguists a certain amount of
authority, over writing in particular. In trying to convince another speaker to join
the Committee, or minimally attend dictionary workshops, Kathy Peoples
described how fun the workshops are and how knowledgeable Jack Martin is. The
potential new participant, Chris Sylestine, asked before all other questions: “Naho,
chi-- inchaalichi?” [trans. Does he write it?] Their conversation exemplifies the
confidence placed in outside experts by some members of the Language
Committee.
KP

Jack-kak ilaap, naahohchok, kosnap kilhaaloskan naathilkan
anaskan, kosnap kilhaalohchok.
When Jack arrives—since we speak all the time, we do not
always hear ourselves [pay attention to linguistic detail].

CS

Mm-hm.

KP

Jack-kap oo:::ya,
Jack knows it all—

CS

Akostinichoh?
He understands?

KP

Uh-huh. Naho,'a' kok om, ilko 'o' kok om, like, thatho iskap.
Uh-huh. Like, ‘a ’ and ‘o like in thatho [Koasati fo r fish],

CS

Uh-huh.
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KP

Thatho iskap naho ooya sokbailit inchaalihchok.
When we say 'thatho ’, he always knows the correct spelling
fo r it.

CS

Hm. Ooya analyze-kachok?
Hm. He analyzes it all?

KP

Uh-huh.

t

In addition to expectations that linguistic scholars would spell the language
correctly, some members of the Coushatta community have expressed at the
assumption that — in opposition to the general preference that local Koasati
authorities should be passing the language to their children — linguists make
good language teachers. One elder on the Language Committee described his
desire for his nephew to learn Koasati through the Heritage Department’s
language programs as follows:
Bikkokon, kosnok, nahok, an-nephew-kak, immankalin
competition-ka stistilkahchok, ontahik bannat. “Am-mama
iimasilhachilihchok, katik ammaikkohchok kaanon,” kaahat. Nahok
Jack-kak ilaafookan, ilasaachit stilalaho ommit ooyak, sahmip,
professor kooliskan saamichit sobaili insobailiikok mootok. Mantik
intonohchom, “Fridon onchip,” kaahat, kaamis mon mok
stilallaalolit, naho, sobailahik bannapalammolihchok katik
sobaikochi.
At one time, I told my nephew that we have competitions, he wanted
to come. He said, "I ask my mom but she doesn't tell me clearly, so
I would like to come. ” I thought I would bring him when Jack
comes, he usually brings people with him, and since [Jack’s] a
professor, [my nephew] will learn from him, see how he does it. But
he works so he said, "Do it on a Friday," so I was going to bring
him, like, h e ’d would really like to learn but he doesn't know [ the
language], (pers. comm., 2011)
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One Heritage employee informed me that Committee members frequently
overestimate the Koasati language skills of non-Coushatta participants in the
project, even those who have only been studying the language for a matter o f days.
One member of the community warned other speakers to be mindful of what they
say around the linguistics students, because “they understand Koasati better than
they let on” (pers. comm., 2011). Individuals have cited linguists’ and linguistics
students’ relatively good ability to read Koasati from the page, and in some case,
to identify root words as evidence for their belief that visiting scholars rapidly
acquire Koasati comprehension. Training in phonetics and phonology does assist
Martin’s students in the reproduction of spoken Koasati, but the comprehension of
grammar comes later, to say nothing of the finer points of intonation, humor,
register, etc.
Linda Langley, in a 2013 interview, offered another interpretation o f why
speakers overestimate the Koasati abilities o f linguistics students, suggesting that
people bom into households without Koasati speakers yet who maintain an interest
in the language are a novelty in the community. Outsiders’ levels of interest and
perceived ability to learn spoken Koasati quickly indicate new language
opportunities and fertile ground for expanding the language learning program. If
outsiders can leam from the Heritage Department’s materials, surely local children
— with their child’s capacity for language acquisition and the benefit of yearround input from speakers — will leam, as well. Holding a linguistically trained
outsider up as an example, however, can pit those who do read Koasati against
those who do not. Bertney Langley has on more than one occasion unexpectedly
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called me to the front of a crowd and handed me a printed copy o f a Koasati text.
He asked me to read the story aloud into a microphone, which I made a good faith
effort to do. Never mentioning the fact that I barely understand that which I am
saying (or my background in linguistics), he went on to use my performance as an
opportunity to question fluent speakers who do not teach their children to speak,
and community members who have not learned to read or speak the language. The
organizers o f the Kowassaati Nathihilka Nihta (Koasati Language Day) language
competition also asked the judges to practice their judging skills and test the rubric
by asking me to read a short speech in Koasati. They argued that if even I, as a
non-Coushatta person who had only been hearing the language for a few months,
could pick up a page and unprepared tell a Koasati story that makes sense, then
surely reading Koasati is a skill imminently available to all Tribal members. The
argument followed that observation that if one were to acquire Koasati literacy
skills, other linguistic competencies would follow.
In either interpretation, visiting linguists possess a small amount of
authority in the literacy practices at Coushatta, as supposedly swift learners and
“professionally literate” people. This type of limited linguistic authority is not
linked to the linguistic authority that comes being embedded in the Koasati
community of practice; rather, it grows from a background in linguistics and an
affiliation with the Heritage Department. By virtue of their academic involvement
with the authorial process, outside linguists weigh in on the spelling
standardization process, intentionally or not. The collaborative nature o f scholarly
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research with the Tribal community via a socially-sanctioned, authoritative
institution (the Coushatta Heritage Department) established outside linguists as
suitable in the eyes of the Language Committee to influence the production of
Koasati language material. The leaders of the Heritage Department act as
gatekeepers, ensuring the employment of collaborative scholarly methodologies.
In other words, only “Heritage-approved” linguistic scholars are included in the
iterative authorial process, ideally resulting in legitimized written Koasati for the
language documentation and revitalization efforts. Lack o f engagement with the
broader local language community, through the Heritage Department and the
Language Committee, has historically compromised the authority of outside
experts in the eyes of many speakers (see Chapter Seven).
Given that Heritage Department employees and affiliates produce written
Koasati almost exclusively, I suggest that in the wider Coushatta community,
engagement with the new writing system indexes affiliation with the Heritage
Department more than a broader Coushatta identity. Though the language
ideology linking Coushatta culture to Koasati language would indicate a broader
scope for the revitalization, the literacy practices arising from the revitalization
project have a stronger indexical relationship with the department than with
Coushatta identity in general. The production and consumption of “legitimate”
literacy revolves around the Heritage Department, the non-speaking linguists
invited by the Heritage Department, and their authorial processes; therefore
legitimate readers gather all their materials from a single source. Especially
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considering that the Koasati literacies other than the Committee spelling system
are not acknowledged as legitimate even by their own practitioners, and no
singular authors (with the possibly exception of Loretta Williams) claim literacy
authority over the official literacy learning materials, Heritage as an institution lies
at the heart o f legitimate Koasati writing.
To the credit of the Heritage Department staff, they actively mediate the
potential conflict amongst different configurations and sources of Koasati
linguistic authority by figuring reading and writing as innovative while still
reflective of the community’s value of consensus, and creating authorial processes
that respect the linguistic authority o f elders. As time goes on, the Coushatta
community may witness the production o f legitimized writing outside the
department’s auspices, but since consensus is so integral to the process the
Heritage Department serves as a convenient site for the development of Koasati
literacy as a suite o f collaboratively developed Vygotskian cultural artifacts. Those
who employ other Koasati literacies will likely continue to view their literacy
work as not legitimate compared to the Committee writing system, but the
growing use of any form o f legitimized Koasati literacy may encourage others to
write their language with any spelling system they like and feel comfortable using.

Conclusion
These observations on the unintended consequences of Koasati literacy —
potentially competing linguistic authorities, the prominence of a Heritage

Department affiliation as an identity, the creation of new roles within the Koasati
community of practice — shed new light on the original purposes of the writing
system. As a tool of preservation and memorialization (per Moore 2006), Koasati
literacy is meant to preserve a glimpse of the everyday uses of Koasati language,
though the result is a focus on carefully crafted dictionary entries, interviews,
stories, and dialogues. The Language Committee created it with documentation
and preservation in mind, but it soon became obvious that revitalization was of
greater interest. For revitalization purposes, Committee members intended written
Koasati to serve as a stepping stone for language learners on their way to full
participation in the language practices of bilingual elders.
Koasati authors and readers have adapted literacy in the Language
Committee's alphabet to perform unexpected work in the Coushatta community,
not necessarily directly relevant to its originally stated purposes. In discussing the
language project, the relatives of the young language learners gave glowing
reports of their pride in the enthusiasm displayed by Tribal youth, and general
approval of the efforts put forth by the employees and volunteers at the Heritage
Department. Rarely, however, did community members report noticing an actual
increase in the number o f speakers. Community members have observed the
children in their families carefully studying pedagogical materials and engaging
with their elders in metalinguistic conversations, eager for help interpreting and
pronouncing the printed Koasati words. As Bartlett suggests, the students are
using “cultural artefacts - images, symbols, discourses, etc. - to modulate their
behaviour, cognition, and emotion enough to overcome negative social positioning
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and become what Bourdieu (1991) might call 'legitimately' literate.” (Bartlett
2005, 3).
I argue that the reading materials unexpectedly assist in fostering a
Coushatta linguistic figured identity that hinges on Koasati language practices
without requiring conversational speech, but in a way that upholds the value
placed on spoken language. In its current form, only young language learners
actively work on building such an identity, but many others in the community
value Koasati literacy as the promising nascence o f full participation in
established, “authentic” spoken language practices. As predicted by Gee’s
description of literacy writ large, Koasati literacy “is not first and foremost a
mental possession of individuals. Rather it is first and foremost a social
relationship among people, their ways with words, deeds, and things and their
institutions.. .It is only secondarily a set o f cognitive skills, skills which subserve
literacies as social acts in quite diverse ways in different contexts” (2000, iv). The
new role of Koasati literate may not match the linguistic prestige of a fluent elder,
but Koasati literacy promotes the language itself as “legitimate” compared to the
perceived legitimacy o f colonial languages, in accordance with the “development
model” of literacy. Furthermore, the production of written Koasati provides a
venue for fluent speakers to exercise their authority over the production of the
materials which they perceive as the most enduring record o f their linguistic
practices, and to gather with the specific purpose o f reinforcing their language
practices through whatever means possible.
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Chapter Seven
Old literacies for new practices:
Legacy language data, documentation, and revitalization

Introduction
The Koasati Language Committee alphabet, in spite o f Koasati’s reputation
on the Coushatta Reservation as an unwritten language, did not emerge in a
vacuum. Not only do some individuals make use o f idiosyncratic writing systems
for personal communication that are situated within colonial and postcolonial
educational contexts, but a body of scholarly work on the language also exists —
published and in archived field notes dating back to the early twentieth century. As
a result, the Koasati documentation and revitalization projects are not limited to
records generated specifically for those purposes, but Committee members and
Heritage employees have the option o f utilizing current scholarship and linguistic
information from historical materials, or “legacy data.”21
Given that all languages change over time, discrepancies surface between
the linguistic knowledge of the current Language Committee and the language
recorded by their Koasati-speaking predecessors in the historical record. As
discussed in Chapter Six, Koasati readers and writers establish new written
materials as authoritative through an iterative, Heritage Department-based
authorial process that decentralizes the input o f any given individual. Having been
created outside o f that process, historical written materials occupy a separate

21 My use of the phrase “legacy data” follows Johnson (2004) and Gippert et al
(2006).
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authoritative space, if deemed authoritative at all. Some speakers expressed ethical
concerns over the fact that they often, when looking at the historical products of
academic linguistic work, cannot determine when, from whom, and the process by
which source material was taken. Lack o f community involvement throughout the
process renders the final analysis questionable in the eyes of some speakers, and
the ethical questions over inaccessibility of process and final product, whether due
to orthographic conventions, scholarly jargon, or physical distance — negatively
influence perceptions of content. Relative opacity to the community does not
automatically render legacy material unreliable the eyes of the Committee, but
members are wary that such inaccessibility indicates a lack of engagement with
the community of speakers, rendering the authoritative position of the final
analysis ambiguous until verified by a group o f speakers acknowledged as fluent
by their peers.
Analysis o f how speakers and learners within the Heritage Department and
Language Committee communities o f practice interpret the writing systems and
content encoded by historical Koasati literacies reveals language ideologies
regarding the value of legacy data as sources o f ethnographic and linguistic
information, and how historical sources should be utilized in language
documentation and revitalization. The Coushatta Tribe is not the only Native
North American group to employ historical language data in their revitalization
efforts, but the majority of the literature on the subject focuses on languages that
had been moribund, and therefore rely on legacy data and comparative linguistics
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for all of their source material.22 The Coushattas face a different set of challenges
in reclaiming their own language use with the description of historical Koasati as
recorded by linguists and anthropologists in the past: namely the potential
conflicts between historical language and the present language, in structure and in
practice.
The previous chapter focused on how language learning and the process of
creating Koasati for future consumption challenge and resolve themselves to
established means of constituting linguistic authority at Coushatta: relative age of
the source, its geographic origin and that o f the associated speaker(s), a sense of
authenticity and community embeddedness, and standardization in accordance
with the autonomous model of literacy. This chapter similarly examines how
Coushatta language ideologies of linguistic authority and legitimacy apply to
historical sources and the work o f outside scholars in terms of orthographic
conventions and the relative authenticity o f their content. Particularly, I explore
the relationship of current Koasati language documentation efforts to the literacy
practices of linguistic specialists. Like the literacy practices of the Coushatta
Heritage Department, the practices o f specialists have been challenged and their
value reinterpreted within the context o f Heritage Department and Koasati
Language Committee activities. Noting that speakers and learners see some of the
differences between historical and current linguistic patterns as more problematic
than others, what features of legacy literacies situate them within the Koasati

22 See Leanne Hinton in Hinton and Hale (2001), Hinton and Ahlers (1999),
Leonard (2008), and Warner, Luna, and Butler (2007).
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language project as authoritative sources of legitimized linguistic information, and
which cause speakers to view them with skepticism?

Ethnohistorical Goals and Methods
In 2007, concurrent with the beginning of work with living speakers, Linda
Langley began seeking out archival material relevant to Koasati language and
Coushatta history from such institutions as the National Anthropological Archives
and the American Philosophical Society. Though many members o f the Coushatta
community know of the existence of such historical materials, they are not all
readily available to speakers and learners of Koasati. Though officially available
to the public, to access archival holdings may require travel at the individual’s or
Tribe’s expense, a command of academic archival literacies that may not feel
intuitive to many members of the Koasati speech community, or purchase o f a
scholarly volume of relatively high cost. Only recently have unpublished field
notes been physically accessible to the Tribe, and only through Heritage
Department intervention. They often utilize phonetic writing, handwritten and
typed, which can prove opaque to readers who are not initiated into academic
phonetic literacies. Several of Mary Haas's notebooks were therefore transliterated
into the Language Committee's writing system so that current speakers could more
directly interpret them.
From the transliterations, the Koasati Language Committee and its
consultants sought evidence o f older linguistic forms spark discussion. Despite
dubious feelings toward early anthropological records, Koasati speakers and
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learners highly value the language practices o f their elders and ancestors, and tend
to consider them more authentically Coushatta than the language skills exhibited
by themselves and anyone younger than themselves. The leaders of the Koasati
language project followed that value to its logical conclusion: historical linguistic
data would contain older linguistic forms o f interest to the Coushatta community.
Tensions exist in the changes in language use from the past to present, however,
meaning that historical records occupy a complicated space in the current
language project. To illustrate such complicated notions o f linguistic legitimacy in
historical language, I consider the smallest divisions of written language individual phonemes and graphemes — before proceeding to larger grammatical
structures, then finally to the ethnographic content evidenced by legacy data. I
conclude with a discussion o f some of the ways in which the valorization of
linguistic traditionalism decreases in importance in practice, and how members of
the Koasati Language Committee make use of historical data in the face of
seeming ideological conflict between conservatism and change.

Legacy Writing Systems for Koasati
Prior to the formal revitalization efforts starting in 2006, only nonCoushatta researchers wrote Koasati for public consumption. The Koasati speech
community generally considers these scripts and formats inaccessible or not
legitimized in Bourdieu's sense, and therefore unsuitable for their purposes. As a
result, the Language Committee required that the 2007 writing system cater to a
maximum audience by using familiar Roman characters, and avoiding the use of
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diacritics to transcribe phonetic features such as tone. Committee members argued
that using unfamiliar characters and diacritic marks would render the writing
system intimidating and difficult to type, stifling language writing and learning.231
focus here on the field notes and subsequent publications of Mary Haas (1944),
and Koasati linguist Geoffrey Kimball (1987,1989,1990,1991,1993,1994,
2010).24
Haas, a prolific linguist in Native North America during the first half of the
twentieth century, recorded elements o f Koasati between 1934 and 1936. The
Coushatta Tribe has incorporated several notebooks containing her notes on
Koasati into their language documentation and revitalization efforts. Haas utilized
Americanist phonetic writing in her publications and her field notes. That
transcription style employs the Roman script with the addition o f diacritics to
encode tone, an interpunct (a single vertically justified dot) for vowel length, and
an International Phonetic Alphabet-based (IPA) “belted 1” [1] for the voiceless
lateral fricative, which the Committee system encodes with the digraph <th>. For
example, in her 1934 field notes, Haas recorded the Koasati translation o f “I am
going” as [a liyyal]. Most transcribers using the Committee writing system would
spell that verb <athiiyal>. Though some phonetic detail is lost in comparison to
Haas’s notes, the use of Roman script without diacritics appeals to the Committee
23 See Debenport (2009), Bender (2002a), Romaine (2002), and Schieffelin and
Doucet 1998 for further discussion o f script choices as reflective o f language
•ideology and desired language pedagogy.
24 The historical record of the Koasati language also includes field notes taken by
John Swanton in the early twentieth century, Lyda Paz in the 1930s, Gene
Burnham in the 1960s and 1970s, and the publication of Summer Institute for
Linguistics linguist David Rising (1992).
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members who collaborated on the new system. In general, speakers only come into
contact with Haas’s work via the Heritage Department.
Geoffrey Kimball's work constitutes main body of literature on the
language, and has had a long presence in the Coushatta community independent of
Heritage work (1987,1989,1990,1991,1993,1994,2010). Kimball has published
on Koasati as recently as 2010, so to classify his corpus o f work solely as “legacy
data” would be deceptive. Some speakers in the community know him personally,
and remember him coming to work on the Reservation. Most of his source
material could be seen as legacy data, however, since most of his primary
consultants are no longer living, and more importantly for the purposes of the
analysis here, his orthographic system was well-established prior to the inception
of the current language project.
Like the Koasati Language Committee, Kimball bases his system for
writing Koasati on the Latin script as slightly modified for phonetic description,
using many of the same letters as the Committee writing system. Exceptions
include the IPA [1] as in Haas, a colon for vowel length (based on the IPA
hourglass-like symbol for length), the IPA symbol [?] for the glottal stop, an
ogonek for nasal vowels, and a variety of diacritics to encode pitch accent. The
Committee’s system encodes neither the glottal stop nor tonal qualities. Although
an outsider may not consider Kimball's alphabet dramatically different than the
Language Committee’s, many speakers express difficulty decoding it, as in this
2011 conversation between Darlene Dunnehoo and her brother, Bertney Langley:
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BL

Ihochakitap dictionary-kon hoinchaliki maap
innaathiihiskahchoton? Chisaamichoto naathiihiskahik
mon?
A long time ago they made that dictionary, do you read it?
Can you read it?

DD

Innaathiikalihchook, katik chasamitikkohchook.
Amachiibahchok maafa.
I look at it, but I ’m not able to understand it. I t ’s difficult
fo r me.

BL

Kaamis ya onaintoliinok kano imayasimmami kosno
stmtoliinahimpiisak?
Is the one we're working on better than what was made
before so that we can work with it?

DD

Ano sobbaililip kanok imaya stamaamin, ano hiichalip.
The way I see it, this one is better.

Many speakers report difficulty decoding written Koasati in any form, particularly
those spelling systems that do not break up lengthy utterances by syllable.
However, even amongst those speakers who are comfortable with the writing
system employed by the Heritage Department, many report increased difficulty
reading Kimball.
One interviewee did, however, express a preference for Kimball’s writing,
stating that she uses it as a tool by which to measure her own correctness (pers.
comm., 2011):
Naho, ano—ano sobaililip ya Geoffrey Kimball
kanaahoto mon hiichalibaanoliskan, makassan
hiichalikschotto yaatok.. .akkon naho
naasinchako issilok hiichalip. Sahmip
maliichilitootik, sahmip stammatahchook,
sahmip y a...
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Well, I ’m used to looking at Geoffrey Kimball’s
book, I look there first...I go and get what was
written [in Kimball’s dictionary] and look at it.
Sometimes I get it right, and sometimes I mess
up, sometimes...
This speaker knows Kimball personally through his linguistic work with her
family, and this may influence her perception o f his work. As someone who was
exposed to Kimball’s writing as a young person, and who did not directly
participate in the Committee workshops during which the new alphabet was
created, this interviewee and her family may be more likely than others to
gravitate toward his work both as a matter of comprehensibility, as well as family
history.
When other speakers express difficulty in reading Koasati as published by
outsiders, they usually cite the phonetic symbols as the source of their confusion.
Indeed, the non-Committee orthography receiving the best reviews from elders is
Gene Burnham’s, developed as part o f his work for the Summer Institute of
Linguistics. It contains no special characters, and all but one of the spellings in his
1979 animal booklet match those developed for current Heritage Department
materials (see Figure 9). According to Linda Langley, many members o f the Tribe
have kept his booklets and .have observed that his alphabet is nearly identical to
the Language Committee’s.
Discussing the use of [1] in Haas’s field notes, speaker Bertney Langley
told another speaker who had not participated in the orthography workshop why
the Language Committee chose <th> for the vernacular orthography: “We’re
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putting that back in. Because in the past they used those weird symbols” (pers.
comm., 2010). In this case, he considers <th> to be a more authentic
representation of the speech sound. He describes it as being reinstated, not
innovated. His comments can be interpreted not only as separating the
committee’s writing system from legacy systems, but as linking the committee’s to
a model of literacy that — in keeping with the autonomous understanding o f all
literacy — is more closely tied to the community’s previous experiences with
written language.

Ip th o

Lahko

iptho hatkasi
iptho lochn
iptho laana
palo

lahko choba

V,

V.
II

Figure 9. Pages from Burnham’s 1979 Naas mathaali & Naas
onapa. Image courtesy of the Coushatta Heritage Department.
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Scholarly writing systems do contain more phonetic detail and variations
on the Roman script than do forms of Standard American English language
literacy, and therefore many Committee members feel the phonetic symbols index
affiliation with a way of describing language that is not commensurate with the
standards of the Language Committee. Koasati speakers routinely read
transliterated forms throughout this research, but the fact that it usually required
extra study or intervention from a specialist fosters a continuing assumption
among many Koasati users that the legacy materials are unnecessarily difficult to
decode by non-linguists, and therefore confusing to language learners. Phonetic
symbols are viewed as foreign to Coushatta understandings of Koasati language,
and therefore unsuitable for the language documentation and revitalization project
regardless o f their scholarly affiliations. Some speakers have interpreted the
illegibility and difficulty of interpretation for Koasati-speaking individuals of
supposedly Koasati material as a lack o f authenticity. These members of the
Language Committee hold a language ideology that if a narrative or linguistic
usage were truly Coushatta, a Coushatta person would be able to intuitively
access, recognize, and interpret it.
Though one could argue that any form of Roman alphabet is a colonial
intrusion onto historical Koasati language practices, its origin is in some ways
irrelevant to its current status. English-language literacy is deeply embedded in the
language practices of the Coushatta Tribe, such that spelling derived from English
orthographic rules—in other words, containing no special characters or diacritics—
felt more intuitive to the Committee throughout our work together. That which is
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intuitive to the Committee is more likely to be deemed authentic. In the few
instances in which speakers have complained about the new writing system, no
one has advocated for the use of a non-Roman script — only different spellings, or
not writing the language at all. Therefore, a Roman alphabet lacking diacritics is
the most embedded of all possible scripts according to the Koasati Language
Committee. In this case, then, the committee decided that older is not always
indeed better; the perceived locality and accessibility of the committee's writing
system override the fact that legacy writing systems predate it.

Legacy Content
When asked directly, people like the idea o f using historical sources for
creating language learning materials. As discussed in Chapter Four, relative age is
the most discursively salient source o f linguistic authority at Coushatta. When the
project first started, almost every member of the Koasati Language Committee and
language learner reported that the older the source, the more authority it possesses,
including the linguistic data collected by outsiders. In a few cases, committee
members report that the inclusion o f historical language data in teaching materials
positively influences the abilities of the young learners to the point that the
learners’ lexical ability surpasses her own in some domains. One fluent
grandmother specifically raised counting as a lexical domain which had been
improved upon by incorporating historical written data; she reported in a 2011
interview that though she and her siblings only count in English, her grandson had
learned to count in Koasati.
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However, though older, historical data are not inherently better in the
minds of the fluent Koasati speakers who reassessed them as part of the broader
documentation project in spite of the seemingly omnipresent ideology o f linguistic
conservatism. The language ideology that “older is always better” has unspoken
nuances and complications arising from tacit language ideologies of authority that
surface as a result of comparing legacy language to current usage. Legacy
materials lack several features, which undercuts their linguistic authority in spite
of their relative age: iterative and collaborative authorship, consensus, and
sociolinguistic currency.

Authorship
Consideration of the linguistic and ethnographic data found in legacy
materials reveals that members o f the Heritage Department community o f practice
hesitate to take the content and intent o f written legacy data at face value, given
that outsiders recorded them. For example, the Koasati language in Haas’s 1934
notes gains a certain amount of prestige by virtue o f its age, but the content
remains contentious within the Koasati speech community because the text was
written by an outsider whose command o f the language and ability to record it
faithfully fall under constant question. As one active member of the Heritage team
expressed in 2010, “If she was the type o f person to be writing Koasati in the
1930s, she wasn’t really the kind o f person to know Koasati.” In other words, no
fluent speaker truly embedded in the Coushatta language practices of the time
would have written the language down or shared such information with outsiders
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in an exhaustive way, and therefore the record likely fails to reflect a thorough
understanding of the language and associated social practices. Generally, when
Koasati-speaking interviewees examined Haas's Koasati words that do not occur
in current usage, they remained skeptical until satisfied that Jackson Langley
suggested the historical forms to the linguist, not the other way around. I too, as an
outside researcher with a strong professional respect for Haas and her work, found
that the disciplinary trends and interests o f anthropologists and linguists of her
time limit the contents o f her notebooks. Those trends color what can be known
about language practices of the past, as they significantly filter what is recorded in
field notes.
Several speakers had occasion to question Haas's methodology while
working through her notes looking for new entries for the Koasati dictionary. Haas
visited Coushatta bearing a pre-typed word list, including the item “hominy.” For
a Koasati translation, she wrote [ca'wahka]. She also wrote “cooked com” in
English, and crossed it out. We cannot know much detail of the process o f how
she came to use chawahka as her final lexical entry, though her crossed out note
indicates something o f an iterative process. The result, regardless of the process
with her primary consultant that led to her final translation, is a lexical entry that
lacks ethnographic nuance. Though ethnographic detail was not Haas’s intent in
writing the list, the translation concerned members the Language Committee.
Chawahka, called “sofki” in English as borrowed from Creek, is socially more
than “hominy." As Jonas John, the only Tribal member who makes chawahka for
public functions, explained in a feature in Indian Country Today, “Everyone likes
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it out here. Like in Louisiana, you gotta have rice. Here, we serve chawahka at
every holiday event. A lot of tribal members, they wait for it. A lot of elders like it
plain, like it with nothing — they like the wood taste of it. It is a tribal tradition”
(de la Harpe 2013). The elders who revisited Haas's notes for the documentation
project starting in 2010 interpreted Haas’s lack o f nuance regarding the social
significance of chawahka as an indication that Haas’s other translations and
analyses may also contain flaws.

Consensus
Legacy materials lack evidence o f the iterative, collaborative authorial
process that ensures the involvement o f multiple speakers from a variety o f family
networks, which is important for the creation o f new legitimized archival
materials. In cases where a linguist or anthropologist worked with a single
individual or within one family unit, he or she did not capture variation amongst
Koasati-speaking families, resulting in a final product that may serve as a highly
accurate representation of one individual’s language practices yet strikes other
Koasati speakers as incomplete or erroneous. When working with historical
language data, it can be difficult to determine if differences between current usage
and historical usage indicate natural language change, linguistic variation that
simply was not captured in the original, or both. In either case, the mismatch
between contemporary use and historical use raises questions within the Heritage
Department and Language Committee of who did the recording, and what sort of
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interpretive errors may have been made, since their recording does not match
Koasati as used by currently recognized authoritative elders as a group.
The record of Jackson Langley alone cannot speak authoritatively on its
own, in spite of his relative age; when participants added their memories o f their
grandparents’ voices to support Jackson Langley's linguistic claims, the claims
earned more respect as the number of advocates increased and diversified. Indeed,
one of the motivations for revisiting legacy data was to test the historical forms
with speakers from a wider variety of families. Haas’s data from which she formed
her description of gender deixis in Koasati came exclusively from one man and
one woman, closely related to each other (1944). This fact alone does not disprove
her analysis; it does, however, give current speakers reason to question whether or
not the historical material proves a representative sample. Gender deictic
structures are no longer marked in Koasati, nor are they missed. Some members of
the Language Committee consider them a curiosity at most, a feature left behind
on practical grounds, or even a gross misunderstanding between Haas and her
consultants. No interviewee expressed any interest in teaching children about the
history of Koasati gender deixis as linguistic artifacts, or resuscitating the
grammatical forms. Though relatively old, the status of the grammatical structures
of gender deixis lacks sufficient proof of Koasati authenticity and currency to be
considered legitimate. While Haas’s notes may represent the speech of Jackson
Langley and his immediate family faithfully, they cannot represent the broader
community and its language use. Therefore, in the eyes of Koasati Language
Committee members, the lack o f evidence for broad representativeness and
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community consensus diminishes the authority granted to such legacy material
solely by virtue o f its relative age, and historical grammatical features such as
gender deixis are not included in the documentation and revitalization materials.
Furthermore, in terms of consensus-based methods o f incorporating legacy
data into the contemporary documentation and revitalization project, the
community may have an interest in the words themselves but a strong
disinclination exists within the Committee to avoid being recorded saying words
that members do not use themselves. The preference for consensus on all
Language Committee-sanctioned language resulted in some legacy data being
excluded from outreach materials such as the talking dictionary. Thus, the
authorial process requiring consensus for Heritage Department materials created a
selection bias against the inclusion o f fossilized historical forms in the talking
dictionary in spite of the pride elders feel when their grandchildren use older
words.

Sociolinguistic Currency
Finally, regardless of age, the content o f historical documents must
maintain sociolinguistic currency to be considered valuable to the Language
Committee. For example, no speakers are known to use or understand most of the
historically documented vocabulary associated with cane basketry. Some people
continue to use Koasati terms for different basket shapes, but historical linguistic
data from Harrington (1906) show that as early as the beginning of the twentieth
century, the specialty lexicon of cane basketry was changing to become less
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specific, rendering may of the historical forms obsolete (Linda Langley, pers.
comm., 2014). Basketry is a common topic of discussion in the Elton community,
so it was initially surprising that the committee was disinclined to include Haas’s
material on the subject in the latest dictionary. Though currently the community
shows substantial interest in reviving cane basketry, starting in the. twentieth
century the Coushatta basket economy became increasingly focused on sewn pine
needle baskets.25 Along with gender deixis, the Language Committee considers
the full lexicon o f cane basketry something of a linguistic fossil: of intellectual
interest, but not necessarily valuable for the revitalization movement.
In a 2011 interview, Linda Langley raised the point that the forms recorded
by Haas refer to a weaving style and material that are no longer in the community:
“What good are the old words for baskets if nobody makes them? Language is
only what you use to talk about stuff,” meaning that the words for the baskets and
basket sewing practices relevant to the every day lives of current Koasati speakers
and learners are more commonly used in conversation. Eleyna Langley made a
similar point about linguistic currency, but expanded the scope of her personal
observations to language use in general. She observed in 2010 that the legacy
language materials are good for settling arguments amongst elders who disagree,
and as a memory trigger for speakers attempting to recall the speech o f their
deceased kin, but went on to suggest that — in spite o f the belief that older
language is better language — perhaps the legacy data are socially outdated,
“pertaining to nothing that people are doing now.”
25 See Langley, Oubre, and Precht in Allured and Gentry (2009).
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The morphological information (e.g. gender deixis) and lexical information
(e.g. cane basketry) contained in Koasati legacy materials therefore fail to achieve
a high level of linguistic authority in the opinions of speakers and learners, unless
contemporary speakers can verify using, or remember an elder using, the forms.
Simply stated, legacy data must demonstrably connect to the language practices of
today. Without a demonstrable connection to current practices, relative time depth
of historical data can actually become a liability for establishing the linguistic
tokens as acceptable uses of Koasati. The Language Committee trusts the Koasati
they have directly observed, and past a certain time depth, linguistic phenomena
do not have the benefit of direct observation. Therefore, historical Koasati usages
are subject to heightened scrutiny because of their time depth, in spite of an overt
language ideology that otherwise prioritizes relative age.

Where Legacy Data Stand the Test of Time
In spite of the problems outlined above, there are some cases in which the
legacy linguistic forms are highly prized. For example, several elders have raised
plant names as an important semantic category, and requested that any lexical
items in Haas related to the physical environment in rural Elton be brought to the
Language Committee for vetting. Even in cases when no fluent speakers could
ratify a given item, “lost” tree names, bird names, and kinship terms tended to be
deemed important for reintroduction. Most of the young language learners at
Coushatta cannot identify trees in English, so if this portion of the revitalization is
successful, for the first time in decades there will be young Coushatta people who
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can express an idea in Koasati and not English. Provided such legacy data do not
directly contradict current knowledge, the elders encourage Heritage staff to
include them in teaching materials.
The same pattern holds true for Kimball’s 1994 dictionary, usually called “the
green book” or “the green dictionary” among Heritage Department staff members.
Provided an unrecognizable lexical entry does not conflict with the usage of
current linguistic authorities, elders usually accept it as a victim of language loss
to be reintroduced, not a misunderstanding on the author’s part (unlike changing
grammatical forms like gender deixis). Some active committee members took their
notes from Committee meetings and events to compare them to Kimball’s work at
home, though such comparisons generally were not made in the meetings. Though
many speakers find Kimball’s writing system difficult to interpret, his dictionary
serves as a valuable resource for lexical information. As Jonas John, a Heritage
employee and one of the youngest speakers recognized as fluent by his elders,
observed in a 2011 conversation with other relatively young speakers:
But sometimes, when we don't know the older words, we always
look back into the dictionary. Since [the contributors to this
dictionary] were the older ones, they knew more than us back then.
When legacy lexemes surface that have not been included in newer
materials, they are tested by Heritage staff with an unofficial quorum o f elders of
recognized linguistic authority to see if they know the word, or if they remember
their older family members having used it. The most satisfying use o f legacy data
for speakers is as memory triggers, such as on this occasion in 2010 when
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speakers Ronnie Abbey, Bertney Langley, and I together excavated Haas’s field
notes for plant names:
RA

Yeah. I think tabaknosi isa young—youngtree. You
know, a sapling? That you know, y o u - we used to
swing down on...

SH

Is it tabaknasi?

RA

Taboknosi.

BL

I haven't heard that word in a long time! I forgot about
that one.

Though neither speaker would have recalled the word taboknosi without
prompting from Haas, the two men reconstitute the lexical entry through their
shared memory of its use and practical application for describing, in this instance,
a game they played as children. In this way, outside sources that lack linguistic
authority on their own can be reined in to the collaborative, iterative authorship
process described in the previous chapter for new pedagogical materials.
When the legacy materials are more directly attributed to a recognized
community member or ancestor, his or her involvement increases the likelihood
that the Coushatta community will accept the legacy material as authentic. For
example, the Heritage Department took a collection of rabbit stories — considered
a traditional genre of Koasati narrative — from Haas’s notes as spoken by the
Coushatta patriarch Jackson Langley (1871-1941), transliterated them into the
Committee writing system, and self-published the collection as Jackson Langleyka Chokfathilhilka to distribute at a Langley family reunion. Though some o f the
language was difficult for speakers to decode, which may be due to historical
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differences in language, orthographic choices, or a combination, attendees
received the collection warmly, and treated it as a potentially valuable pedagogical
resource, due in part to presentation of authorship. This particular book presented
Langley as the true author, while Haas merely served as a transcriber, attribution
to a known fluent speaker — whether or not that speaker is living — offers a form
of authority that eclipses relative age of the source. Fluent speaker and Language
Committee member Lorenda Poncho summarized her concern with “outside
experts” by focusing on the link between the language and Coushatta identity:
Anok aalolihchok, nahot, yok mok naathiilkak kosnon
skofaikatooliskan atmiitok naathiikat kommaikottik kosnaalok
naksofa sobbaihiliik maatitimawiichit kosobaiko mok asilhaachit
nahot stamailkabaanok imaayan stibichasaakat
amailkailpiisastammam.
I think that because this language was given to us, no one else
should be teaching us; we who know the language should be doing
it on our own, helping each other to learn it. I f we don’t know
something, we can ask questions and help each other. That’s how
we can get ahead.

In Poncho’s estimation, to revitalize the language requires that Coushatta people
hold paramount linguistic authority not only because Koasati is unique to their
community, but because the process of questioning and collaborating among
diverse speakers is the only way to make the language more robust.

Conclusion: Metalinguistic Value of Legacy Data for Language Revitalization
Bearing in mind that revitalization is the primary goal of the Koasati
language project, working with legacy materials provides a venue in which
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Language Committee members reflect on why certain linguistic features persist
and others fall out of use, and which linguistic features are essential and which are
less important for revival. Though not neutral in their entirety, the legacy data
provide an increasingly neutral territory in which various linguistic authorities can
gather to discuss the differences in their observations of language practices,
historical and contemporary, and compare their own memories and networks.
Members of the Committee delicately explore issues such as gender deixis, in
which claims of Jackson Langley and Haas directly contradict the experience and
memories of living elders. In this process, one speaker expressed the opinion that
the language change evidenced by Haas’s field notes is a natural outgrowth of the
declining population of speakers: “There are too few of us now, so we bunch it all
up,” meaning there simply are not enough speakers to support linguistic structures
such as gender deixis. In this speaker’s estimation, the loss of certain
morphological forms is what Naomi Palosaari and Lyle Campbell, speaking of
language endangerment and shift in general, call “loss of marked features through
replacement with unmarked counterparts” (2011, 113). It makes more sense to this
Koasati speaker that the few fluent speakers who remain should speak similarly to
ease communication with and make learning the language as simple as possible for
young members of the community.
Though not all members of the Committee community of practice would
agree with the judgment that minimizing dialectal differences is a desirable
outcome, the discussion o f concrete examples o f language shift presents a finite
problem for the Committee to solve. This method of addressing language change
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presents a welcome alternative, as opposed to the frequent expressions of broad
guilt and concern elders feel for their perceived role in the community’s shift
towards English. Working with Haas’s notebooks has prompted several speakers
to comment on how language change does not reflect poorly on their own Koasati
or challenge their authority, but illustrates the vitality of the language. Some
interviewees expressed the opinion that certain historical forms o f their language
are complicated and unnecessary, and that they should have either naturally faded
away or been consciously removed from the language. Furthermore, if an
unrecognizable linguistic form surfaces in the historical record, it can be treated as
idiosyncratic o f the single individual or family the linguist happened to consult on
that visit. Thus the Committee can forestall questions of correctness, language
change, and “lost language” altogether.
This is a marked departure from the rhetoric surrounding many language
revitalizations, which tend to focus on linguistic purity, much to the dismay of
young language learners. To hold language change up as a value can bolster the
revitalization efforts in unexpected ways. Language documentation specialists and
advocates from successful language revitalization programs have cited freedom
from linguistic purism as an important contributor to their success.26 My
observations at Coushatta support the idea that something similar occurs there.
The historical component of the revitalization project has prompted linguistic
authorities to draw finer distinctions amongst types o f change in the connections
26 For more discussion of the effects of linguistic purism on language
revitalization, see Chrisp 2005, Dorian 1994, Florey 2004, Hinton and Ahlers
1999, and Hinton and Hale 2001.
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they draw between Koasati language and Coushatta culture, and redefine
acceptable levels of linguistic transformation, to the benefit of language learners.
Liana Wong (1999) argued that linguistic authenticity is always contestable and
may not exist, therefore binary concepts of "right" or "wrong" predicated on
authenticity are not appropriate in indigenous language learning. If one agrees
with Wong's argument, the playing field for language learners opens up and
successful language revitalization can include "imperfections" in a learner's
dialect. This acceptance comes with the idea that living languages constantly
change and to define one's own language as living, alterations must be permitted.
As Wesley Leonard pointed out regarding his own experience of researching and
reclaiming his Miami language, “No longer do we accept the ideology that our
language cannot or should not change, and some of us have come to question why
changes in indigenous languages are often called ‘attrition’ even when similar
patterns in major languages are just called ‘change’” (2011, 142).
For young language learners, the knowledge that their Koasati may not
sound exactly like the Koasati o f their grandparents, and historical proof exists
that their grandparents do not sound like their own predecessors, may help them
connect to the language practices o f their ancestors rather than risk further
isolating them from the history of the Koasati language. In fact, while some elders
grant the legacy materials a degree of linguistic authority in spite o/language
change, some younger learners report that it is authoritative because o/language
change. A young Coushatta language learner, twelve years old at the time, offered
this example of how the interest o f young people in written Koasati extends both
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into the future of their own language practices and into the history o f the language.
The legacy material, though not exactly like the Koasati of the current elders, is
treated by some as analogous to the literary classics written in a valuable if archaic
variety of English:
Let’s compare [Koasati] to any other language. In English, for
example. William Shakespeare. Do we consider his works
important?...English language has changed, people have learned to
read William Shakespeare and all the olden talk.. .of course
[Koasati] changed. It’s important to see where our roots were.
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Chapter Eight
Conclusion

Active data collection for this dissertation ceased in 2014. The cut-off date was
arbitrary, to a point. The Koasati Language Committee remains active to date. The
Coushatta Heritage Department and its affiliates continually test new teaching,
learning, and preservation techniques. This final chapter will outline some of the
recent and upcoming changes in the Coushatta Tribe’s efforts to bolster Koasati
use, with reference to the main ethnographic conclusions drawn in this dissertation
regarding language ideologies of authority and legitimacy. In some cases, new
developments further exemplify the trends outlined in the previous chapters, and
in others they indicate movement and change in the language ideologies and
expected outcomes of the Koasati language revitalization.

Review
Coushatta language activists began their Koasati documentation and
revitalization efforts based on the premise that a special connection exists between
an indigenous language and an indigenous identity and culture. As Coushatta
people increasingly use English as their primary language, that assumption falls
under scrutiny. Though not necessarily incorrect, it is complicated. Individual and
generational differences surface in the ways individuals relate Koasati language to
their self-identification as Coushatta. In summary, though the language ideology
l
that Coushatta culture and Koasati language are inextricably linked is discursively
salient, neither is wholly dependent or sufficient to sustain the other. In other
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words, though Koasati is intimately tied to Coushattaness, certain non-speakers
can identify as Coushatta, just as non-Coushatta people can learn the language
(Chapter Three).
Koasati language activists over time have articulated more subtleties o f the
connection between language and culture through the Koasati documentation and
revitalization project, including the features o f Koasati language that they consider
to be the most “authentic.” Most frequently, age is given as the most salient source
of legitimacy for language and authority for speakers. The older a linguistic form
(or speaker who uses it), the more “authentic” Koasati speakers and learners tend
to consider it. Other features can contribute to relative linguistic authority,
however, such as geographic locality and consensus-building, both o f which are
required for preservation- and pedagogy-oriented products to be considered
authoritative by the Koasati language community at large. The successful projects
of the Heritage Department introduce novel language practices in service of
language revitalization, but have their roots in extant language ideologies of
authorization and legitimation. These roots include the fluent elders o f the
Language Committee in their respected advisory capacity, the local space where
non-local speakers and specialists can come share their linguistic expertise and
interact with the Language Committee, and the overall maintenance o f local
control over the trajectory of the documentation and revitalization efforts. Overall,
the Coushatta Heritage Department and the Koasati Language Committee have
provided venues for members of the local language community to evaluate and
express their language ideologies, salient and tacit. In general, this research opens
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questions of priorities and definitions of long-term “success” for a language
documentation or revitalization in ways beyond increasing numbers o f speakers.
(Chapter Four).
The Koasati Language Committee’s creation and production of new Koasati
literacies in particular has both challenged and reaffirmed aspects of the language
ideologies of authority outlined above. The Committee’s writing system
introduced new elements of standardization that set up members of the Coushatta
Heritage Department staff as linguistic authorities in spite o f their relative youth
and ambiguous speakership status, and combined the autonomous model of
literacy with the linguistic skills of passive bilingual staff members to create new
genres of linguistically legitimate (in Bourdieu’s terminology) documentation and
pedagogical materials. The linguistic legitimacy of written materials is established
through many of the same means as spoken language, with consensus being
particularly highlighted. Written materials in Koasati, written by both insiders and
outsiders, require a process of collaborative and iterative authorship to be
considered representative of community-wide language practices, and therefore
legitimate. Non-Tribal members are encouraged to learn Koasati and work on the
revitalization project, but their presence and work are brought under the iterative
authorship umbrella of the Heritage Department as an authorship body through a
client-based model of scholarship (Chapters Five and Six).
The use o f historical linguistic data offered another means to examine the
interaction of different sources of linguistic legitimacy and authority. The process
o f incorporating legacy material into the documentary and revitalization materials
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demonstrated that sometimes tacit language ideologies trump salient language
ideologies of authority. Historical Koasati that would normally be considered .
authoritative by virtue of its age must have demonstrable Coushatta authorship and
meet the approval of an unofficial quorum of recognized speakers. Furthermore,
the older language must articulate with the knowledge o f current speakers and
language practices, otherwise members of the Koasati Language Committee found
it to be — though important for preservation — of less relevance for revitalization
(Chapter Seven).

Coushatta agency in language documentation and revitalization
Echoing Linda Tuhiwai-Smith’s (2012) call to decolonize anthropological
methodologies, perhaps the most significant feature of the Koasati language
project as a whole is the decolonization of the documentary and revitalization
processes in effect at Coushatta. Koasati literacy is a particularly noteworthy
accomplishment not just because of its value as an additional tool for language
preservation and teaching, but because Coushatta authorship and editorship is one
of the major differences between research on and revitalization of Koasati since
2007. The language had been written previously, and the Koasati Language
Committee acknowledges certain aspects of those writings as valuable for
preservation purposes in spite of some questions regarding the motives and
interpretations of the outsiders doing the writing and recording. In fact, almost all
of the most dedicated volunteers on the Language Committee, including Bertney
Langley, had relatives who worked with earlier anthropologists and linguists who
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visited their community. As Langley has pointed out in describing the historical
process of documenting languages, he and other members of his speech
community knew that anthropologists’ and linguists’ notes contained mistakes that
would be replicated in the final product, but did not have access to the entire
process in any productive way. More recent Koasati writings are set apart from
that historical precedent by the Coushatta authors, editors, and readers who
initiated and guided the Koasati language project as a whole.

“What are you looking for in a linguist?”
For the instances in which members of the local language community do not
carry out their plans themselves, Bertney Langley, Linda Langley, and members of
the Language Committee have hand-picked the scholars and consultants, such as
linguist Jack Martin and immersion specialist Michelle Broussard, to provide
support. One example of such a project is the Koasati language archival deposit
with the Endangered Languages Archive (ELAR, part of the Hans Rausing
Endangered Languages Project at the School of Oriental and African Studies in
London). Members of the Coushatta Heritage Department and I have worked with
the ELAR team to further the Language Committee’s goals of long-term language
preservation. The materials archived with the Coushatta Heritage Department and
ELAR are in place to serve partially as time capsules in the event that the Koasati
language goes out of use entirely. Ideally, however, the archives will instead serve
as a source of audio, visual, and textual materials covering a diverse array of
historical and ethnographic content which can be used by future generations of
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Koasati speakers, unmitigated by English translation. So while some outsiders do
have a high level of engagement in the project, our work is organized in a clientbased model of research in which we act as consultants more than independent
researchers. Any linguistic authority derivedfrom scholarly experience must
combine with the authority granted by the fluency o f the elders with whom
scholars work to create a linguistically legitimate final product. As Linda Langley
jokingly asked the elders on the nascent Language Committee at a community
meeting held early in the process: “What are you looking for in a linguist?”
The following sections of this chapter offer just a few examples o f recent
developments at Coushatta that exemplify the extent to which Coushatta agents —
some of whom have been involved since the beginning, and others who have only
begun work in the past few months — adapt to meet newly articulated needs and
engage an even broader audience within the Coushatta community.

The Little Indian School
One of the most significant developments in Koasati education since 2014 is
Heather Williams’s re-envisioning of the Tribal preschool, the Little Indian
School. Williams, daughter of the Heritage Department’s primary transcriber
Loretta Williams and known for her skills working with children, was one o f the
first recruits Linda and Bertney Langley asked to participate in the revitalization
effort. She has long been passionate about early childhood education, and has
made it the focus of her higher education. In late 2014, Williams was appointed as
the director of the preschool. She is currently in the process of revising the
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curriculum not just to include Koasati as a taught subject, but as medium for
instruction—a crucial difference for pedagogical purposes. To that end, she
recently hired Barbara Langley, a retired preschool teacher and fluent elder, to
work with her in the classroom and provide additional linguistic expertise.
The recent development o f Koasati language programming at the Little Indian
School further demonstrates the role language revitalization efforts can play in
developing new venues for the re-articulation of existing linguistic authorities.
When I first met Heather Williams in 2009, she said that she did not consider
herself a speaker, and now she directs a preschool that is likely to move in the
direction o f immersion Koasati teaching within the next few years. Williams has
not only brought Koasati language to the fore in early childhood education on the
Coushatta reservation, but personally has moved from a language learner to a
teacher role, exemplifying the development o f new authoritative roles for speakers
initially considered (by themselves and others) "passive bilinguals" (see Chapter
Six).
Furthermore, the formalized and structured revitalization efforts foster a sense
o f authority based on a more general respect for education within the Coushatta
community (Chapter Six). This new preschool curriculum expands that source of
authority but strengthens with the presence o f the school being on the Coushatta
reservation, under Coushatta leadership.
Finally, the new Koasati preschool curriculum promises to create a community
of peers for young language learners — some of the youngest language learners, in
fact — to foster their Koasati use, and diversify the situations in which Koasati
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speech is considered the normative code for communication. Though to my
knowledge Williams occasionally uses written Koasati in her own planning and
some visual aids in the classroom, her teaching techniques for the most part do not
rely on written Koasati in any form since she works with preliterate students. In
summary, alongside the Heritage Department, the Little Indian School is primed to
become another physical space in which old and new linguistic authorities join
forces to bolster Koasati use in the Coushatta community.

MemRise: New web-based learning platform
Alongside developments in the Heritage Department offices and the Little
Indian School, language learning opportunities for Koasati have also expanded on
the internet. In January 2015, a group o f advanced linguistics undergraduate
students from The College o f William and Mary visited the Coushatta Heritage
Department as a continuation o f their linguistics field methods course with Jack
Martin. Their goal was to deliver some language learning products they had
developed through their coursework, including a book o f conversations in Koasati
that were written by Heritage Department employees Kathy Peoples and Loretta
Williams. While in Elton, students Miranda Axworthy and Nicole Fitchett utilized
the language learning website memRise to develop vocabulary lessons targeted at
children that did not require use of written language, while Martin turned the
sample conversation book into a memRise lesson for more advanced learners. The
site is free of charge, and available for use on desktop and mobile devices.
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Perhaps the most enticing development of the site, memRise tracks the
progress of language learners, and offers a competitive element. Each “course” has
a leader board, through which players can see the weekly, monthly, and “all time”
high scorers. The platform struck a competitive chord in the Coushatta community
and with the William and Mary linguistics students, prompting a positive
response. Just a few weeks after the lessons launched, Bertney and Linda Langley
happily reported that at the Tribal ballpark they overheard some teenagers, who
had never participated in any of the Heritage Department’s efforts previously to
the Langleys’ knowledge, discussing the memRise site and comparing scores.
When Heritage Department staff members log on, they cannot always identify
everyone on the leaderboard which — though momentarily surprising — is a
welcome and promising development. Not knowing who all the players are
indicates that the language learning tool has an audience outside o f the
department’s “regulars” and makes for an interesting game.
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"Koasati for Kids," www.memrise.com. Lesson created by Miranda
Axworthy and Nicole Fitchett, with assistance from Jaime Hill, Jack
Martin, Keith Wier, Kathy Peoples, using the interface offered by
memRise. Player photos, screen names, and ranks have been
redacted.

Teaching grammar
One of the recent highlights of linguistic advancement at Coushatta is a
teaching grammar, still under development by Bertney Langley, Linda Langley,
and Jack Martin. They have been working together on this grammar since 2014,
mostly via the video conferencing application Skype. The document provides a
linguistic description of the Koasati language that addresses the grammatical
details deemed to complicated for the earliest lessons, but necessary for advanced
learning, particularly for individuals who will be teaching the language in the
future. The grammar employs the Committee’s writing system with some
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additional phonetic detail, necessary to explain certain aspects of Koasati
grammar, as can be seen in Figure 12. In this section of the grammar, Martin
explains how changes in pitch indicate differences in Koasati verbs that do not
map directly to a monolingual English speaker’s use of tense and aspect. Changes
in pitch are described in narrative form and indicated on the Koasati spelling with
diacritics, which are not a part of the official Committee writing system. They are
particularly useful for monolingual English speakers, however, who often struggle
to perceive and reproduce such intonations accurately. This type of work will help
fill an identified gap in Koasati learning materials. Adult language learners who
have passed the critical age where they can acquire a new language through
constant social exposure stand to benefit from the explicit outlining of
grammatical rules, helping them deepen their understanding o f Koasati grammar
past existing vocabulary lessons and phrasebooks.
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23.0vtTvie\» o f verb g rad es
Verbs in Koasati change slightly based on meaning. These are sometimes called grades or
internal changes. They mostly affect the second-lo-last syllable of verb stems.
In some cases, the vowel in the sccond-lo-iasi syllable of the stem is lengthened:
tsilaho
isiiisl?

will pick up (something)
pick up (stem)
is he.'she'il picking it up? (lengthened grade)

chokoolichilaho
chokuolichichokooliiclil?

will park (a car)
park (stem)
is he/she parking it? (lengthened grade)

There is also a specific pitch assigned to this pattern: the pitch of the second-lo-last syllable goes
down, and then the pilch of the following syllabic goes up. This pattern is called the lengthened
grade or L-grade. and it is used fur things that happen.
A second change is found in examples like this:
chokoolilaho one will sit
cbokuulisit (stem)
chof doli? is bc.'shcdl sitting? (geminating grade)
In this pattern, the vowel of the second-lo-last syllable has rising tone (the pitch goes up). The
preceding consonant may be doubled or '‘geminated". This pattern is called the geminating grade
or G-grade. and it refers to states resulting from an action.
A third pattern is found in examples like this:
tpuluho
iputhpa-tak!

will eat (one thing)
eat (stem)
let me eat it! (aspirating grade)

isilabo
isiihs-ok um!

will pick up (something)
pick up (stem)
pick it up! (aspirating grade)

41

Figure 12. Page from Koasati Teaching Grammar.
Image courtesy o f Jack Martin.
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The creation of new speakers
The accomplishments listed above are just a few of the tangible outcomes that
illustrate the paths the Koasati revitalization project is taking. All three of these
highlighted - the Little Indian School preschool curriculum, the memRise website,
and the teaching grammar in progress- demonstrate a diversification o f target
audiences, as well as further integration of the diverse skills and talents of authors
and actors involved in the project. Such developments, however, beg the question
that many have asked from the beginning: do these efforts actually turn learners
into speakers?
Linda and Bertney Langley point to the example set by the Coushatta
representatives at the United South and Eastern Tribes (USET) Impact Week
conference for their answer. Each year, teenage (15-17 years old) representatives
prepare by presenting to the Coushatta Tribal Council on their priorities and goals.
In 2014, the representatives articulated to the council that they wanted Koasati
language classes. Having taken some basic language classes and using the
materials developed by the Heritage Department over the course of 2014, the
representatives came back to the council in February 2015 and said that — having
learned the basic vocabulary that seems to dominate the early stages of language
learning, like colors, animals, and numbers — they wanted conjugations. They
wanted to make sentences and have conversations. These high schoolers have
showed linguistic progression beyond what was planned in the initial stages of this
project, showing initiative, awareness, and the drive to continue into the more
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difficult aspects of language learning. They also represent a crucial demographic
that until very recently had not been as engaged with Koasati revitalization as
elders and young children.
The representatives’ request to the council shows in a straightforward way that
at least some students are making progress on their paths to becoming Koasati
speakers. Unfortunately, such progress is difficult to measure. As Linda Langley
pointed out during our first conversation in 2009, language competency is often
difficult to measure. Standardized foreign language learning tests are often based
on languages with little resemblance to Muskogean grammars, so to modify them
in a way that would allow cross-linguistic comparison would present a challenge.
Furthermore, I suspect that such a testing scheme would fail to take advantage of
the sociolinguistic situation of indigenous language learning, as opposed to foreign
language learning. The development o f applicable tools for measuring linguistic
success, when “success” itself is difficult to define, remains an opportunity for
future work, provided the local language community has an interest in such
measurements. It is likely that, unless necessary for grant reporting, such scoring
mechanisms would matter less to Coushatta elders than the real test: being able to
converse with their grandchildren in Koasati.
On that score, anecdotally, several interviewees have reported in 2014 and
2015 that they hear more Koasati in use around Elton. Bertney Langley stated that
more people respond to him in Koasati now when he initiates a Koasati
interaction, and more people try to initiate Koasati conversation with him in
return, including people he did not know were trying to learn. He occasionally
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receives text messages with a picture of an object, and the question in Koasati,
“How do you say this?” These text exchanges are monolingual Koasati
interactions.

Changing the definition of linguistic success
Alongside the creation o f new speakers, the Koasati revitalization efforts
have had other positive effects related to shifts in language ideology. Though I
would not argue that the Koasati documentation and revitalization have
fundamentally changed language ideologies of the sources of linguistic authority,
they have added new authoritative roles and presented opportunities to revalue .
different types of language practices, especially with respect to Koasati reading
and writing. Within the Coushatta community, there has been a change of
perspective on how linguistic “success” should be defined, in a way that allows for
mistakes and values the attempt to learn itself as a worthy action on the part o f the
learner. The longer the language revitalization projects are in place, the more
community members adopt a stance that “some Koasati is better than no Koasati,”
which encourages learners.
One success of the Koasati project that, though related to language learning,
merits separate attention is the increased variety of social spaces in which Koasati
interaction is expected, both among peers and intergenerationally, including
festivals, several different classes, and Language Committee meetings. The
Heritage Department's products and events have also created new genres and
authorship practices that take advantage of differential linguistic skills, rather than
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reinforcing an overly simplistic binary of “speaker” and “non-speaker.” The youth
language competition at Kowassaati Nathihilka Nihta [Koasati Language Day], for
example, prompted competitors to work with their elders to produce their
performances. This included translating well-known songs, telling stories, and
writing children’s books. Those interactions themselves, regardless o f the
linguistic results, have been cited as positive outcomes o f the language
revitalization by many participants in this research. The effort to engage with
learning Koasati carries value on its own.

A language ideological approach and potential future work
The above discussions on shifting roles of linguistic authority and
broadening ideas o f linguistic success point to a need for a broader theorizing of
language ideology with respect to language documentation and revitalization.
Participants in this research prize the creation of research and teaching processes
that they readily identify as Coushatta processes as much as the creation o f new
speakers. In this ethnographic context, the question of what makes a Coushatta
process is as salient as what makes authentic Koasati language. In cases of
language shift, often the language starts to disappear rapidly, yet the affiliated
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cultural identity does not. That difference challenges ideologies that equate
language and culture and consider the two wholly interdependent. If participation
in local language practices — preferably old language practices — plays a part in
self-identification as a local person, what role does language change have in the
language and culture relationship? A longitudinal study o f Koasati language and
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literacy practices, including the linguistic socialization of young people who stand
to become authorities on Koasati writing though their spoken Koasati is not as
fluent as their parents’, would be useful to anthropologists interested in authority,
authenticity, figured identities, and indigenous literacies, as well as helpful for
tracking shifts in relevant language ideologies. Furthermore, a methodology
focused on metanarrative serves to illuminate language ideology, but the issues
described in this dissertation would be further illuminated by a more detailed
analysis of spontaneous Koasati production itself.
Since many communities undergoing language shift face these quandaries,
the questions raised by this research regarding language ideology merit crosscultural comparison. A helpful direction linguistic anthropology could take would
be to theorize how frequently observed language ideologies (ideologies o f strong
language and culture connections, ideologies of purism/nostalgia) articulate crossculturally with both 1) the rapid changes associated with language shift, and 2) the
responses to language shift, i.e. language documentation and revitalization. As
much as underlying grammatical processes govern speech, language ideologies
influence indigenous responses to language shift. This is another way in which
linguistic anthropology as a field can engage with and provide support to
indigenous communities whose members wish to engage in language preservation
and teaching without risking becoming a reflex of salvage anthropology. The
results of this research could possibly inform other communities’ decisions
regarding documentation and revitalization, collaboration with outside scholars, or
making use of indigenous language literacies, historical or contemporary. In this
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way, we can reframe an overly simplistic dichotomy between indigenous agency
and scholarly involvement to more productive discussions about how social
theories of language change and local language ideologies can be applied in a
variety of contexts to foster language documentation and revitalization projects. If
a unified theory o f language ideology can address these issues, it may allow some
language activists to avoid reinventing the pedagogical wheel in their own
communities.
In conclusion, this dissertation highlights the importance of interpreting the
metanarrative that surrounds language documentation and revitalization efforts,
both for understanding the context of language change in a given community as
well as for the design of effective linguistic interventions. Though Bourdieu
warned that examination of one irrevocably alters the other, consideration o f both
salient and tacit language ideologies, both official and practical knowledges,
contributes to answering ethnographic questions about their shared roots. With a
focus on the language ideologies associated with language change and linguistic
authority, this research demonstrates the ways in which speakers and learners of
the Koasati language organize their responses to language change, and reconcile
seemingly contrasting ideologies of cultural and linguistic conservatism with the
introduction of novel language and literacy practices. The efforts of the Koasati
Language Committee, the Coushatta Heritage Department, and devoted
individuals such as Linda Langley, Bertney Langley, Jaime Hill, Loretta Williams,
and Heather Williams have created a productive space between the perceptions of
authenticity and the novelty of the people and means by which this documentation
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and revitalization effort is being carried out. This space allows for the evaluation
o f Coushatta metanarratives of linguistic legitimacy and authority. I argue that
novel practices, particularly literacy practices, that on the surface appear to
challenge conservative language ideologies are in fact rooted in shared sources of
linguistic legitimacy and authority. Those shared resources, creating a comfortable
coexistence of linguistic authorities, may in fact be crucial to the Koasati language
project’s persistence and variety o f successes.
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Appendix A
Piila Naathihok!
The following document is a sample pedagogical material from the Coushatta
Heritage Department. It is a collaborative effort including work from members of
the Coushatta Heritage Department staff, Heather Williams, Crystal Williams,
Linda Langley, Jack Martin, students from the College of William and Mary. Non
stock images of minors have been cropped or cut.
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Piila N a a th ih o k !
Speaking Koasati at H om e
Lessons and Songs for th e Learner

v «!■ •»V-*=‘*a,KS*«'55&?r
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A Project o f the
Koasati Language Committee and
Coushatta Heritage Departm ent
2014

fflfnCamo:
Members of the Koasati Language Committee
Tribal Council
Heritage Department Staff
Heather Williams

A prototype of this booklet was developed and distributed by the
University of Oklahoma, Native Youth Language Fair
2401 Chautauqua Ave., Norman, OK 73072
www.nal.snomnh.ou.edu
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Why Speak Koasati At Home?

Kom atlawista immoolaahis
For all of our children
♦ Children learn our culture by taking part in traditional activities
within the family and in the community, and by learning our Koasati
language.
♦ Children learn a language by living the language, by hearing it
spoken and by seeing adults using the language to g e th e r in real
communication.
♦ Children copy what they hear and see. Building your family literacy
activities around our culture and traditions and using Koasati as
often as possible will give your child a strong foundation for
learning.

IN THIS KIT. YOU WILL FIND:
■S

Inform ation o n w hy it is im p o rta n t fo r b o th you a n d
y o u r children to s p e a k K oasati in y o u r h o m e .
■S

Inform ation o n h o w children learn la n g u a g e .

Id e a s fo r g a m e s a n d activities th a t you can d o in K oasati
with y o u r children
Id ea s fo r in co rp o ra tin g K oasati in to daily ro u tin e s th a t you
d o with y o u r children

11

Language Survival
For a language to survive, it needs to pass from generation to generation. A generation ago,
alm ost everyone in our tribe spoke Koasati a t hom e, a t work, in church, and everywhere they m et
another tribal member. Today, however, alm ost all of the young people in our tribe speak English
only - even if they understand Koasati, hardly any young people actually speak it on a daily basis.
However, everyone in the community can b e involved in our efforts to strengthen our Koasati
language by using these activities. You d o n 't have to b e fluent in Koasati yourself. You can use our
CD's and on-line resources, you can play th ese gam es, and you can invite people who are fluent in
the language to help with som e o f the activities.

How Children Learn a Language
No language is to o hard for a child to learn. Children can easily learn several languages at a time;
m astering up to 90% of a language in the first four years. Studies show that bi-lingual people

live longer, happier and more productive lives, so you are helping your children if th ey speak
Koasatil
♦ Children learn by listening to and speaking th e languages they are learning. They n e ed lots of
opportunities to d o that.
♦ Children copy what they hear and see. Help them learn the Koasati words and phrases they
need to express themselves.

♦ Children learn by playing - they don't always need formal lessons or "language classes."
♦ Children often have a "silent period". This m eans they are getting ready to speak the language
as soon a s they feel com fortable.
♦ Children som etim es m ake mistakes when they are learning new words. This is a natural part of
language developm ent. Som etim es they can't make a certain sound or say a word properly
because their mouths, tongues, throats and lungs are still developing. Don't laugh a t them or
focus on correcting their errors all th e time.
♦ Children like to repeat things. They often want to read or hear the sam e story over and over.
They like it when they can tell the story them selves. They have great memories.
♦ Children love singing. Singing uses a different part of the brain than speaking, so children often
learn the words to songs faster than th o se words in normal speech.
♦ Children som etim es mix up their languages. D on't worry - this is natural, and it w on't take long
for them to sort them out and put th e pieces together.
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How To Encourage Spoken Koasati In Your Home
□ Speak your language a t home—every little bit helps! Even if you aren't fluent, use what you do
know - even using a single word is a start!
□ Use your language when you are doing things with your children - like making breakfast (see
below).
□ Tell stories to your children in your language.
□ If you can, bring hom e books, tap es and other materials - listen to the stories on our w eb site
(www.koasatiheritaae.orof.
□ Write labels in your language and put them on things in your hom e.
□ Teach your child one word a day, and practice saying it.
□ G o outside with your children and ask them what they see.
□ Do different activities with your children - som e like to write things down to learn, while others
n e ed to hear. Children especially learn well when they do som ething physical, like drawing, or
act things out.

Iyiis-paat-ha
(frying pan)
alooso

Koloos-choski

(rice)

(eggs)

tosiina
(bacon)
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Fun Ways To Use Koasati At Home

a

HOUSEHOLD LABELS

Make Koasati labels for common
household items.

mi

v" Have your children help you write o u t the
labels.
s Glue the labels o nto pieces o f cardboard.
S Put th e labels up around the house.
S Every night before you children g o to bed, have
them say all th e labels in their room o r around
the house.

okhicha

stisilka

a.
iitaasihka

Waak imptssi

GROCERY STORE LABELS

This is similar to the household labels
activity, but you use this for shopping.
choba
S Have your children help you write o u t th e nam es
yalaaha

fabahka

for com m on food items,
v' Glue th e labels onto pieces o f cardboard,
v' Give your children th e labels when you go
grocery shopping and ask them to find the
matching item s in the store.
S You can also use these labels as a matching or
memory gam e.

More Fun Ways To Use Koasati At Home
MEMORY GAME INSTRUCTIONS
♦ Cover the English with words in Koasati o r m ake a Memory G am e th at
♦ Glue whichever sh eet you will b e using to cardboard or som e other
cereal boxes.
♦ C ut o ut the individual cards - make sure there are tw o of each picture.
♦ Mix up all the cards and turn them face down.
♦ Each player flips over two cards at a tim e and tries to find matching
Koasati as you turn over th e card. This will help you learn the words.
♦ O ne person can play as well. Ju st flip the cards over, two a t a time,

Pairs-

has only pictures.
type of backing, such as

pairs. Say each w ord in
and try to find matching

M M A

8P;S*W
i ® #f &? 0? 1%
mm .-m
li"o'® 5 a
«•»•A
-IM# %
t*(A
Biar'tfi'#

Make a book ab o u t your family. Your child can draw or p aste pictures of all the p eople in your
family, and write their relationship nam e in Koasati (awo, aapo, koosi, chofi, etc.) This is always fun
and helpful for children to learn the kinship term s in Koasati.
Here is what you will need:
S Crayons, pens, or markers
S Stapler, o r hole punch and som e ribbon, to bind the book (or 3-ring binder, if you are
going to use th at for your book)
v' Glue stick and photos (if you are going to m ake a photo album book)
s Colorful pap er
Have your child write and draw on th e p a g es o f the book, and say the words aloud in Koasati.
Som e o f th e sections in the book can include:

PEOPLE IN MY FAMILY
THINGS I LIKE TO DO WITH MY FAMILY
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More Fun Ways To Use Koasati At Home
PLAY PICTURE BINGO
You can use th ese sheets to play Koasati bingo with your kids at hom e - if you run out, just call the
tribal Heritage D epartm ent a t 337-584-1S60 and ask for more copies!

B 1 N G 0
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toklon

kowi

ctwmprti

Jiimaate'

tjkftkna

iff
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aha

la b o s l!

apaia

/

ifa

pc&xth

pile!

kijft at 43

i tr^aap ‘

chofa

kotli

1v"Tv—
,/
r.

chooba

kpiooochsskt
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spatka

isk I

More Fun Ways To Use Koasati At Home
PLAY PICTURE BINGO
You can use th ese sheets to play Koasati bingo with your kids at hom e - if you run out, just call the
tribal Heritage D epartm ent a t 337-S84-1S60 and ask for more copies!

B i N G 0
hin •
hannalin

sokha

yalaaha

chofa

la b o s l!

chakkaalin

nokko

hapi

spatka

ilk o y aap !

okhicha

falank !

O
m
©

chaffaakan

pokkoolin

☆
ifa

albata

chokbani

pila !

•

takkolachoba

\

apala

cW ©
koloos choski
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hasi

SJ
a p a la h c h !

isk !

Lesson: KOASATI GREETINGS
Sam ple lessons and gam es with vocabulary from the Koasati picture dictionary and phrase book,
along with activities used at Koasati sum m er immersion cam ps - you can also visit th e w eb site at
www.koasatiheritaae.ora and dow nload th e p a g es and audio files from these books.

Koasati Greetings
(Unit 1; Lesson 1)
Are you d oing well?

Chi-ka-noh-choo-li?
or chi-kaa-no?
Ai, cha-ka-noh-cho.
Is-no-ma?

Yes, I am doing well.
How a b o u t you?

A-nok cha-ka-no-cho.

Chi-hol-chi-fok naa-soo-li?

I am also doing well.

W hat is your nam e?

Cha-hol-chi-fok...

Nak-so-fon o-chin-tih-chi?

My n am e is...

W here are you from?

-ka-fon on-ti-lih-cho-kom.

I am from ...

AT HOME ACTIVITIES:
Have your child practice th ese greetings with you (parent, grandm other, etc.) as if it was a skit.
After he/she is able to ask and reply to th e greetings, practice with or g re et a fluent Koasati
speaker.
Have your child make "aliilamo" (thank you) or o ther greeting cards for family m em bers or friends.
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Lesson: KOASATI CLANS
Koasati Clans
(Unit 1; Lesson 2)

A-yik-sa
dan

NOKKO

F ir r o
TAKCHAIHA

Chim-a-yik-sak naa-soo-li?

W hat is your clan?

A -m a-yik-sap...

My clan is____

Chim-pi-chik nak-sok-ommi?
Am-pi-chip holchifop
Chin-taa-tak

W ho is your m other?

...-ka.

nak-sok-ommi?

A n-taa-tap holchifop

My m other's n am e is.
W ho is your father?

...-ka.
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My father's n am e is...

,3.5

Lesson: KOASATI NUMBERS

Koasati Numbers
(Unit 1; Lesson 3)

1
6

Chaf-faa-kan

Hannaalin

Totdiiinan

Tok-lon

Ostaakan

^
M

8
Ontotchiinan

Ontoklon
Try this conversation
with your child:

Chahappaakan

q

1

0
Pokkoolin

Chakkaalin

Naa-son is-hii-cha?
W hat d o you see?
Nok-kon hii-chal.
I see a beaver.
Nok-kok tok-lon hii-chal.
I see two beavers.
Naa-son is-hii-cha ?
l-chon hii-chal.
Nak-son is-hii-cha?
Jack-ka hii-chal.

W hat do you see?
I see a deer.
W ho d o you see?
I see Jack.

Nam -pon i-cho-k is-hii-cha?
How many d e e r d o you see?
l-cho o-staa-kan hii-chal.
I see four deer.

At Home Activities:
a. Print out clan animal pictures from th e internet or cut out from a magazine. Show the child a
clan animal and ask them in Koasati what they see and have them reply in Koasati.
b. C ut pictures out from a magazine and cut into four to six shapes for puzzle. O ne by one while
com pleting the puzzle picture, ask the child in Koasati what/who they see. Keep asking the
question in Koasati until the child replies back in Koasati with what/w ho they see.
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Lesson: KOASATI @ MEALTIME
Koasati ® Mealtime
(Unit 2; Lesson 1)

Fruits:

m ’y
Ya-laa-ha

Tak-kol-choba

Bath-ka

Ta-lak-chi

Vegetables:

Ok-chil-pa

Chok-si Laana

Pa-laa-na

Chas-si

Table Settings:

S ti-sil-ka

Paa-oho-limpa

Pa-laa-na

Fo-io

Ak-sa-li

Other Words:

Cham-po-li

Chas-si

Ha-pi

Cha-wah-ka
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Ho-ma
Locha

Cho-fa

\

Lesson; KOASATI @ MEALTIME
Koasati @ Mealtime
(Unit 2; Lesson 2)
Try this conversation with your child:
Chi-mak-kaang?
Ai, a-mak-kan.

Are You Hungry?
Yes, I'm hungry.

Cha-koo-lok ip, paa-o-ho-lim-pa-fa.
Nak-so-fa chi-ban-na?
Cho-fek chin-nah-ho?

Sit down and e at at the table.
Which one d o you want?
Do you have a fork?

Naa-son chi-ban-na is-pa-hiik?
W hat d o you want to eat?
A-loo-son cha-ban.
I want rice.
Ta-bah-kon cha-ban.
Iwant bread.
A-loo-son to-sii-non stok-lon cha-ban.
I want rice with bacon.
Nam -pon to-sii-na chi-ban-na?
To-sii-na tok-lon cha-ban.

How many (slices of) bacon d o you want?
I want two (slices of) bacon.

Po-lii-hil-kas

Let's Pray.

Maan chi-ban-na?
Ai, m aan cha-ban.
Inko, cha-kai-yah-chg.

Do you want more?
Yes, I want more.
No, I am full.

Chi-kai-yaa?
Ai, cha-kai.

Are you full?
Yes, I'm full.

At Home Activities:
a. If you plan to go to the grocery store, take your child and tell him/her in Koasati what is needed.
Have your child retrieve those items for you.
b. Before mealtime, ask the child in Koasati to retrieve items you need in the kitchen. If your child
can read, make a list of items in Koasati, making it your child’s duty to retrieve all of the items
on the list. Have your child set the table and say the objects placed in Koasati.
c. Have your child close his/her eyes when you take something off the table. When they open
their eyes, have them tell you what was added or removed from the table in Koasati.
d. Praise him/her when all is done: “Chim-pon-naa-hos!” You did good! Or “Aliilamo” Thank you!
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Lesson: GAMES & RECREATION
Koasati Gaines & Recreation
(Unit 2; Lesson 3)
Pok-ko

ball

Pok-ko too-ka

ball gam e

Pok-ko ba-tapl!

Hit the ball!

Pok-ko ta-batk!

Catch the ball!

Pok-ko aaba-tis!

Catch the fly ball!

Pok-k la-tafk!

Kick the ball!

Wa-liik!

Run!

Okon isk!

Drink som e water!

Cho-kool.

Sit down.

*

Pok-ko

La-tafk
Colors:
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Ba-tapl

Lesson: GAMES & RECREATION
Koasati Games & Recreation
(Unit 2; Lesson 3)

• • • • • • •

Phrases:
Nak-sok hom-pa-ni-la-ha?

Who's going to play?

Pok-ko laa-na

yellow ball, orange ball, or brown ball

Pok-ko hom-ma

red ball

Pok-ko hat-ka

white ball

Pok-ko stok-hat-ka

gray ball

Pok-ko ok-chak-ko

green ball or blue ball

Pok-ko lo-cha

black ball

Yok pok-ko laa-na-chok-om.

This is a yellow ball.

Yok pok-ko hom-ma-chok-om.

This is a red ball.

N am -pot pok-ko chin-naa-ho?

How many balls do you have?

Tot-chii-nat an-naah.

I have three.

Nam-pot pok-ko laa-nak chin-naa-ho?
How many [yellow, orange, o r brown] balls d o you have?

Tot-chii-nat pok-ko laa-nak an-naah.

I have three [yellow, orange, or brown] ball.

At hom e activities:
a. The child/children can do a drill or play Simon S ays using actions or real items to perform the
actions.
b. At the park or in the backyard, practice with your child/children the action with sport balls.
c. “I SPY” gam e in Koasati.

Naa-si
h-chon hii-chal
Ex. Naa-si hom-mab-chon hii-chal. I s e e som ething red.
Your child can narrow it down by asking “acha?" (is it outside?), “ya-fon?” (here?), etc.
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Lesson: NATURE & ANIMALS
Koasati Nature & Animals
(Unit 3; Lesson 1)
'

Nih-ta

day

Ha-si

sun

It-to

tree

Pa-kaa-li

flower

Pa-hi

grass

Tik-ba

fire

l-fe

dog

Ka-ti

cat

C hoo-ba

horse

Sat-ta

turtle

Foo-si

bird

Tha-tho

fish

Al-ba-ta

alligator

Ni-to-bi

garfish

Chok-fi

rabbit

Sak-cho

crawfish

Naa-son is-hii-cha a-cha?

W hat d o you see outside?

Waa-kon hii-chal a-cha.

I se e cows outside.

At hom e activities:
While taking a drive or taking a walk outside, point to an object or thing and
ask th e child in Koasati what/who d o they see.
Naa-son is-hii-cha?
Or
Naa-son is-hii-cha a-cha?

W hat d o you see?
W hat d o you see outside?

b.
Find and print out animal or nature picture from the internet or from a
magazine. Show the child the picture and ask them in Koasati what d o they see.
Have the child reply o f what or who they see.
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Lesson: KOASATI CULTURAL TRADITIONS
Koasati Cultural Traditional
(Unit 3; Lesson 2)
aa-ti
at'hom -m a
tai-yo-si
naa-no-si
a-saa-la
choi-yi his-si
choi-ya-thi
chofa sta-choo-ka
ok-thi
sap-ha
a-lii-la-mo
ai-ba-chil-ka

person, people
Indian person (Native American)
little girl
little boy
basket
pine needles
pine cone
sewing needle ("chofa" m eans n
clay
flag, tribal seal
thank you
Rules to live by

N am -pon a-saa-lak chos-pa-hiik chi-ban-na?

How many baskets d o you want to buy?

A-saa-lak tok-lon choo-pa-la-hik cha-ban.

Nam-pon tak-kol-cho-ba chos-pa-hiik chi-ban-na?

I want to buy two baskets.
How many apples do you want to buy?

Tak-kol-cho-bak tot-chii-nan choo-pa-la-hik cha-ban.
Naa-son a-choo-chi?

A-saa-lon a-choo-lil.

W hat are you sewing?
I am sewing a basket.

Naa-sok om-mi, yok?
Yok a-saa-lok om.

W hat is this?
This is a basket.

Yok a-saa-lok om-mi?
Ai, a-saa-lok om.
Inko, sap-hok om.

Is this a basket?
Yes, this is a basket.
No, this is a flag.

Nak-sok om-mi, ak-kok?
Ak-kok, an-taa-tak om.

Who is that?
That is my father.

Nak-sok om-mi, yok?
Yok tai-yo-sok om.
Yok naa-no-sok om.

Who is this?
This is a little girl.
This is a little boy.
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I want to buy three apples.

Lesson: DIRECTIONS & LOCATIONS
Koasati Directions and Locations
(Unit 3; Lesson 3)
l-mil-ka-no
a-fa-bi
a-ba
no-ta
ha-yo
a-cha
paa-na
chai-ha

right
left
up, above
under, lower
inside
outside
on to p of
higher, taller

O ther Koasati w ords/phrases to b e used a t hom e:
Nak-so-fon ath-chi-yaa-hiik chi-ban-na?

W here d o you want to go?

Ath-tha-la-hiik cha-ban Walmart-ka-fon.
Nak-so-fon ath-chii-ya?

I want to go to Walmart.
W here are you going?

Wal-mart-ka-fon ath-thii-yal.

I am going to Walmart.

At home activities:
a. Print out pictures or point out to objects or item s and ask your child/children in Koasati, how
many of the items they want to buy. Use Koasati words that have been previously learned
such as the food items.
b. If you are in a grocery store and your child wants you to buy som e items, ask the child in
Koasati what they want and how many item s they want to buy. Rem em ber to m ake them tell
you in Koasati, not just point or tell you in English!
c. Before leaving the house or when a t hom e, practice with the child/children with th e question,
"Nak-so-fon ath-chi-yaa-hiik chi-ban-na?" (Other places can use in place of "Walmart")
oo-lim-pa schoo-pa
grocery store
schoo-pa
store
oo-la
town
grandm a's house
aa-po im-iisa
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Fun Ways to Teach in Koasati
For th ose tribal m embers w ho may want to hom e school their children or do more formal
language teaching, w e have included th e follow ing information from our June, 2014 Koasati
immersion teacher training. Teachers som etim es use charts and diagrams like th ese to plan
different activities around a central topic, allowing th e children to learn th e central topic in
many ways, and reinforcing th e overall lesson them e.
These simple charts are follow ed by several p ages o f son gs and other materials develop ed
by tribal m ember Heather Williams as part o f the immersion curriculum taught at the Little
Indian School in 2014. Please call th e Heritage Departm ent if you want more information or
su ggestion on how b est to use th ese lesson plans and materials with your children.

Main Topic: Naas Mathaatli (animals)
With this topic, you can do:

T heater (puppets, plays, skits)
Culture (clans, heritage)
G eography (animal environments)
G am es (bingo, duck-duck-goose)
Science (physical characteristics, eating habits)
Music and songs
P.E. (charades, act out animal movements)
Math (counting, graphs)

Main Topic: Oho limpa (food)
With this topic, you can do:

Song (talilwa)
G am es (bingo, scavenger hunt, pictionary)
Social Studies (how chawahka & frybread are m ade)
Math (measurements)
Science (plants, animals, food groups)
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Fun Ways to Teach in Koasati
C om m ands:
ip - eat
chokooi - sit
bitl - dance
waliik - run
wa-lii-his-kan - don't run
hih-cha - look
ka-ha - say
hof-na - smell
balaak - lay down
falank - wake up
Im-po-lii-hil-kas - let's pray

isk - drink
ha-chal - stand up
nok-choob - stop
cha-yahl - walk
pon-haa-lo - listen
chil-bii-wail - raise your hand
kap-paa-li - b e quiet
batapl - hit it
noch - sleep
a-chool - sew
hom-pan - play

Phrases/W ords:
Teacher: Chi kaa no? (How are you doing?/ Are you doing okay?)
A tla w i s t a k (C h ild re n ): A i o r I n k o ( r e s p o n s e s a s " Y e s " o r " N o " )

Cha so bai ko

I d o n 't know

Cha hoi chi fok..
My nam e is ...
Chi hoi chi fok naa so li?
W hat is your nam e?
Him maa yak...(Today is...)
Ex. Him maa yak Ta hoi lin nihta. - Today is Monday.
Nih tap...(Tom orrow is...)

Ex. Nih ta p

Stak tok lo. - Tomorrow is Tuesday.

Kot ti im ma kaan. The frog is hungry O r Kot ti im ma kan naa hos
Mik ko ii pa la ha
(The king will eat...)
II bo chos ki

Fingers

Ok bahl

Close it

The frog is very hungry

_

Lining Up Procedures:
Bikko - front
O baa li -back
Is nok o hat chal bik ko - You stand in the front [line leader].
Is nok it hat chal o baa li - C om e stand in the back [caboose].
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Teaching in Koasati
Science/Animals:
Ko loo si - chicken
Ko loo so si - little chicken

I fa - d o g
I fa si —little dog

Foo si - bird
Foo so si - little bird

Ka ti - cat
Ka ti si - little cat

Ni ta - bear
Ni ta si —little bear

C hoo ba - horse
C hoo ba si - little horse

Waa ka - cow
Waa ka si - little cow

C hos ka ni - duck
C hos ka no si - little duck

Ko loos chos ki - chicken e g g

Animal Phrases/Questions:
Teacher: I fa hon fon ti ton ko loos chos ki fon?
Children: Inko (No) •
(R e p e a t s a m e questions with different animals)

(Is the d o g born from an egg?)

Math Portion:
Nam p o t i fak na hoo? (How many d o g s are there?)
Nam p o t chos ko nik na hoo? (How many ducks are there?)
(Repeated questions with different animals)

Nam p o t ko loos chos ki

na hoo? (How many e g g s are there?)

Science/W eather
Oi ba - rain
Hip li - snow
Fap li - wind
Ha sok ba - sunny
0 0 la chi - cloud
Nak saa mih chi a cha?
01 ba chi a cha?
Hip li chi a cha?
Fap lih chi a cha?
Ha sok bah chi a cha?
O o la chi chi a cha?

(What is it like outside?)
(Is it raining outside?)
(Is it snowing outside?)
(Is it windy outside?)
(Is it sunny outside?)
(Is it cloudy outside?)
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BASKET SONG
B asket S ong in K oasati
S o n g tu n e :

"Mary Had A Little Lamb"

V erse 1:
A sa a la a ch o o Ml la ho,
a ch o o lil la ho,
a choo lil la ho,
A saa la a ch o o lil la ho,
Choi yi his si oh wih hii las.

(I will se w a b ask et)
(I will sew)
(I will sew )
(I will se w a b ask et)
(Lets g o look f o r p in e n ee d le s)

V erse 2:
Choi yi
wii lil la
wii lil la
Choi yi
C ho fa

his si wii lil la ho,
ho,
ho,
his si wii lil la ho,
th o p o t kal la ho.

(I will find th e p in e n ee d le s)
(find)
(find)
(find)
(I will th r e a d th e n ee d le )

V erse 3:
C ho fa
th a p o t
th a p o t
cho fa
a saa la

th o p o t kal la ho,
kal la ho,
kal la ho,
th o p o t kal la ho,
a ch o o lil la ho.

(I will th r e a d th e n ee d le )
(will th re a d )
(will th re a d )
(I will th r e a d th e n ee d le )
(I will se w a b ask et)

V erse 4:
A sa a la a choo li lih chi,
a ch o o li lih chi,
a ch o o li lih chi,
A saa la a choo li lih chi,
a saa chil la ho choi yi his

(I am sew in g a b ask et)
(I am sew ing)
(I am sew ing)
(I am sew in g a b ask et)
si. (I will a d d p in e n ee d le s)
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PRAYER SONG

Prayer Song In Koasati (C re d it: K o a s a ti W o rd s R e v ie w e d b y K o a s a ti L a n g u a g e C o m m itte e M e m b e r s /
S o n g T u n e b y H e a th e r W illiam s)

Start with praying hands to g eth er and heads down
Ab ba chok koo li kahn non [raise one hand u p and look up]
(the one w ho sits on high is good)
Ab ba chok koo li ka naa hos si [raise th e other hand up and continue looking up]
(the on e w ho sits on high is great)
A ko yokp- paa h oos ya-nih-ta kon fai chii [show sm iley face with both hands pointing to your
smile and use one hand waving slowly across]
(I am very happy that you (God/Jesus) gave us this day)
Ak kaa m os [put b oth hands back to g eth e r as a 'praying hands' and p u t heads down]
(That's All)
Amen
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GOOD MORNING SONG
Good Morning Song
(credit: Koasati W ords com piled by Koasati Language Com m ittee Members: Barbara

Langley & Je a n e tte Langley;
song tune from "Good Morning To You"/

"Happy Birthday To You"-original English song
written by Author Unknown)

Ha chi ni tha lik

kan no (G ood M orning to You!)

[w ave y o u r fin g e r s a c ro s s y o u r h e a d t o r e p r e s e n t t h e s u n a n d p o in t a t y o u r n e i g h b o r o r c la s s m a te t o in fo rm

them "Good Morning"]

Ha chi ni tha lik

kan no (Good Morning to You!)

[continue previous movement]

Ha chi ni tha lik

kan no ma mi (Good Morning to You!)

Ha chi ni tha lik

kan no (Good Morning to You!)
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WEATHER SONG
W e a th e r S ong
C re d it song tu n e from "The W heels o n th e Bus G o R ound & R ound"; Koasati W ords co m p iled by H eath er Williams 8;
Reviewed by Koasati Language C o m m ittee M em bers; original English so n g w ritten by A uthor Unknown

O i b ak

aka mii chii...

[make die rain sound and m ove fingers from top to bottom three times]

(the rain g o e s like this)

O i b ak aka mii chii...
(the rain goes like this...)

[make the rain sound and m ove fingers from top to bottom two times]

Nih ta c h a f f a a k a n
(on this one day)

[show the num ber one with your finger]

Hip lik

aka mii chii...

(the snow g o e s like this)

Hip lik aka mii chii...
(the snow g o e s like this)

[from top to bottom , hold fingers to tip and make quiet snow sounds as if it
was falling down from the sky; m ake this m o vem en t and sound 3 times]
[from top to bottom , hold fingers to tip and m ake quiet snow sounds as if it was
falling down from the sky; m ake this m ovem ent and sound 2 times]

Nih ta c h a f f a a k a n
(on this one day)

[show the num ber on e with your finger]

F ap lik

[wave hands from left to right and repeat along with the wind sound-do this
m ovem ent and sound 3 times]

aka mii chii...

(the wind g o e s like this)

Faplik

aka mii chii...

(the wind g o e s like this)

Nihta

chaffaakan

[wave hands from left to right and repeat along with the wind sound- d o this
m ovem ent and sound 2 times]
[show the num ber one with your finger]

(on this one day)

I

Ha sok b ak aka mii chii... (wave one hand in rainbow shape above your head, wiggling your fingers
(sunny goes like this)
along with the sound o f "w eeee"- do sound & m ovem ent 3 times]
Ha sok b ak aka mii chii... [wave one hand in rainbow shape above your head, wiggling your fingers
(sunny goes like this...)
along with the sound o f "w eeee"- do sound & movem ent)
Nih ta c h a f fea kan
(on this one day)

[show the num ber one with your finger]

O o la chik aka mii chii... [using both hands, d o the peek-a-boo m o vem en t while saying "Peek-A-Boo"- '
(the cloud goes like this)
do sound & m ovem ent 3 times]
I
O o la chik aka mii chii... [using both hands, d o the peek-a-boo m ovem ent while saying "Peek-A-Boo"- !
(the cloud goes like this)
do sound & m ovem ent 2 times]
j
N ih ta

c h affaak an

(on this o n e day)

[show the num ber o n e with your finger]
.

..
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GOOD MORNING SONG
O oyaht Nihtahkom
(These are the Days o f the Week)
(cred it: s o n g t u n e fro m th e w e b s ite o f b u s y b e a v e r s .c o m o f o rig in a l E n g lish s o n g o f " D ay s o f th e W e e k " ;
m o v e m e n t is fro m o rig in a l E n g lish s o n g , "T o d a y is S u n d a y " b y Dr. J e a n ; K o asati W o r d s c o m p ile d b y
H e a th e r W illiam s & R e v ie w e d b y K o asati L a n g u a g e C o m m itte e M e m b e rs)

Ta ho lo, Ta h o lo,

[do chicken m ovem ent using both hands flapping as wings]

(Sunday, Sunday)
Ta h o lin nih ta , [do peanut butter m ovement using one hands flat as bread a n d th e o th e r h an d s
(M onday)
spreading on bread]
Ta ho lin nih ta , S tak to k lo, S tak to k lo, [do peanut butter movement and then do th e snap beans
(M onday, Tuesday, Tuesday)
m ovem ent by snapping both hands]
S ta to c h chii na, S ta to c h chii na, [do the soup m ovem ent by using one hands as represent soup and
(W ednesday, W ed n esd ay )
moving from down to up toward the mouth]
S to n o s ta a k a, S to n o s ta a k a,

[d o t h e ice c r e a m m o v e m e n t b y p r e t e n d in g t o lick a n ic e c r e a m c o n e ]

(Thursday, Thursday)
Ta hoi lo si o b a a li, Ta hoi lo si o b a a li, [do the hot dog m ovem ent by sliding both hands quickly]
(Friday, Friday)
Ta hoi lo si, Ta hoi lo si, [do the pizza m ovem ent by pretending to hold a box of pizza with one hands
(Saturday, S aturday)
up high laid flat]
O o y a h t Nih tah kom [starting from top, use both hands and make a wide circle]

(These are the Days o f the Week!)
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HUNGRY SONG
“A ma kaa naa hos”
(I’m very hungry)
(Credit: song tune from “Are You Sleeping”- original songs written by various authors;
Koasati Words compiled by Heather Williams &
Reviewed by Koasati Language Committee Members)

A ma kaa naa hos,

a ma kaa naa hos

(I’m very hungry, I’m very hungry)

Is no ma?

Is no ma?

[point at your neighbor or
classmates as of opposing to
asking them too]

(How about You? How About You?)

(Ta bah ka) ii pa lai mo,

[rub your stomach as if you
are hungry]

(ta bah ka)

ii pa lai mo,

(I’m about to eat a bread, I’m about to eat a bread)
[use food symbols and the movement as if
you are eating]

[in parenthesis, replace with any other food
you would like to use]

Hi naap

cha kai,

Hi naap cha kai.

(Now I’m full, Now I’m full)
[show with your hands on your stomach as if
you are full]
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WALKING IN THE WOODS SONG
It to - Ha yon

Chai yaa lil

("W alking in th e W oods")
{C redit u sed th e song tu n e of "Walking in th e Ju n g le" from supersim plelearning.com ; original English s o n g w ritten
by au th o r unknow n; Koasati W ords C o m piled by H eath er W illiams & Reviewed by Koasati L anguage C om m ittee
M em bers)

, It to - Ha yon C hai yaa lil,
j (Walking in th e W oods)

Ihave children do the walking movement continuously]

1 It to —Ha yon Chai yaa lil,
(Walking in th e W oods)

/co n tin u e th e

walking movement]

! c h a m a th a t koh chok, c h a m a th a t koh chok,
i (I'm n o t sc are d , I'm n o t scared)

[have children hold the number one finger and move
the finger side to side as while nodding their head as
a no portraying that they are not afraid]

Nok choob!
(Stop)

Ichildren should stop and make no movement]

Pon ha! lo tok.
(Listen)

[have children cup one of their ears to listen]

N aa so li?
(W hat is that?)

(teacherfs) can use an animat picture or make an an/ma/ sound to allow student to see or
listen and guess what animat rt is; animals should be any types of domestic animals]
[the children will say what animal it is in Koasati; how ever, th e /a st animal should be a wild
animal such as a bear or tiger, etc. so the children can make a running movement to end the
song]

In ch a m a th a t koh chok!

[after the children guess the domestic animal from the cards or sound, they say in
Koasati, "in cha ma that ko chok" (I'm not scared of it!). The song ends when the
teacher shows the children a picture of a wild animal and the children pretend to run
away.]
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COUNTING NUMBERS SONG
Hoi to lii na
(n u m b ers)

(Credit: Tune from “Ten Little Indians”-written by Author Unknown;
Koasati Words/Song compiled by Koasati Language Committee Members:
B arb a ra L an g ley & Jean ette L an g ley )

Begin by saying “il bo chos ki” which means “fingers” [have children wiggle all their fingers],
Then say “oo bah” which means “Close if’ [have children close their hands), then begin the song
u s in g y o u r fingers to co u n t along]

Chaf faa kan
(one)
Tok Ion
(two)
Tot chii nan
(three)
O staa kan
(four)
Cha hap pas
(five)

Han naa lin
(six)
On tok Ion
(seven)

pMpma<tin.irto

On to chii nan
(eight)
Chak kaa lin
(nine)
Pok koo lin
(ten)

Hoi to lii na
(numbers)
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GOOD-BYE SONG
Ha chi hii chal la ho A nam po!
(I will see you next time!) - Good-bye Song

(Credit: song tune from “Good Morning To You”/ “Happy Birthday To You”;

original English song by Author Unknown;
Koasati Words Compiled by Heather Williams &
Reviewed by Koasati Language Committee Members)

Ha chi hii chal la ho A nam po!
Ha chi hii chal la ho A nam po!
Ha chi hii chal la ho A nam po!
Ha chi hii chal la ho A nam po!
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Koasati Words/Phrases/Songs
Compiled by Heather Williams &
Reviewed by Koasati Language Committee
Members
Copyright 2014
Coushatta Tribe of Louisiana and
Coushatta Heritage Department

G o t o w w w . k o a s a t i h e r i t a g e .o r g fo r au d io lesso n s an d u p d a te s
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